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Abstract
The use of Tallescopes in theatre is ubiquitous, but the Health and Safety
Executive expressed grave concerns about their use, particularly when there
was pressure to allow their movement when occupied. Following research and
protracted discussions, a code of practice was agreed that allowed for the
moving of an occupied Tallescope, but during the process it became apparent
that plans for rescuing a casualty from a raised Tallescope platform cage were
absent. The industry was given two years to develop and embed rescue
systems. This research looks at how successful that process has been.
By interviewing key personnel involved in the discussions and by surveying
users of Tallescopes in theatres, it was discovered that, although some venues
had no rescue plan, a variety of rescue methods have been devised and
adopted by various venues, but that no single plan is likely to satisfy all
eventualities, even in a single venue. It was also discovered that there are
flaws in the rescue methods that are in use and that one method compromises
all other methods, placing the rescuers at increased risk.
Further effort is needed to convince the industry that the code of practice for the
use of Tallescopes should be adopted and of the need for rescue plans. The
code of practice needs to be modified to indicate that the risk assessment
process should drive the selection and implementation of rescue plans and to
include clear guidance on the wearing of harnesses.
Tallescopes modified with the manufacturer’s rescue kit need to be adapted to
allow other rescue systems to be used and allow the platform cage to be
lowered to floor level in an emergency. Barriers to practising rescue from a
Tallescope need to be removed.
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1.0

Introduction

1.1

Overview

The staging of theatrical productions frequently involves the need to work at
height: for rigging, maintenance and adjustment of technical aspects of a show
such as major structural elements, for example grids, bridges and fixed trusses;
to access flown items (winched out from stage level) such as scenery, show
lighting and sound equipment; and as part of a performance, such as flying an
actor. (See Section 6 – Glossary – for explanations of theatre-specific
terminology.)
Although some of the situations and activities involving work at height can be
using a fixed access point that has built-in fall prevention measures such as fixed
barriers, there are many for which such measures are either unsuitable or not
available. Indeed, some activities, such as focusing show lighting that is
suspended from a lighting bar, are usually carried out using temporary access
equipment.
The specific forms of temporary access equipment used in a particular venue can
vary and will depend on a number of factors such as:


what height needs to be accessed



the nature of work that is to be carried out at height



the competence and fitness of those involved



the nature and strength of the floor



manoeuvring space available



what budget is available to the venue both for initial purchase and ongoing cost such as maintenance and inspection



storage facilities



personal preferences of technical management
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1.2

Use of the Tallescope in theatre

A very common item of
temporary access equipment
that is used in theatres,
particularly for focusing
lighting, is the Tallescope.
The Tallescope was
introduced as equipment for
maintaining street lighting. It
was adopted by the theatre
industry as it provided an
excellent platform for
accessing show lighting.
In essence, a Tallescope is a
single person work platform,
mounted on a ladder which in
turn is mounted on a frame
with extending castor-wheeled
legs at each corner. The
wheels are fitted with brakes

Figure 1: Tallescope model 50518

and extra stability is provided

Photographed by the author

by outrigger stabilisers.
Aluminium Access Products Ltd. (undated) identify five models of Tallescope as
shown in Appendix A. Two of the models, the 9812 and the 9815 have raked
access ladders that do not extend. Rescue from these models of Tallescope is
not included in this study since they (a) have raked access ladders making
rescue more straightforward, and (b) do not extend, therefore any rescue is not
from a great height.
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This study focuses on the vertical extending ladder models of Tallescope; the
50512, 50518 and 50524 models.
The major benefits that the Tallescope provides over other access equipment
are:


great mobility



ease of erection/preparation



compactness



easy to store



relatively low capital cost



low maintenance cost



lightness



hands-free work once at height



safe working environment once at height



simple training to gain competence

The Tallescope does have some drawbacks, for example:


requires space to deploy outriggers



limited to a safe working load of 115kg



limited to vertical reach, only



access is via a vertical ladder



rescue from platform is difficult

The need to be able to rescue someone from a Tallescope had not been given
much consideration until relatively recently. The trigger was the agreement, after
much negotiation between the Health and Safety Executive, the manufacturers,
Aluminium Access Products Ltd., and the Theatre Safety Committee to allow an
occupied Tallescope to be moved. Allowing an occupied Tallescope to be moved
obviously entailed raising the outriggers clear of the floor and taking the brakes
off. Consequently, stability is compromised which, together with the risk of the
occupant colliding with lights or other fixtures as the Tallescope is moved,
increases the likelihood of the occupant becoming incapacitated and requiring
rescue.
3

1.3

Aims and objectives

This research will examine existing plans for rescuing injured people occupying a
Tallescope.
Aims:
This study aims to examine what rescue plans have been developed and
adopted to satisfy the Health and Safety Executive’s stated requirements for
rescuing injured people from occupied Tallescopes and to test those plans for
effectiveness and efficiency. Furthermore, from the above study, to consider
whether content for the Association of British Theatre Technician’s Code of
Practice for use of Tallescopes for working at height in theatres (ABTT, 2014)
needs to be modified or could be further developed for one or more of the rescue
methods included in this research.
Objectives:


to identify what issues affect rescuing someone from a Tallescope, e.g.
o

weight limitation of equipment

o

accessibility of platform

o

where Tallescopes are used

o

what facilities can be called upon to effect the rescue

o

HSE’s requirements



to discover what rescue plans have been developed/adopted already



to explore the comparative merits of different rescue plans in terms of
o

effectiveness in respect of reliability and speed

o

ease of implementation and limitations


skills required



specialist equipment required



costs

o

how universally applicable they are

o

whether they are acceptable to the HSE
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to compare and contrast rescue plans with information contained in the
ABTT Code of Practice and to recommend revision of the Code of Practice
if appropriate
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2.0

Literature review

As stated in the overview (1.1, above) the need for rescue plans for users of
Tallescopes had not been addressed prior to the development of the ABTT Code
of Practice. As the CoP neared its completion, the Health and Safety Executive
stated that a system for rescuing incapacitated users of Tallescopes from the
platform basket had to be devised and that this had to be achieved within two
years.
Aluminium Access Products developed a rescue method that was demonstrated
to the theatre industry in the late Spring of 2013. Existing rescue at height
methods were adapted by individual venues and commercial products, focused
on rescue from the Tallescope, began to appear.
At the time of conducting this research, apart from the work of the commercial
rescue solution suppliers, the author has been unable to discover any other
research into rescue from a Tallescope. Consequently, background research for
this project has focused primarily on legislation, HSE guidance and codes of
practice produced by the industry lead bodies.

2.1

The Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974

The Health and Safety at Work etc Act places duties on employers to ensure the
safety of employees and others who may be affected by work activities and
hazards associated with work places under their control (Great Britain. Health
and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974).
Regulation 2 of The Act relates to the employer’s duty to ensure the safety of
employees, including, but not limited to, ‘the provision and maintenance of plant
and systems of work that are, so far as is reasonably practicable, safe and
without risks to health’. For the purposes of The Act, plant includes any
machinery, equipment or appliance. This is a clear indication that the equipment
6

itself has to be fit for purpose and that there must be safe systems of work for
those who use the equipment.
It is explicit in regulations 3 and 4 of The Act that these duties extend to the
protection of non-employees such as contractors and visitors, as well as
members of the public. This is particularly relevant to the entertainments industry
as many theatres employ technicians under a variety of contracts, rather than
directly as employees, and touring and companies often have access to
equipment held by a theatre that they are using for their production.
Casuals are sometimes simply part time technicians, but many are self-employed
and are contracted to assist with get ins and get outs of shows, as-and-when
needed. Following the production of the Löfstedt report (Great Britain,
Department for Work and Pensions, 2011), self-employed workers were
exempted from the requirements to conduct risk assessments and implement risk
control measures where their activities did not put other people at risk unless they
were working in one of the industries identified in The Health and Safety at Work
etc. Act 1974 (General Duties of Self-Employed Persons) (Prescribed
Undertakings) Regulations 2015. The exemption may be claimed by selfemployed casuals in relation to their work using Tallescopes, but may not be
valid since, if there was an incident, other people would be put at risk during a
rescue operation.

2.2

The Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulation

Management is the key word in the Management of Health and Safety at Work
Regulations (Health and Safety Executive, 1999). Indeed, these regulations are
often referred to as The Management Regulations. Risk has to be managed,
including that that is faced by those involved in rescue at height.
There are several regulations from these ‘Management’ Regulations that have
significance in relation to rescue from a Tallescope.

7

‘Suitable and sufficient’ risk assessment needs to be made, including taking into
account exceptional circumstances as might occur during a rescue scenario, with
special consideration given where young persons are employed such as may be
the case with trainees and casual staff.
Preventative measures must be implemented to eliminate risk, or at least reduce
risk to an acceptable level. Schedule 1 of The Management Regulations
provides guidance on the considerations influencing what preventative measures
are to be employed:
(a) avoiding risks;
(b) evaluating the risks which cannot be avoided;
(c) combating the risks at source;
(d) adapting the work to the individual, especially in relation to the design
of workplaces, the choice of work equipment and the choice of working
and production methods, with a view to, in particular, alleviating
monotonous work and work at a predetermined work-rate and to reducing
their effect on health;
(e) adapting to technical progress;
(f) replacing the dangerous by the non-dangerous or the less dangerous;
(g) developing a coherent overall prevention policy which covers
technology, organisation of work, working conditions, social relationships
and the influence of factors relating to the working environment;
(h) giving collective protective measures priority over individual protective
measures; and
(i) giving appropriate instructions to employees
The employer has a duty under regulation 10 to inform her/his employees,
including casuals employed under fixed term contracts (regulation 15) of risks
identified by relevant risk assessments and the associated control measures that
have been selected to combat those risks. This will include safe systems of work
for using a Tallescope (where one is present) and rescue plans.
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Regulation 11 extends the requirements, above, to provide information to
included information provided by third parties who are sharing the premises, such
as a visiting company who are staging a production in a venue and have staff
working alongside venue staff. Agreement will have to be reached on safe
systems of work, including rescue plans. Regulation 12 indicates that this is a
two-way process, i.e. information also has to be provided by the venue to visiting
contractors, self-employed workers, etc., who are using or working in the venue.
Employers have a duty to ensure that employees are capable of undertaking
tasks entrusted to them. To this end, training is required under regulation 2(b)(iii)
and (iv) whenever new technology or systems of work are introduced. This will
be relevant if a rescue plan is introduced. Refresher or re-training is required, as
detailed in regulation 3, periodically and if the risks change.
Where a system of work has been introduced, such as with the use of a
Tallescope and the implementation of a rescue plan, regulation 14 states that
employees are obliged to co-operate with the employer in the implementation and
operation of that system.

2.3

The Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations

The requirement for the employer to provide safe work equipment is also clearly
stated in The Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations (PUWER)
(Health and Safety Executive, 1998a). Regulation 4 requires that work
equipment is suitable and fit for purpose and regulation 5 states that such
equipment must be maintained in good order.
The need for an inspection regime is specified in regulation 6 of PUWER. The
inspections are required whenever work equipment is installed or assembled, the
latter being significant in the case of Tallescopes that may be partially
disassembled for storage when not in use. Periodic inspection, as well as
following anything that could affect the integrity of the equipment such as the
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unusual stresses that may be imposed on a Tallescope during a rescue, are also
required.
If there are special risks associated with work equipment, such as would be found
with temporary access equipment, regulation 7 of PUWER states that
modifications may only be made by authorised, trained personnel. This may
have implications for procedures that have been devised in-house and that
involve adapting either the Tallescope, or supplementary equipment, for rescue
purposes.
Under PUWER, the employer is required to provide managers, supervisors and
operatives of work equipment have adequate, comprehensible, health and safety
information and instructions, including:
8.3(a) the conditions in which and the methods by which the work
equipment may be used;
(b) foreseeable abnormal situations and the action to be taken if such a
situation were to occur; and
(c) any conclusions to be drawn from experience in using the work
equipment.
8.3(b), above, is specifically relevant to rescuing someone from a Tallescope,
either in the case where someone occupying the basket needs to be assisted
down, or where they are incapacitated and they need to be evacuated from the
basket. In either case, a suitable rescue plan must be available and
comprehensible.
It should be noted that rescuing a user from the basket of a Tallescope may not
be the only emergency that needs planning for. Other emergency situations
could include the Tallescope being made live due to an electrical fault, it
becoming unstable due to a joint or coupling failure or a castor encountering a
section of stage that gives way under it.
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2.4

The Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulations

The Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulations (LOLER) (Health and
Safety Executive, 1998b) will be relevant to any lifting equipment that has been
employed to lift people, or objects as part of a rescue system, other than
equipment that may be classified as personal protective equipment (PPE).
Where a Tallescope has been adapted to lift people, or where ancillary
equipment (other than PPE) fulfils this function, regulation 3(a)(i) of LOLER
introduces a requirement for more frequent, thorough examination than the
annual inspection that Tallescopes are typically subjected to:
(3) Subject to paragraph (6), every employer shall ensure that lifting
equipment which is exposed to conditions causing deterioration which is
liable to result in dangerous situations is—
(a) thoroughly examined—
(i) in the case of lifting equipment for lifting persons or an accessory
for lifting, at least every 6 months;
(ii) in the case of other lifting equipment, at least every 12 months;
or
(iii) in either case, in accordance with an examination scheme; and
(iv) each time that exceptional circumstances which are liable to
jeopardise the safety of the lifting equipment have occurred; and
(b) if appropriate for the purpose, is inspected by a competent person at
suitable intervals between thorough examinations
The interpretation of what constitutes “exceptional circumstance” in 3(a)(iv),
above, is bound to be contentious. For example, if a Tallescope has been
adapted so that it can be tilted to the horizontal to safely lower a casualty
occupying the platform basket to ground level, is that operation an exceptional
11

circumstance requiring a subsequent thorough examination, or can the
examination be left to the next time one is scheduled? The strength and
capability of lifting equipment has to be assured under regulation 4, including
bringing the platform ladder to the horizontal with an occupant in the basket,
anyway. This would be applicable to adapted Tallescopes, but would also apply
to other theatre equipment if it was to be employed in a rescue.
Regulation 5 gives rise to challenges for any adaptations to Tallescopes:
5.—(1) Every employer shall ensure that lifting equipment for lifting
persons—
(a) subject to sub-paragraph (b), is such as to prevent a person
using it being crushed, trapped or struck or falling from the carrier;
(b) is such as to prevent so far as is reasonably practicable a
person using it, while carrying out activities from the carrier, being
crushed, trapped or struck or falling from the carrier;
(c) subject to paragraph (2), has suitable devices to prevent the risk
of a carrier falling;
(d) is such that a person trapped in any carrier is not thereby
exposed to danger and can be freed.
(2) Every employer shall ensure that if the risk described in paragraph (1)I
cannot be prevented for reasons inherent in the site and height
differences—
(a) the carrier has an enhanced safety coefficient suspension rope
or chain; and
(b) the rope or chain is inspected by a competent person every
working day.
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5(1)(a) would indicate that, if the Tallescope were to be lowered to the horizontal
to effect a rescue, the occupant would need to be restrained to prevent them from
falling out of the platform basket.
5(1)(c) appears to require that a failsafe system should be in place in case the
primary means of lifting a person should fail. There is an alternative offered in
5(2) – that the suspension rope or chain have a wide safety margin or factor and
that daily inspections are carried out on the rope or chain.

2.5

The Work at Height Regulations

The Health and Safety Executive (2005) define work at height in The Work at
Height Regulations (WaHR) as:
(a) work in any place, including a place at or below ground level;
(b) obtaining access to or egress from such place while at work, except by
a staircase in a permanent workplace,
where, if measures required by the Work at Height Regulations were not
taken, a person could fall a distance liable to cause personal injury.
Much of the work of theatre technicians, particularly lighting technicians, involves
accessing equipment that is suspended above the stage at distances varying
between a few metres and 9 metres or more using temporary access equipment.
By definition, this work would be classed as working at height.
In some of the more modern venues, great strides have been made in providing
safe access to at height work positions, avoiding the need to use temporary
access equipment. To this end many lighting bars and trusses can now be
accessed via bridges with in-built fall prevention measures in the form of fixed
barriers. That said, the protection is often not adequate as the sole protective
measure against falls from height is the intermediate rail on the stage side of
such bridges which is often formed of the bar that show lights are attached to.
13

To facilitate sufficient movement of the show lights to enable them to be directed
and focused as required, the spaces between the hand rail and the intermediate
rail is often greater than is permitted by 3I of Schedule 2 of The Work at Height
Regulations (2005):
“any intermediate guard-rail or similar means of protection shall be
positioned so that any gap between it and other means of protection does
not exceed 470 millimetres”
Regulation 4 of The Work at Height Regulations relates to organisation and
planning and includes a clear requirement to take account of emergencies and
the possible need to carry out a rescue from an at height work position:
4.—(1) Every employer shall ensure that work at height is—
(a) properly planned;
(b) appropriately supervised; and
(c) carried out in a manner which is so far as is reasonably
practicable safe,
and that its planning includes the selection of work equipment in
accordance with regulation 7 (see below).
4.— (2) Reference in paragraph (1) to planning of work includes planning
for emergencies and rescue.
In its Operational Circulars: OC 200/31 (Great Britain. Health and Safety
Executive, 2010) the HSE make it clear that relying on the emergency services is
not a valid option when planning for emergencies and rescue.
Those who are engaged in work at height, according to regulation 5, must be
competent to do so. If a rescue plan involves rescuers accessing at height
positions, this will necessitate training and practice in carrying out rescues.
Regulation 6 of WaHR is arguably the most relevant and restrictive of the health
and safety regulations in respect of rescue from a Tallescope.
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Regulation 6(1) of WaHR simply requires that risk assessment, as specified in
regulation 3 of the The Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations,
1999 (Health and Safety Executive, 1999), drives the management decisions
underpinning the application of the remainder of this regulation. The rest of
regulation 6 has far greater impact on any rescue system.
Elimination is the best measure, as shown in 6(2) which states that work at height
is only allowed where it is not reasonably practicable to work other than at height.
This is pertinent to a rescue plan in that a rescue plan must not require the
rescuers to work at height where this could be avoided. Only where avoidance
can not be achieved is it permissible to consider alternative methods.
Where a rescue plan necessitates work at height, 6(3) states that measures have
to be employed that, so far as is reasonably practicable, prevent people working
at height. Only if prevention can not be assured, is the employer allowed to
resort to ensuring that those involved in working at height will not fall a distance
that is liable to cause personal injury.
There is a hierarchy of controls that reflects the requirements of regulations 6(3)
– 6( 5), together with detailed guidance in the Schedules attached to the Work at
Height Regulations. The hierarchy (best method first) can be summarised as:


Avoid working at height – carry out all work from ground level



Work from an existing workplace – gantries, walkways, catwalks, bridges,
etc., that have permanent, suitable barriers to prevent falls



Make us of work platforms – mobile towers, mobile elevating work
platforms (MEWPS), etc., that have in-built barriers similar to those of
permanent workplaces



Use work positioning equipment – fixed-length lanyards and harnesses
attached to suitable belay points



Implement fall mitigation system(s) – limit fall distances/consequences
with airbags, nets, fall arrest lanyards and harnesses, etc. (NB. Rescue
plan will be needed if one or more of these methods are employed)
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Use other, temporary access equipment – ladders, multi-function ladders
(commonly known as Zarges (trade name)), Tallescope, etc.

Applying the hierarchy obviously places restrictions on the development of rescue
plans as the risks that particular rescue methods introduce must be considered.
In Regulation 7 there are further duties on the employer, when selecting
equipment for work at height, to take account of:
7b(v) the need for easy and timely evacuation and rescue in an
emergency;
7b(vi) any additional risk posed by the use, installation or removal of that
work equipment or by evacuation and rescue from it.
This has clear implications: that either the equipment selected for working at
height must be so designed and constructed to facilitate rescue from the
equipment, or rescue by some other means must be arranged. The second
requirement reiterates what is implied in regulation 6, that the rescue plan itself
must take account of the risks faced by the rescuers when carrying out the
rescue.
In their Working at height: A brief guide, the Health and Safety Executive (2014)
advise duty holders that access to at height work positions must be safe and that
overloading and overreaching must be avoided. With the Tallescope’s vertical
access ladder and load limit, these will impact any rescue plan. It is suggested in
the guide’s ‘Step-by-step’ diagram that one solution may be to use extendable
tools from ground level.
Further guidance on the selection of access equipment for work at height can be
found on the Health and Safety Executive’s (no date) ‘Work at Height Access and
Information Toolkit’ (WAIT) web site, although this tool does not recognise the
Tallescope as access equipment.
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2.6

The Personal Protective Equipment at Work Regulations

Where a harness is employed in a rescue plan, together with a work restraint
lanyard where relevant, such equipment must satisfy the requirements of The
Personal Protective Equipment at Work Regulations 1992 (Health and Safety
Executive, 1992).
In essence, these regulations require that any personal protective equipment
(PPE) is fit for purpose – that it is effective against the identified risks, it is
compatible with other PPE and does not hinder the operative’s work activities,
and it fits the wearer – these can be established through conducting a PPE
assessment. PPE must also be stored and maintained appropriately and the
user must be given adequate information, instruction and training to ensure that
they understand the purpose of the PPE, how it should be used, stored and
maintained, and so that they do not compromise its effectiveness.

2.7

The ABTT Codes of Practice

In 2011, the Association of British Theatre Technicians introduced the ‘Code of
practice for the selection and use of temporary access equipment for working at
height in theatres’ (ABTT, 2011). Section 5 of this CoP covered the safe use of
Tallescopes and included reference to rescue requirements:
5.5.9 Rescue:
WAHR requires employers to provide appropriate measures to rescue
someone from height in cases of accident or emergency. This should
include providing full training and equipment for employees. Rescue plans
should consider the risks to rescuers as well as to casualties. Rescue drills
should be carried out on a regular basis to ensure the planned method(s)
is effective. Reliance on the local Fire Brigade is not appropriate and
should not be part of the rescue plan.
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Rescue plans have to be related to the premises, the production scenery,
other equipment and the staff and must be planned on an individual basis.
General advice is insufficient.
There should be a reliable means of communication available to summon
emergency services at all times that people are working at height.
Following the publication of the 2011 CoP, a great deal of work was done on
developing the guidance on the safe use of Tallescopes in theatres, sufficient for
there to be enough material to warrant the publication of a CoP that was
dedicated entirely to the Tallescope: Code of practice for use of Tallescopes for
working at height in theatres (ABTT, 2014).
The CoP reinforces the principle requirements of relevant legislation, including
risk management principles of The Management of Health and Safety at Work
Regulations and much of The Work at Height Regulations.
At the end of section 3, the CoP introduces its own hierarchy related to which
means of access to a work at height position is safest, based on the assumption
that such work can not be avoided.
Although the hierarchy shown in the CoP does not state this, it is assumed that
the most reliable methods of gaining access to work at height are listed first and
the least reliable are listed last:

Hierarchy of access taking account of the duration of work
Heavy duty work (large power tools, manual handling involved, long
period)
Hours

Existing place of work (bridge, catwalk, etc.)
Purpose-made access
Powered access equipment
Mobile tower/ Tallescope

Minutes

Secured leaning ladder
Combination ladder (Zarges style)
Stepladder
18

Leaning ladder
Climbing structure plus Fall Protection Equipment (FPE)
Flexible ladder plus FPE
Light duty work (no tools, very light work at height, short period)
Table 7 of the CoP provides some details of the various models of Tallescope
that are the subject of this research: models 50512, 50518 and 50524. The
maximum load on the platform is given as 115kg, which accords with the
manufacturer’s specification, but it also states that this is with a safety factor of 4
– confirmed by Frank Partington (2016) on behalf of the manufacturers, i.e. the
equipment should not fail with a load of up to 460kg on the platform.
The ABTT CoP provides guidance on the requirements under The Work at Height
Regulations for a rescue plan or, as may be necessary to cope with a variety of
circumstances, plans. Three methods of rescue are identified in 8.9 of the CoP:
1. Using the rescue kit produced by Aluminium Access Products Ltd.
2. Moving the Tallescope alongside a structure at about the same height and
transferring the casualty to that structure
3. Lifting the casualty out of the Tallescope using a rescue at height kit and
lowering them to ground level
Section 13 of the 2014 ABTT CoP gives far more guidance on what a suitable
rescue plan would have to comprise.
The introduction to this section of the CoP gives information on items that would
be common to any rescue plan, such as:


Not working at height when alone



Health issues and monitoring requirements



The need for first aiders to be available



Only working from within the platform cage



The need for a rescue plan
o Supervising casualty’s descent if unaided
o Full evacuation if incapacitated
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Carrying out a rescue using the Aluminium Access Products Ltd.’ Tallescope
Rescue Kit is detailed in section 13.1, with information on the roles of those
involved in the rescue.
Section 13.2 covers rescuing a casualty be transferring them to an adjacent
platform of similar height, or on to a fixed workplace such as a bridge or balcony.
The detail in the description of this method of rescue is sparse and is simply a
reiteration of the outline of the method as described in section 8.9 of the CoP
(see above).
The two remaining rescue methods referred to in the CoP are very similar and
are therefore arranged together in section 13.3. Both methods are clearly
defined and, as with the Tallescope Rescue Kit, would be easy to follow once the
rescue crews had become familiar with the relevant rescue kits.
Section 13 of the ABTT CoP covering Tallescope rescue is copied in full in
Appendix B of this document.

2.8

The Work At Height Safety Association Technical Guidance

The Work At Height Safety Association (2015) has produced a series of
publications called Technical Guidance Notes that relate to work at height,
including rescue at height. The standards identified within the guidance
documents are useful as a benchmark for comparing rescue methods and
equipment.
The range of documents include three Guidance Notes that are of particular
relevance to this research:


Technical Guidance Note 1: Considerations for the use of personal fall
protection equipment – a simple ten-point list of what should be taken into
account when selecting such equipment



Technical Guidance Note 3: Guidance on inspecting personal fall
protection equipment – background material on why inspection is
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necessary, what should be included in an inspection, competence, record
keeping and what to do with equipment that proves unsatisfactory


Technical Guidance Note 5: Guidance on rescue during work at height –
background on why rescue plans are needed, general considerations,
safety during a rescue, guidance on how to carry out a rescue using
various methods, inspection and checks and training

Although the information provided by the Work At Height Safety Association does
not have the kudos of an Approved Code of Practice, it is worth noting that the
Health and Safety Executive direct enforcing officers to this resource.

2.9

The Purple Guide

The Events Industry Forum, which includes in its membership many of the major
organisations in the music and entertainments industry, has produced what is
seen as the seminal manual for the safe management of events: the Purple
Guide to Health, Safety and Welfare at Music and Other Events (EIF Ltd., 2015),
known simply as The Purple Guide.
Section 8 of The Purple Guide relates to working at height. The hierarchy of
control measures for work at height has been simplified:

Figure 2: Hierarchy of control measures from The Purple Guide
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The interpretation of the hierarchy is given in the Guide as:
AVOID – so far as reasonably practicable avoid work at height by carrying
out as much work as possible on the ground
PREVENT – stop people getting to a point where they are likely to fall by
use of barriers, mobile elevated work platforms (MEWPs) or safety
harnesses with short lanyards. The idea being that, if they cannot get to a
place where they can fall, they can’t fall.
MINIMISE – diminish the consequences of a fall by using safety nets,
airbags or harnesses and fall-arrest lanyards. In practical terms, stopping
a falling person from hitting the ground once he has fallen.
Although this interpretation collects separate measures together, it does make
the principles accessible to readers using this as a reference.
The Purple Guide advise that event organisers should ‘Draw up a plan of rescue
to get the casualty down from where he has landed, so it is not necessary to rely
on the emergency services. (The emergency services are usually happy to
provide advice for a plan.)’.

2.10

Changing workforce characteristics

Statistics published by the UK Government to support their policy paper ‘Fuller
working lives: a framework for action’ (Great Britain. Department for Works and
Pensions, 2016) show that there has been an increase in the number and
proportion of the working age population who are aged 50 plus, but below
pensionable age, and that this trend is set to continue. This is partly due to the
population staying healthier later in life and partly due to the increase in
pensionable age.
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Although, as has been stated, we are living longer and remaining healthier as we
age, an aging workforce may have an effect on the likelihood of a user of a
Tallescope needing to be rescued from the basket.
It should be noted that not all workers are healthy, regardless of age, and that
some may well be taking drugs, including those that have been prescribed. In his
regular feature ‘Safety Matters’, Geoff Joyce (2016) discusses the rise in the
number of motorists being charged with drug driving last year – from 870 in 2014
to 2,090 in 2015. Joyce raises a valid point when he postulates on the relevance
of this issue to people working at height. There may well be health and
performance issues related to the effects of taking drugs or, for that matter, failing
to take drugs.
Haines and Elton (2005), in their study ‘Revision of body size criteria in standards
- Protecting people who work at height’, observe that the stature and weight of
workers who work at height that they studied were greater than those on whom
the design of personal protective equipment (PPE) had been based until then:
“Results suggest that the torso dummy currently specified generally underrepresents the size of people who work at height.”
They also observed that where the weight of the individual was considered in the
selection and use of PPE, that weight did not take account of clothing, tools and
equipment that they may be wearing or holding.
The design of the Tallescope is believed to date back to the 1960s. The platform
cage guardrail height is 900mm. With the increase in the height of the
population, particularly the taller workers, this could place their centre of gravity
well above the guardrail.
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3.0 Methodology
This research must establish what the reality is for the topic being researched,
but how can the reality be established? Reality can be viewed through the
positivist approach or the interpretivist approach.
Edirisingha (2012) suggests that for the positivistic approach, the researcher
needs to maintain a clear separation between science and personal experience,
fact and value judgements. The converse can be deduced as applying to the
interpretivistic approach.
In a Slideshare presentation, lucylee79 (2014) summarises the characteristics of
positivism and interpretivism well:

Positivist

Interpretivist

Assumes that society has objective

Reality is constructed through the

social facts

meanings created by individuals

Society exerts influence on its

Our actions are the result of our own

members

meanings not external forces

Quantitative Data

Qualitative Data
Subjective meaning

Macro Approach

Micro Approach

Researchers should remain detached,

Researcher should develop rapport

research should be value free

and empathy (Verstehen)

Reliability

Validity

Questionnaires, Structured interviews,

Unstructured interviews, Ethnography,

Experiments

Participant observation
Table 1: Characteristics of Positivism and Interpretivism
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It its online support documentation ‘Research Methods and Professional
Development: A Supporting Resource’, the University of Glamorgan (2016)
suggests that there is a research continuum along which surveys can fall into
either camp:

Figure 3: Continuum of research strategies
It can be clearly seen that experimentation sits firmly within the positivists’ realm,
whereas phenomenology, which compliments the interpretivistic approach, sits at
the opposite end of the continuum.

3.1

Quantitative versus qualitative methods

The approach adopted for gathering, analysing and interpreting the data for this
research could have been quantitative, qualitative or a combination of the two.
The quantitative method, commonly applied in the positivist approach, would
require sufficient data to be able to make statistical differentiations. The data
should be of a quality that would allow for a high degree of confidence in its
accuracy and it should be representative. This approach also tends to start with
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a hypothesis that the research attempts to confirm or disprove. The research
tends to be at a distance, relying on hard evidence
The qualitative approach can be applied to a much smaller data sample – even
down to an individual case study. It often focuses on understanding and
interpretation and, consequently, relies on context and is less reliant on statistical
evidence.
This research focuses on equipment that is commonly used in theatres and
performance spaces, but not commonly found elsewhere. In an interview with
the sales director of the manufacturers, Aluminium Access Products, when asked
the number of Tallescopes in use, Deakin (2016) stated that that was the
“$64,000 question”. When AAP bought the manufacturing rights to the
Tallescope range, they inherited a poor recording system from original
manufacturers for identifying what products had been supplied to whom. The
number of contact details on record for customers is approximately 1125 to 1150.
Some of those are known to be duplicates as they relate to updated contacts or
invoicing addresses of the original customers and to Tallescopes for which the
ownership has changed hands. According to Deakin, this reduces the estimated
number of Tallescopes to about 900, some of which are for Tallescope models
9812 and the 9815 which are excluded from this research.
A realistic estimate of numbers of the models of Tallescopes being considered
(models 50512, 50518 and 50524) was determined to be around 600, some of
which are held by schools, community centres and sports halls which fall outside
the scope of this study as they are unlikely to have sufficient trained staff to carry
out a rescue. With such a small number of Tallescopes in use, the quantity of
data likely to be available for the purpose of research is relatively small.
As the number of Tallescopes of the type under consideration used in theatres is
a guess, the accuracy of data used for statistical analysis can not be assured.
The aims and objectives of this study did not suggest that statistical analysis was
to be carried out. From the aims and objectives of this research, together with
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what was revealed by the literature review, it can be seen that any proposed
rescue plan has to satisfy a variety of criteria.
In essence, what this research needs to establish can be boiled down to four
questions:
1. What do legal and benchmark standards require in terms of rescue from
Tallescopes?
2. What systems are commonly in place where Tallescopes are used?
3. Do the systems in place, or lack of them, satisfy the requirements
identified in the first question, above?
4. If the requirements above are not satisfied, is this a problem?
From the above it can be seen that the number of examples of the application of
any rescue method discovered has no relevance since one example of a method
being applied is sufficient for it to be included and more examples add nothing to
the proposed research, other than allowing for variations within the application of
the method.
The nature of the subject matter being studied also had to be borne in mind when
considering how to complete the research for this project. Working methods are
being considered which, to have meaning, must be considered in context –
without considering the skills of the personnel involved and the facilities that a
theatre-type environment provides, the rescue methods under consideration can
not be evaluated for effectiveness and reliability.
This study is a journey of discovery. At the time of writing, the author could not
identify a source that states what methods of rescue from a Tallescope have
been adopted – there is no definitive list. As rescue methods are identified, each
needs to be considered against the standards identified in the literature review,
above. The interpretation and evaluation of the data against the standards
identified is and has to be subjective and relies on more than twenty years’
experience and judgement of the author. For this reason, a qualitative approach
has been adopted for this research.
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3.2

Research strategy

The approach used to complete this research is primarily interpretivistic and
works with qualitative data collection and analysis. The customs and working
methods being implemented by theatres to effect a rescue from a Tallescope are
considered in relation to the benchmark standards identified in law and the ABTT
Code of practice to establish whether they are adequate or require amendment.
The benchmark standards that have to be met by any proposed or de facto
rescue method has already been established in Section 2 of this document.
Interpretation of those standards and guidance on how they might be met is
subjective. To ensure that the standards are fully understood, clarification and
guidance was needed from key personnel involved in their development.
In order to establish what rescue methods, if any, were actually being
implemented by venues, it was necessary to contact as many technical
managers as possible, or their equivalents, in as many venues as possible.

3.3

Method used to determine what the law requires and benchmark
standards

The question of what the law requires has been addressed in the literature
review, but needed to be refined further to establish what is generally perceived
as constituting an acceptable, workable system for rescuing someone from the
basket of a Tallescope. To this end, the following key people involved in the
development of the ABTT Code of practice for the use of Tallescopes for working
at height in theatres were interviewed:
Robert Deakin, Partner, Aluminium Access Products Ltd. (AAP)
AAP are the manufacturers of the Tallescope and have developed a
rescue plan and kit which they supply, fit and service. The also deliver
training, both on the care and use of the Tallescope and on using their
rescue kit.
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Melvin (Flip) Sandell, Health and Safety Inspector
Flip is a member of the HSE’s National Sector for Entertainments and
Leisure. He is the brief holder for theatre and was heavily involved in
discussions between the HSE and the industry representatives during
the development of the ABTT Code of Practice.
Robin Townley, CEO, Association of British Theatre Technicians
The ABTT are the publishers of the Code of practice for the use of
Tallescopes for working at height in theatres. As CEO of ABTT, Robin
was involved in much of the development work and has access to
records of meetings and communications relating to this.
Mark White, former Chairman, Association of British Theatre Technicians
During his twelve years as Chairman of the ABTT, as well as being an
active member of the ABTT Safety Committee, Mark was heavily
involved in the development and publication of the Code of Practice.
Geoffrey Joyce, Safety Committee member and training organiser,
Association of British Theatre Technicians
As an active member of the ABTT Safety Committee, Geoff was
directly involved in the development and publication of the Code of
Practice.
The interviews were not formerly structured. This strategy was decided upon to
allow for a free flow of consciousness and so that information that the author was
not aware of, and could not prepare questions for, might naturally flow from the
conversational style of the interviews.
It is inevitable that:
a) The interviewer will have drawn on many years’ experience as a safety
consultant and trainer working in the theatre and performing arts industry,
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as well as a member of the ABTT Safety Committee who drafted the Code
of practice, and will therefore have influenced the interviews by his
questions and interjections
b) Following the first interview, questions and prompts for each subsequent
interview will have been influenced by interviews that preceded them

3.4

Methods used to establish what rescue systems are commonly in place
where Tallescopes are used

The interviews carried out with the Robert Deakin of Aluminium Access Products,
who manufacture the Tallescope, and Melvin Sandell, the HSE Inspector involved
in the development of the Code of practice provided information that helped
shape what a survey of Tallescope users needed to establish.
The geographical dispersion of the venues with Tallescopes precluded visits to
individual venues, and interview by telephone would be extremely time
consuming and difficult to record. Posting requests for information was also seen
as expensive and time consuming.
In this age of the Internet, all venues have a web presence. Consequently, a
web-based questionnaire was devised in which participants were asked to
respond to the following prompts:

Name, e-mail address and name of organisation (all optional)
Does your organisation use one or more Tallescopes?
Does your organisation have a rescue plan for the use of Tallescopes?
If your organisation does have a rescue plan for the use of Tallescopes, is it:
Aluminium Access Products' kit and plan?
RB Health & Safety Solutions' rescue pack and plan?
Some other method (provide brief details below)
Have your technicians received training on implementing the rescue plan?
Do you conduct refresher training on your rescue plan?
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Yes, more than once per year
Yes, annually
Yes, less often than annually
No
How long does a rescue take using your plan?
Appendix H contains the complete survey form, together with user instructions.
Initially, as the manufacturers of the Tallescope were reluctant to share their
clients’ contact details, the invitation to complete the questionnaire was
promulgated through the following LinkedIn groups:


National Skills Academy for Creative & Cultural (420 members)



Event Safety, Emergency Planning & Crisis Management (UK) (1,931
members)



PLASA - the worldwide voice of entertainment technologies (1,228
members)



OISTAT - The international organisation of scenographers, technicians
and architects for theatre (1,420 members)



Film and Theater Professionals (12,435 members)

The invitation elicited one response; a suggestion that the author consult ABTT.
This response has not been included in the results since none of the survey
questions was answered by it.
To ensure that the survey invitation reached as many venues using Tallescopes
as possible, e-mail contact details were discovered through metasearch engines,
such as Google, and the Theatre in Wales (no date) web site directory and a link
to the questionnaire was sent to 796 venues around the United Kingdom. This
resulted in forty-six responses to the survey being received.
Some of the responses received included details of the respondent’s safe
systems of work for using the Tallescope. None of the safe systems included a
requirement for the occupiers of Tallescopes to be wearing a harness. This
prompted further questions that were added to the form and sent out separately
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to those who had responded that they had a rescue plan and had responded
already.
The supplementary questions were:
1.

In your safe system of work/operating instructions for the

Tallescope, do you state that anyone who occupies the platform basket
must be wearing a harness with the lanyard attached, if appropriate (either
in the baseplate eyebolt for AAP or the pouch for RB)?

2.

(Hand on heart) Do your technicians wear their harness when

occupying the platform basket of a Tallescope:
(a)

always

(b)

usually

(c)

never

The supplementary question email elicited eleven responses, details of which are
included in the next section of this report.
This research focuses on the use of Tallescopes in theatres and does not include
other venues such as community centres, village halls, schools and colleges
because such establishments often only have one technical person on the staff, if
any, and self-rescue is therefore the only option available. It is worth mentioning
that such establishments would not be exempt from the requirement to have a
rescue plan in place, but any plans that such establishments devise and
implement are unlikely to have much in common with those that are adopted by
professional theatrical companies and theatres.
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3.5

Methods used to determine whether systems in place satisfy the legal
requirements and benchmark standards

The survey responses were analysed to establish whether the respondents used
a Tallescope in their venue and, if so, what method of rescue, if any, was being
employed and whether rescue training was provided and repeated.
Since some rescue methods differed only in fine detail, rescue methods that are
broadly similar were grouped together for the purposes of analysis.
Each method that was identified was considered and compared with the general
duties under the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act, as well as standards:


Laid out in relevant Statutory Instruments



Specified in the ABTT Code of Practice



Given in guidance from the Work at Height Safety Association

Additionally, data collected for each rescue method that is seen to satisfy the
above was examined to establish, in respect of each method:


Its effectiveness in respect of reliability and speed



The ease of implementation and limitations
o Any skills required of the rescuers and potential casualties
o What specialist equipment is required
o Relative costs



How universally applicable they were

The strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) for each method
were analysed and compared.
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3.6

Methods used to determine whether it is a problem if the requirements
above are not satisfied

Those rescue plans, or lack of plans, that did not satisfy legal requirements, or
that did not demonstrate implementation of the guidance given by either the
ABTT or the Work at Height Safety Association, were reviewed and the issues
that made them unsatisfactory were identified and evaluated.
The analysis examined the political, economic, social, technological,
environmental and legal (PESTEL) implications of the findings.
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4.0 Findings
For clarity, the findings have been divided into information gathered from
conducting the interviews and those that were gathered through the survey.
There were five interviews in all and the findings from those interviews will be
discussed in 4.1 to 4.5, below. The transcript of each interview can be read in full
in appendices C to G at the end of this report. Where reference has been made
to comments within an interview, the appendix, page and line number(s) are
given in brackets adjacent to the reference. For example, the first reference that
relates to the first interview is annotated thus:
Deakin stated (C2; 41 – 48) that the imperative call…..
The survey can be seen in Appendix H. The survey responses are summarised
in section 4.6, Table 2 and the full text of each response can be found in
Appendix I. A summary of the survey responses is shown in 4.7. A summary of
the responses to the supplementary questions sent out as a follow up to the
survey can be found in 4.8, with the responses given in full in Appendix J.
Although the manufacturers’ instructions for carrying out a rescue using each of
the methods referred to in 4.9 to 4.11, as published in the ABTT Code of
Practice, are given in Appendix B of this report, the instructions do not give the
reader a clear understanding of what is entailed in the procedure. Therefore, the
characteristics and analysis of each of the rescue methods that the survey has
identified as having been adopted by venues that use Tallescopes is given in 4.9,
onwards:
4.9

Aluminium Access Products Tallescope Rescue Kit

4.10

RB Safety Solution Tallescope Rescue Pack

4.11

Heightec RescuePack and X-IT casualty harness

4.12

Transfer to an adjacent platform, bridge or balcony

4.13

Alternative rescue method

4.14

PESTLE analysis
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4.1

Interview with Robert Deakin of Aluminium Access Products (AAP)

Deakin stated (C2; 41 – 48) that the imperative to develop a rescue plan came
from the HSE’s Inspector, Melvin Sandell. He said that clients had challenged
the need for a rescue plan, saying “Why do we need one? We never needed one
before.” His response was that Sandell considers probability (C9; 225 – 235) –
that it is just a matter of time – and that he believes Sandell is correct, citing his
epileptic son, as an example of someone who might need rescuing.
AAP looked at other proposals for rescue systems that were available, including
one that used a “nappy” (Heightec X-IT harness) for which, it was stated (C2; 50
– 52), Sandell told them that: “You do not want a third person or an extra person
climbing the scope; one for the weight load and, two, there is another potential
casualty.” While Sandell couldn’t recall making the comment, he confirmed by email (Sandell, 2016b) that he was happy to identify with that comment.
AAP then developed a prototype that was taken on tour, but it was found to be
cumbersome. After some further development, they alighted upon the current
system that they market as the Tallescope Rescue Kit which can be seen
demonstrated on YouTube (Aluminium Access Products, 2014).
The ladder rope was identified as a weak link in the system. A replacement,
9mm, pre-stretched marine rope has been sourced (C4; 83 – 85) which has a
much higher breaking strain, was included in the modifications.
A structural engineer was contracted to calculate the stresses placed on the
Tallescope during use of the rescue kit and these were within safe limits for the
equipment (C18 – C19; 493 – 503). All lifting components within the kit have also
been rated and certificated (C4 – C6; 100 – 155).
The Tallescope itself costs around £3,000 depending on what training, if any, is
required (C2; 473 – 485) by the client. The rescue kit is available as an optional
extra with all new Tallescopes, or as an after-market modification and costs
£1,350 in either case.
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Tallescopes that do not have a rescue kit attached are usually inspected annually
at a cost of £250 (C24; 641). Six-monthly inspections are required under the
Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulations at a cost of between £425
and £450 per year (C7; 176 – 178). Although this is a significant increase in the
ongoing costs for the Tallescope, AAP do include free replacement of parts found
faulty or worn during the inspection (C24; 641 – 644).
When a Tallescope with a rescue kit has been inspected, the box cover over the
winch has a plastic seal attached that has to be broken to access the winch.
Following the use of the kit in either an emergency or a practice rescue exercise,
AAP state that they must inspect the Tallescope to ensure that it has not suffered
any stress damage from the activity. They suggest that any training that includes
a practice rescue using the kit should be scheduled for immediately before they
are due to carry out a six-monthly inspection (C7 – C8; 189 – 201).
The manufactures of the Tallescope are content that inspections do not have to
be carried out by them (C13; 337 – 342) and say that some owners carry out or
organise their own independent inspection.
AAP have demonstrated their rescue kit on numerous occasions. Their estimate
is that it takes five to six minutes to rescue someone from an extended
Tallescope and that the quickest rescue that they have achieved is in just under a
minute with the Tallescope extended by two rungs (C16; 416 – 417).

4.2

Interview with Melvin Sandell, Health and Safety Inspector

Sandell opening observation (D3; 38 – 44) summarises well the safety issue with
Tallescopes: “The Tallescope is the archetypal HSE inspector’s nightmare that
you laugh about during training – it is the ladder on wheels.” He goes on to
confirm that the Tallescope was developed to work on street lighting but that it
had characteristics that made it particularly suited for temporary access at height
in theatres (D3; 46 – 54).
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Characteristics of a Tallescope:


Lightness



Low cost



It does not rust



Manoeuvrability



Adjustability to various heights



It is easy to store



Quick, effective and easy to use

He says that the acceptance by the HSE of the use of Tallescopes was more a
matter of pragmatism than choice – that there is simply nothing else that can do
the job as effectively – and that many stages cannot take the weight of
alternatives such as mobile elevating work platforms (D3 – D4; 62 – 70). Sandell
admits that he has spent many hours discussing alternatives to the use of the
Tallescope and, ultimately, whatever design for temporary access equipment that
one arrives at will resemble a Tallescope (D12 – D13; 322 – 349). He also points
out drawbacks (D3; 56 – 58): that it is dangerous on a raked stage and that stage
dressing such as carpets, furniture and cables created obstacles when wheeling
it around. He saw the use of alternatives such as Zarges (combination ladders)
to be a backward step.
Sandell does suggest that the HSE would have made it very difficult to justify
using Tallescopes if there was more evidence that they were inherently
dangerous (D17 – D18; 453 – 491). He goes on to say that the majority of
accidents occur due to inappropriate use of the equipment or overloading the
platform.
If used correctly, he feels that the Tallescope “ticks all the boxes” and alternatives
are not practicable. He quashes the idea that it was ever the intention to ban
Tallescopes (D4; 82 – 86) saying that all that HSE wanted was for Tallescopes to
be used safely. The need for safer use of the Tallescope was made all the more
urgent with pressure to allow the movement of an occupied Tallescope – i.e. with
a technician occupying the platform basket (D5; 101 – 137).
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Once a system had been agreed between the HSE, the manufacturers and the
Theatre Safety Committee for moving a modified Tallescope when it was
occupied, the question of rescuing someone from a Tallescope was broached
(D5; 138 – 139). It was realised that there was no system in place for evacuating
a casualty from a Tallescope, and that there were problems inherent in the
design of the Tallescope that made rescue far from straightforward (D5 – D6; 144
– 163).
Some of the key obstacles to evacuating a casualty from a Tallescope are:


Access to the platform is via a vertical ladder



There is a 115kg weight limit for the Tallescope



The floor could be raked



Rigging points are unlikely to be convenient for rigging equipment to lift a
casualty out of the platform cage and lower them to the floor

Sandell suggests that the optimum solution is to have a rescue kit that is
permanently attached to, or with, the Tallescope – that nothing needs to be
rigged of fetched to perform a rescue (D6; 163 – 169) and it had to be easy to
use.
The manufacturers worked on designing an integrated rescue system which,
Sandell admitted (D7 – D8; 177 – 183), was not a simple task; the Tallescope
was not designed to withstand the stresses that lowering the mast with the
platform occupied would exert. Some re-engineering was required and the result
was not perfect (D8; 205 – 209) – the casualty is only brought to four or five feet
from the ground and more harm can be done to them extracting them from the
platform cage than they had already suffered – but, if the casualty had already
suffered a serious injury, there was little more that you could do to them during
the rescue that would make matters worse (D8; 211 – 215). Consideration was
given to developing a slide for the final extraction from the cage but nothing has
come of that (D8; 209 – 211).
The Tallescope Rescue Kit developed by Aluminium Access Products was not
perfect but was seen as being better than nothing (D9; 220 – 222).
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An anomaly in the ABTT Code of Practice was pointed out (D14 – D15; 363 –
400): that the outriggers may be floated above the floor by up to 10mm to allow
an occupied Tallescope to be moved, but that the Code does not state that the
outriggers must be lowered again once the Tallescope is in its new position. It
was noted that this has stability implications, particularly during a rescue. Sandell
agreed that this must be an unintentional oversight and that it needs to be
corrected in the Code of Practice.
The ABTT Code of Practice maintains that an occupied Tallescope may not be
moved on a rake, but what constitutes a rake is subjective. In the glossary of the
Code of Practice it states:
‘Approved Document M states the floor is to be regarded as level if the
slope is 1:60 or less. Steep gradients are regarded as a slope of 1:20 or
greater. However cross gradients must not exceed 1:40. Many, generally
older, stages have gradients of between 1:24 to 1:20. However at these
gradients towers and similar equipment must counter the rake so that the
equipment remains vertical; this is usually achieved by adjusting the legs
of the equipment although some venues use anti-rakes
‘For the purpose of work at height any floor slope greater than 1:48 should
be treated as a rake. All necessary precautions should be taken unless the
manufacturer of the equipment has stated otherwise’
Note: Approved Document M is a Statutory Guidance document published by
the Government (Great Britain. Department for Communities and Local
Government, 2015).
Sandell cited a discussion he had with the Technical Manager at Buxton Opera
House (D18 – D19; 502 – 516) in which the rake was stated as too steep to allow
the Aluminium Access Products’ Tallescope Rescue Kit alone to be relied on.
This was because, due to the ban on moving an occupied Tallescope on a rake,
it could not be moved to a position where it would not collide with scenery, set or
fabric of the building, should that be necessary to lower the mast to the
horizontal. He went on to say that this led to developments of plans based
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around lifting a casualty from above, removing the Tallescope from below them,
then lowering the victim to the floor (D19 – D20; 516 – 541). The difficulty with
such a method was in how to get the rope attached to the victim to commence
the lift.
It was suggested to Sandell that the process of set design and construction was
not yet in accordance with the requirements of The Construction (Design and
Management) Regulations (Health and Safety Executive, 2015) in that the access
requirements for activities such as lamp focusing were not taken into account in
the construction of sets (D13 – D14; 351 – 360). He agreed and said that it will
probably not be done in accordance with the regulations until something goes
wrong (D14; 361).
Methods using lines strung between trusses were considered and then dismissed
because it was unlikely that trusses would be conveniently situated above the
victim and they could then be injured further by collisions as they swung on
exiting the platform cage (D20; 543 – 554). The Littleton (National Theatre)
developed a plan where the Tallescope is wheeled over to an upstage balcony on
to which the casualty can be transferred (D20 – D21; 554 – 575).
A variety of methods were demonstrated to the HSE and, as Sandell puts it, “It is
HSE’s view about this, as it is with almost anything else, that we don’t mind how
you do it – we frankly don’t care how you effect a rescue --- as long as you obey
the principles of work at height and you do it safely” (D21 – D22; 585 – 592).
Sandell went on to say that he had commented on some other methods that he
considered to be designed to sit at the lower end of the hierarchy of controls for
working at height, but that he had not rejected any. He did point out that, should
there be an incident that he investigated, he would start at the higher end of the
hierarchy, challenging whether all that could be done at that level was done
before working down the hierarchy (D22; 593 – 604). If it could not be
demonstrated that all that practicably could be done had been done, there was a
risk of action being taken against the duty holder.
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One rescue system that Sandell talked about (D8 – D9; 224 – 250) utilised a
lighting bar or truss that the Tallescope user would be clipped to. The bar or
truss would then be used to lift the casualty out of the platform cage and to then
lower her/him to the floor. The fact that available bars and trusses could already
be fully loaded with technical equipment and may not take the additional weight
of a casualty was identified as an issue, as was the fact that only one truss
manufacturer guarantees their trusses for suspending people.
Other systems were considered (D10; 264 – 271), including the Heightec (2016)
RescuePack (referred to as the ScaffPack in the ABTT Code of Practice – see
Appendix B, page 5) that uses lines dropped in from a winch or hoist in the grid,
using a detachable hook on a pole to attach the line to the casualty’s harness.
Sandell agreed that the problem is that it is very difficult to attach a hook to the
harness of a casualty in the platform cage (D11; 278 – 279), whereas, if the
casualty’s harness already had a carabiner in an accessible position on the
outside of the cage, this would make attaching them to a line dropped from above
much easier. This was the thinking behind the development of the RB Health &
Safety Solutions (2016) rescue method which includes the person occupying the
Tallescope placing a karabiner in a pouch on the front of the platform cage where
it can have a line hooked on using an extendable pole from the floor.
Sandell believed that pragmatism and common sense dictated that any rescue
system that was developed had to be capable of being applied or retro-fitted to
existing Tallescopes (D12; 303 – 309). He went on to say that it was agreed that
the [theatre] industry would devote itself to finding better rescue systems for work
of this nature (D12; 320 – 322).
Sandell confirmed that with any rescue method that involved the use of
equipment to lift the casualty, including the elements of Aluminium Access
Products’ rescue kit that lift and lower the Tallescope mast, a six-monthly
inspection of the lifting equipment and accessories is required under LOLER
(D22 – D24; 620 – 659), and accepted that there was a cost implication.
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4.3

Interview with Robin Townley, Chief Executive Officer, ABTT

In his opening comments (E2 – E3; 8 – 50), Townley stated that he was not
directly involved with the initial development of the Code of Practice, but he
believed that there was a drive to get the Tallescope banned as an item of
access equipment. He said that the ABTT defended its use, maintaining that it
was the only suitable method of gaining access to work at height on, for example,
stage lighting in many theatres and that alternatives were either too heavy or not
suitable for use on a rake.
The ABTT commissioned independent testing which established to its satisfaction
that the Tallescope had to be subjected to much higher impact speed and forces
than it was normally subjected to to topple it and it was therefore stable. The
HSE were not convinced and organised their own study (E4 – E5; 67 – 95) which
concluded that the Tallescope could be considered safe, even when it was
occupied and moved, subject to four modifications:
1. an extra pair of outriggers (stabilisers) were to be used
2. extensions to the corner posts were to be fitted
3. non-lifting brakes had to be fitted
4. a trained person had to control movement of the Tallescope if occupied
Having saved the Tallescope from obscurity, the need for an independent means
of evacuating a casualty from the platform was identified and a two year window
to develop a system was imposed which led to the development of the Aluminium
Access Products’ Rescue Kit (E5 – E6; 97 – 127).
The AAP system was seen as good because it didn’t rely on anything else in the
building, but it was not universally applicable (E6 – E7; 130 – 163), which led to
the development of the Heightec and, subsequently, the RB Health & Safety
Solutions rescue systems (see Appendix B).
Townley stated that, although he appreciated that the RB Health & Safety
Solutions system was not universally acclaimed, he liked it very much (E8 – E9;
187 – 199) because there was no restriction on when or how often you could
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practice using it. He went on to say that, as with AAP’s Rescue Kit, it was not
universal in that there would be certain areas of the stage where a suspension
point could not be rigged for the RB system – that there will be occasions when a
choice between the various rescue systems will need to be made (E10 – E11;
238 – 252). He pointed out (E10; 223 – 231) that having alternative methods of
rescue available will give confidence to users of the Tallescope that they will be
safe and that Tallescopes are likely to be a more popular choice of access
equipment as a result.
With reference to the rescue system whereby a casualty would be transferred on
to an adjacent balcony or bridge, the risk of the rescuers and/or the casualty
falling during the transfer was discussed (E11; 254 – 260). Townley suggested a
gate mechanism and the wearing of work restraint harnesses would be needed.
He pointed out that there was confusion between work positioning, work restraint
and fall arrest equipment (E12; 298 – 305) and that that would need addressing.
He agreed that simply transferring a casualty from the platform cage would not be
enough if a medical crew could not safely evacuate them from the balcony or
bridge and that the plan had to include transferring the casualty to a safe place
where the medical crew could safely take over (E12; 278 – 291).
The Heightec ScaffPack and X-IT Casualty Harness rescue system were
discussed (E15 – E16; 384 – 407) and Townley believed that attempting to get a
casualty in a Tallescope platform cage into a harness was likely to prove
extremely difficult. He said that he preferred the RB Health and Safety Solutions
system since it did not involve any of the rescue party working at height (E17 –
E18; 435 – 452). It may involve working in the grid to install diverters, but grids
are relatively safe places and people do not tend to fall from them. That said, he
reiterated that one does not have to buy into someone else’s system; that one
must develop a system or systems from what is available E15; 363 – 366).
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4.4

Interview with Mark White, Former Chairman, ABTT

The fact that there was a move by HSE to ban the manufacture and use of the
Tallescope was confirmed by White in his opening remark (F2; 17 – 22). He also
observed that there are two separate manufacturers of Tallescopes and that they
do not inspect each other’s equipment (F3; 31 – 46). Although the author has
seen the other version of the Tallescope, and has discovered a manufacturer in
the USA - Up Right Scaffolds of Berkeley, California, he has been unable to trace
a UK manufacturer.
White stated that the development of the Code of Practice was seen as a
necessary development because Tallescopes were widely used and were
dangerous if not used properly (F3 – F4; 52 – 69). For example, it was known
that users were pulling themselves along in the Tallescope by pulling on a lighting
bar. He went on to say that anecdotes of users falling from Tallescopes were
being received by ABTT but that these incidents did not appear to have been
officially reported (F5; 98 – 104). Statistically, it appeared that the Tallescope
was a safe piece of access equipment, but, if the anecdotes were true, it was not
so safe.
There was discussion with the HSE about how the Tallescope could be used
safely, including moving it when occupied, but agreement was not reached.
ABTT went ahead with publishing of the first attempt at a Code of Practice in
about 2006. In support of the publication, the ABTT commissioned research into
the stability of the Tallescope (F4 – F5; 85 – 96) which found that, contrary to
logic, the smallest Tallescope – the 50512 – is the least stable model.
White says he was presenting the Code of Practice at the ABTT Theatre Show,
together with David Adams of ABTT, and cites Sandell (F6; 132 – 140) as
interrupting with: “You really shouldn’t be doing this because it is not in the
manufacturer’s instructions.” The HSE went on to conduct their own research
which led to their proposed modifications to the Tallescope and improvements to
the safe working methods (F6 – F8; 138 – 176).
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Meanwhile, the ABTT approached the manufacturers to gain their support for
their Code of Practice and discuss how the Tallescope should be modified (F8;
184 – 193).
In time, agreement on the continued use of the Tallescope was reached,
including a method for moving it while the platform was occupied (F9; 201 – 215).
It was at that time, said White, that it was realised that a rescue system or
systems would need to be developed to satisfy the Work at Height Regulations
and Sandell allowed 18 months [sic] for this to happen and that AAP developed
their Rescue Kit within that deadline.
White had concerns about the use of the ladder rope for raising and lowering the
platform with the casualty in it (F10 – F11; 249 – 261) as, during that process,
there was no safety mechanism to prevent the ladder retracting under gravity if
the rope or its attachment failed. In response, as part of the Rescue Kit, AAP
replace the original rope with a pre-stretched rope with a greater strength.
White talked about the issue of whether users of the Tallescope should wear a
harness (F10; 237 – 243), and if they did, what they should clip on to – the
platform, a nearby lighting bar, etc. – if anything. White’s understanding was that
the AAP rescue method included the requirement for the Tallescope user to wear
a harness and to hook on to the platform so that that they did not fall from the
platform cage as it was lowered to the horizontal.
AAP pushed for their system to be recognised as the rescue method but were
told that other methods would be necessary to cover a range of circumstances
(F11; 263 – 278) and that risk assessment should identify when and where a
particular method might be needed.
White made reference to other rescue systems that had been demonstrated,
including one where one of the rescue team climbed the Tallescope ladder to
attach a line dropped in from above to the casualty (F12; 286 – 300). When it
was pointed out that the maximum permissible load of 115kg for the Tallescope
would be exceeded, he responded that it has safety factor which should mean
that the temporary overloading will not be unsafe.
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There were other methods that were described to White but that he had not seen
demonstrated (F12; 302 – 304).
The method of wheeling the Tallescope over to a gantry or balcony to effect a
rescue was discussed (F15; 386 – 390) and White agreed that this method
exposed a number of the rescuers, as well as the casualty, to the risk of a fall
from height.
It was during this period that White says he became aware of what he believed to
be a mistake in the Code of Practice – that a Tallescope could not be used at all
unless it had the modified or was manufactured after 2011 (F12 – F13; 306 –
334). After discussions with Sandell, it was agreed that this was never intended
and that Tallescopes that did not have the modifications could still be used but
that they must not be moved when the platform was occupied.

4.5

Interview with Geoffrey Joyce, ABTT Safety Committee Member

Joyce attended the first public demonstration of the AAP’s Rescue Kit at Earls
Court (G2 – G3; 22 – 29), but even though Sandell was happy, he said that he
was dubious about the system. He was concerned about the thickness of the
ladder rope and that the rescue method could not be practiced because the
winch cover was fitted with a seal which, if broken, AAP insisted required a full
inspection of the Tallescope and rescue kit.
Then Joyce saw the RB Health and Safety Solutions Rescue Pack being
demonstrated and was impressed (G3; 42 – 52), although he believed that the
demonstration did not simulate a live rescue as the “casualty” was too much alive
and not collapsed in the platform cage. That said, he thought that this system
was the best because you could use it for other rescues, apart from those
involving a Tallescope (G4; 63 – 65), provided you had a point from which it can
be rigged.
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Joyce related an anecdote (G4; 69 – 81) involving an elderly flyman who
collapsed whilst in the grid and said that the RB system, had it been available
then, could have been utilised to evacuate him to stage level quickly, whereas he
could not climb down the vertical ladder from the grid and had to wait until he
recovered sufficiently.
When it was suggested to Joyce that the Tallescope was outmoded (G4; 83 –
88), and that mobile elevating work platforms (MEWPs) might be better, he
offered the counter argument that MEWPs could not cope with a rake, rostra or
steps, and that the weight of such equipment might be too much for many stage
floors. Joyce mentioned spider-type MEWPs (SPIDERLIFT, No date), but they
still often need the set to be disturbed to be able to set the outriggers, and went
on to talk about how some theatres avoided the use of temporary access
equipment by using what are effectively boatswain’s chairs rigged to run along a
fixed steel beam or truss (G5; 93 – 108). Ultimately, he said (G5; 112 – 116), the
Tallescope was the most flexible access equipment for theatres.
The rescue method of transferring the casualty to an adjacent bridge or balcony
was discussed (G6; 123 – 137), but Joyce was not happy with that as a method
as he believed it placed everyone involved in the rescue in danger. He saw the
RB system as the sensible approach as no one was working at height (G6; 133 –
137).
Joyce is still to be convinced that rescue from a Tallescope is necessary (G6 –
G7; 137 – 165) since he has never heard of a rescue from a Tallescope platform
cage being necessary. However, he does accept that someone could freeze in
the platform cage and even suggested an alternative scenario of someone
suffering and epileptic episode.
One rescue method not heretofore mentioned, that of rope access rescue where
someone abseils down or prusiks up to the casualty and attaches on to them to
effect a rescue, was raised by Joyce (G8; 176 – 182) but he does say that it
would be a cumbersome method.
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When asked if someone could climb the Tallescope to attach or untangle
casualty, he agreed that the Tallescope has a large enough safety factor to allow
this (G8 – G9; 200 – 221). He expressed surprise that the Tallescope was only
rated for a 115kg safe working load and suggested that many stouter technicians
would exceed this limit, particularly if they had equipment in or attached to the
platform cage, too.
The access implications of set design were discussed (G9 – 10; 227 – 258) and
Joyce identified that the responsibility lies with the production manager under The
Construction (Design and Management) Regulations for designing a set that can
be accessed for lamp focusing, for example. He accepts that it is still a problem
that is not being fully addressed.

4.6

Responses to survey questionnaire

Forty-six responses were received from the survey questionnaire and the
additional comments associated with those responses have been summarised in
Table 2, below. The responses can be viewed in full in appendix I.
* Rescue method identified in response 21 replicates the Aluminium Access
Products method, but does mention the modifications to strengthen the
Tallescope ladder base, a method of preventing the casualty from falling through
the platform cage or extension posts fitted to allow one pair of outriggers to be repositioned to counter the weight of the lowered casualty.
** Rescue method identified in response 25 and 36 (same venue) includes having
a technician ascending the Tallescope to clip the casualty on and to ensure that
the casualty does not become entangled in the Tallescope cage during the
extraction process.
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Table 2: Survey form responses (Responses can be found in full in Appendix I)
No. Scope Plan Method Details of other
Phone emergency
services

Training Retraining Time

Additional comments

Yes

Annually

Rescue plan not perceived as necessary

1 Yes

Yes

Other

2 Yes

Yes

AAP

No

Not yet

Commencing training shortly

3 Yes

Yes

AAP

Yes

<annually 6 mins

Kit is seen as cumbersome

4 Yes

No

5 Yes

No

6 Yes

Yes

RB

Yes

Annually

7 Yes

Yes

RB

Yes

>annually 5 – 10 mins

8 Yes

Yes

AAP

Yes

<annually

Due to the need of a rescue plan we have
stopped using our Tallescope
10 mins

Plan to train every six months, just before
Tallescope is serviced

9 No
10 No

If by any chance we needed to hire such a
device, I would expect the equipment to
come with suitable safety instructions.

11 Yes

Yes

RB

Yes

>annually 3 mins

12 Yes

Yes

RB

Yes

Annually

13 Yes

Yes

AAP

Yes

<annually

14 Yes

Yes

RB

Yes

>annually 5 mins

15 Yes

Yes

Other

Yes

Annually

Details in Appendix K
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3-5 mins

Varies

Time varies dependent on crew

Time varies dependent on location

No. Scope Plan Method Details of other

Training Retraining Time

16 No

Additional comments
Touring company may use one in venues

17 Yes

Yes

18 Yes

No

19 Yes

Yes

AAP

No

No

No

No

Plans to instigate RB method having seen it
demonstrated at trade show.

AAP

Yes

<annually 10 mins
(estimate)

Never timed a rescue, so difficult to estimate
exactly how long it would take to implement
the rescue plan in practice.

Yes

Annually

3 mins

Can only practice the rescue winch (with no
one in it) immediately prior to its inspections
to keep the costs down. All Full Time Tech's
attend the WAH and WAH 'Rescue after a
fall' by 'Heightec' every 3 years.

No

No

10 – 15 mins
(estimate)

Yes

>annually 2 mins

20

Yes

Yes

AAP +
RB +
HTec

21

Yes

Yes

Other

22

Yes

Yes

AAP

23

Yes

No

24

Yes

Yes

AAP

25

Yes

Yes

Other

26

Yes

No

*Using a ratchet lever
hoist attached to the
ladder with a polyester
round sling to replicate
AAP method

We are aware of the need for a rescue plan
and are looking into it
Yes

Annually

In house scheme similar
to RB but using tripod in
the grid

7 mins

Time is with Tallescope fully extended
**

No

No
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No. Scope Plan Method Details of other

Training Retraining Time

Additional comments

27

Yes

Yes

Refresher training being arranged

28

Yes

29

No

30

No

31

Yes

32

No

33

No

34

Yes

AAP

No

Theatre being refurbished so no technical
crew available to provide response

Yes

RB +

Generic work at height
rescue kit also used

Yes

>annually 5 mins

Yes

Yes

Other

In-house method –
details not provided

Yes

Annually

35

Yes

No

36

Yes

Yes

AAP +

37

Yes

Yes

38

No

39

Yes

40
41

4 mins
Without the ability to train/practice AAP is not
a practical system. I will now look into the RB
systems solution to see how/what this is.

Yes

<annually 10 – 15 mins Intend implementing RB system for flexibility

RB

Yes

>annually 2.5 mins

Yes

AAP

Yes

>annually 5 – 10 mins

Time depends on where rescue is needed

Yes

Yes

AAP

Yes

Annually

We hold the UK record for quickest rescue

Yes

Yes

AAP

Yes

No

See response 25
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3 mins

Aiming to pursue refresher training

No. Scope Plan Method Details of other

Training Retraining Time

42

No

43

Yes

Yes

44

Yes

No

45

Yes

Yes

AAP

Yes

46

Yes

Yes

AAP

Yes

Additional comments
We are designing a new theatre and have
eliminated use of Tallescope as most of the
work can be done at lower height and if not,
stage is strong enough to use a MEWP. The
rescue kit is more expensive than Tallescope
itself, so we are moving away from it.

AAP

Yes

Annually

10 mins
Currently researching rescue systems –
favour RB system.

Use of orchestra pit lift
(plan now abandoned)
Annually

2 – 3 mins
4 mins
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Retracting ladder seen as slow so tilt to
horizontal if ladder is not raised too far

4.7

Summary of responses to the survey questionnaire

The forty-six responses to the survey questionnaire have been given in the
order in which they were received in 4.6, above. To aid assimilation of the
responses, they are summarised and aggregated in Table 3, below.
It should be noted that not all respondents provided a response for each
prompt. For example, a respondent may have stated that they did not have a
rescue plan but then provided details of the plan that they follow.
Table 3: Aggregation of survey questionnaire responses
Prompt question

Responses

Organisation using one or more Tallescopes

37

Organisation with Tallescopes that have a rescue plan

29

Aluminium Access Products' kit and plan

16

RB Health & Safety Solutions' rescue pack and plan

6

Both AAP and RB methods adopted (not included above)

2

Both RB and alternative rescue at height methods adopted (not

1

included above)
AAP and Heightec methods (not included above)

1

Other method:

Telephone the emergency services

1

In-house version of AAP system

1

Similar to RB system

1

Use of orchestra pit lift (method abandoned)

1

Variety of methods (detailed in Appendix M)

1

In-house method (unspecified)

1
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Table 3, continued
Prompt question

Responses

Technicians have received training on implementing rescue plan

24

Refresher training provided once per year
Refresher training provided annually

7
10

Refresher training provided less often than annually

5

No refresher training provided

2

The time to carry out a rescue varied substantially, not only between methods,
but also between organisations using the same method. All methods revealed
an average rescue time in the range of 4 to 6.5 minutes, regardless of refresher
training frequency, except for those using the Aluminium Access Products
Rescue Kit where, if refresher training is provided less often than annually, the
rescue time average was over 10 minutes.

4.8

Supplementary question responses

Supplementary questions were sent out to all respondents to the initial survey
who answered that they used the AAP Rescue Kit or a rescue plan that involved
lifting the casualty from the basket. The responses can be found in full in
Appendix J.

When asked if their technicians wear a harness with the lanyard attached (AAP
system) or in the pouch (RB system) the responses were:
Yes

7

No

4

Those who answered “Yes” gave frequencies for compliance as:
Always

6

Sometimes

1

Never

0
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Some of the additional comments were interesting, including from those venues
that did not require the use of a harness:
“AAP advised us not too [use a harness] as the recovery method does
not rely on you being harnessed to the Tallescope with the adaptions
made to a Tallescope with the recovery system in.
“I believe the RB system completely relies on you being harnessed to the
Tallescope and also having fixed points in the roof to connect too, not
always appropriate in some theatre spaces.
“Talking to a lot of theatres and technical managers everyone seems to
prefer not being connected to the Tallescope (incase for some reason it
was to fall over, even though it shouldn't if you ahem the 4 outriggers set
up properly) As in theory you would want to hold onto a lighting bar
instead of falling with the Tallescope. If that makes sense?
“In theory if the Tallescope is being used properly (relying on user
competence) then a harness would not actually help in the AAP method
of rescue.”
“I don't see what a harness is gaining you in this situation.
“Anecdotally when I started at this theatre 2 years or so ago. It was
common practice to climb the cat ladders without a harness. I would bet
money that every body now wears a harness to do those tasks. So , not
wearing a harness on the Tallescope is not through laziness it is
something we do not consider necessary. If you wanted to suggest a
reason I have missed that we might, I am happy to consider it.”
"Mainly enforced as I'm also head of the health and safety group for HQ,
so my guys end up having to do things by the letter. I'm fairly confident
that many other venues wouldn't."
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“We did go through a phase of only allowing staff to go up the
Tallescope if they were in a harness, but that was when they would clip
off to a Flybar that had been flown in just above them. This was pre the
extra outriggers”

4.9

Aluminium Access Products Tallescope Rescue Kit

The Rescue Kit produced by Aluminium Access products is designed as a retrofit kit, but is also fitted to all new Tallescopes.
Figure 4 shows the major components of the kit which, including modifications
and replacement components, comprises:
1. Winch
2. Strengthened ladder base
plate with eye (not shown)
3. Pulley mount
4. Stronger & additional
pulleys (not shown)
5. Front extension bars and
couplers
6. Platform cage infill plates
and an anchor eye-bolt
7. Rope grab
8. Replacement ladder rope

Figure 4: Tallescope Rescue Kit

(not shown)
Fitting a Rescue Kit to a Tallescope is a matter of a few hours’ work and is
relatively cheap.
The idea behind the AAP Rescue Kit is to bring the casualty down to where they
can be extracted from the Tallescope from near floor level.
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A rescue is carried out using the AAP kit as follows:
1. The Tallescope must be moved*, if necessary, to ensure that the mast
and platform cage do not collide with anything when they are dropped to
the horizontal and so that there is sufficient room to extract the casualty
from the basket;
2. The cover is removed from the winch and enough wire is paid out from
the winch to attach to a rope grab that is fastened on to the ladder rope a
short distance from the bottom;
3. The winch is wound to retract the wire, which extends the ladder to
release the ladder hooks, and then wound in the opposite direction to
pay out wire and lower the ladder – if the ladder can not be fully lowered
before the rope grab is too high to reach, the ladder hooks are reengaged, the rope grab moved further down the ladder rope and this
step of the procedure is repeated as often as necessary;
4. When the ladder is fully retracted, the winch wire is taken from the rope
grab and attached to the eye on the base of the ladder and the slack wire
is retracted;
5. One pair of outriggers is swung round until they are at an angle of 90º
from the base and the other pair is moved and attached to the post
extensions which are themselves attached to the end posts of the base
frame at the end that the platform cage lowers towards;
6. The mast hooks and braces are released and the winch wire is wound
out until the mast is lowered to the horizontal where the casualty can be
extracted from the platform cage.
* If operating on a rake, care would have to be taken to ensure that the
Tallescope remained with its long axis aligned up and down the rake. If the
Tallescope could not be moved safely and it could not be lowered in its current
position, an alternative rescue method would have to be employed.
A demonstration of the Tallescope Rescue Kit being used to carry out a rescue
can be seen at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PJEKqIU7GO4
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Figure 5, below, shows a Tallescope fitted with the Rescue Kit as the mast
approaches the horizontal position.

Fig. 5: Tallescope fitted with AAP Rescue Kit
It can be seen that, when the mast has reached the horizontal rest position, the
platform cage is left suspended some distance from the floor (actual distance
varies with the model of Tallescope).
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Table 4: SWOT analysis of the AAP Rescue Kit method
Strengths

Weaknesses

Does not require the rescuers to work
at height

Casualty may fall from the platform
cage as it is lowered

Permanently fitted to the Tallescope so Platform is left 1.6 – 1.8 metres from
always on hand
the floor and casualty could be injured
when extracted
Initial cost is not high
Reasonably quick if the mast is not
extended far

Winch, ladder rope or rope grab could
fail
Slow if the mast is well extended
Only applicable to Tallescopes
May not be useable on crowded stage,
particularly where there is a rake
Method not practised often because of
LOLER retesting cost

Opportunities

Threats

The manufacturer maintains control of
this rescue method

Alternative methods have wider
applications
Not compatible with other rescue
methods if harness is used & attached
Perceived costly periodic testing and
retesting to satisfy LOLER
Only marketable as long as
Tallescopes are produced

From the SWOT analysis shown in table 4, it can be seen that the AAP Rescue
Kit has two key advantages:


the method satisfies the Work at Height Regulations in that it does not
require the rescuers to be exposed to work at height



it is permanently fitted to the Tallescope and is therefore always available
when the Tallescope is in use
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The most significant limitations are:


it is specific to rescue from the Tallescopes or, more accurately, the
Tallescope that it is fitted to



it is not compatible with other rescue methods if the casualty is wearing a
harness that is attached to the eye bolt in the base of the platform



a crowded or raked stage might preclude its use



the cost involved in regular testing to satisfy LOLER, particularly as this
is perceived as a barrier to running practice sessions

The manufacturer of the Tallescope developed the Tallescope Rescue Kit. This
has the advantage that continued production and use of the Tallescope is not
threatened by another supplier ceasing to produce their rescue system.
One major issue with this method is that the casualty could easily fall from the
platform cage during the rescue process unless they are wearing a harness
which is attached to the Tallescope. The manufacturers appear to be
suggesting that the wearing of a harness that is then attached via a lanyard to
the eye bolt in the floor of the Tallescope platform is optional for this method.
Users of the home-made version of AAP rescue kit referred to in response 21
(section 4.6, above) would need to prove that their Tallescope was strong
enough without the AAP modifications to cope with the stresses imparted on it
by raising and retracting the ladder using the existing ladder rope and by
lowering the mast to the horizontal with a casualty in the basket. They would
also need to devise a method for preventing the Tallescope from tipping as the
mast approached the horizontal plane to counter the weight of the casualty who
would by then be well outside the base frame.
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4.10

RB Health and Safety Solutions Tallescope RescuePack

The procedure for using the RB RescuePack has been clearly explained by RB
in literature provided by them and is given in full in Appendix K. The procedure
can be viewed at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5GbdjcrJT90
The system relies on the casualty wearing a harness with a lanyard laid into a
Velcro-fastened pouch so that the lanyard’s karabiner hangs on the front of the
Tallescope platform cage. An extending pole designed to reach the basket of
the tallest Tallescope at full extension is then used to attach a spring-gated
hook to the karabiner and the hook is attached to a rescue line. The rescue line
is fed through a diverter (pulley) rigged above and on to a rigged pulley system
operated by a technician. The technician hauls on the rescue line which pulls
the lanyard free of the pouch and raises the casualty clear of the platform cage.
The platform is then removed from under the casualty, who is then lowered to
the floor.
Fixed points to which the rescue at height elements of the kit would have to
attached would need to be identified and these elements would need to be
rigged in advance. Rigging these points will usually be completed from fixed
work positions such as bridges, balconies, fly floor and the grid, all of which will
have suitable means of preventing a fall from height in-built. All subsequent
actions relating to a rescue using the RB pack would be completed from those
positions or from the floor.
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Table 5: SWOT analysis of the RB RescuePack method
Strengths

Weaknesses

Does not require the rescuers to work
at height

Tricky to hook the rescue line onto the
karabiner if the mast is well extended

Initial cost is low

Can only be used where rigging points
are available overhead

Reasonably quick if the mast is not
extended far

Some kit would need to be pre-rigged if
a rescue is to be effected quickly

Can be used anywhere where a fixed
point can be rigged

Rigging needs trained personnel and
takes time

Can be practised as often as desired

Casualty may be entangled in the cage
making it difficult to extract them
Opportunities

Threats

Risk assessment needed to identify
rigging points is a vehicle for overall
risk reduction

Compromised if AAP method is used &
harness is attached to the eye bolt in
the platform base

System can be used for many other
rescue at height situations
Training on general rescue at height
can offset costs
From the SWOT analysis shown in Table 5, it can be seen that the RB
RescuePack has several key advantages:


the method satisfies the Work at Height Regulations in that it does not
require the rescuers to be exposed to work at height



it is a cheap system to purchase and rescues can be practised without
additional cost



the method is not restricted to the Tallescope but can be used for many
at height rescue situations, provided there is a rigging point above



Tallescope rescue refresher training costs can be offset by including it in
general rescue at height training
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The most significant limitations are:


it can be difficult to hook the rescue line on to the casualty’s karabiner,
particularly with model 50524, if the mast is fully extended and in poor
lighting conditions



system can not be used where overhead rigging points are not available



rigging points might not be convenient which could result in the risk of the
casualty swinging as they exit the platform cage



if rigging points are not pre-rigged, this adds considerably to the time
required to carry out a rescue



rigging a line requires rigging skills



the casualty could become tangled in the cage, or if the Tallescope is
fitted with the AAP Rescue Kit and the casualty is wearing a harness and
has attached their lanyard to the platform base, this may mean that one
of the rescue team would have to access them at height to release them,
negating one of the major advantages of the system

A preference for the RB system was expressed by theatre practitioners in the
interviews because it is transferable to other situations, it is simple to use and,
above all, because it can be practised.

4.11

Heightec RescuePack and X-IT casualty harness

The Heightec RescuePack has much in common with the RB system in that the
rescue line rigging and operation are very similar. Where the two system vary
is in how the casualty is attached on to the rescue line.
With Heightec’s system there are two methods to attach the rescue line:


A technician uses a pole with a reach 3.3m to hook the line on to some
part of the casualty’s harness from a nearby platform, bridge or other
structure



A rescuer climbs the Tallescope to attach the line to the casualty’s
harness
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Figure 6 shows a rescuer attaching a
rescue line to the harness of a casualty
in a Tallescope platform cage.
In the description of the Heightec
rescue method in the ABTT Code of
Practice states it that an X-IT casualty
harness should be employed if the
casualty is not already wearing a
harness. This would involve a rescuer
fitting the harness around the casualty
in the Tallescope platform cage, either
by climbing the Tallescope (as shown in
Figure 6) or from an adjacent platform,

Figure 6:
Attaching rescue line to casualty

bridge or structure.

In a telephone conversation with Aluminium Access Products (Partington, F.
2016) it was stated that there was a 4:1 safety factor built in to the loading for
the Tallescope; this was related to its strength. They stated that the rated
loading of 115kg must not be exceeded, otherwise the stability of the
Tallescope would be compromised. This would preclude having a rescuer
climbing a Tallescope that had a casualty already in the platform cage.
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Table 6: SWOT analysis of the Heightec RescuePack and X-IT casualty
harness method
Strengths

Weaknesses

Does not require the rescuers to work
at height if the extending pole can be
used from a safe position
Initial cost is low

Extending pole may be unusable to
hook the rescue line onto the karabiner
if suitable access point not available or
casualty is slumped in platform cage

Reasonably quick if the mast is not
extended far

Can only be used where rigging points
are available overhead

Can be used anywhere where a fixed
point can be rigged

Some kit would need to be pre-rigged if
a rescue is to be effected quickly

Can be practised as often as desired

Rigging needs trained personnel and
takes time
X-IT harness would be extremely
difficult to fit on to casualty slumped in
platform cage
Casualty may be entangled in the cage
making it difficult to extract them

Opportunities

Threats

Risk assessment needed to identify
rigging points is a vehicle for overall
risk reduction

Compromised if AAP method is used &
harness is attached to the eye bolt in
the platform base

System can be used for many other
rescue at height situations

Climbing an occupied Tallescope to
clip on rescue line to casualty may lead
to enforcement and/or legal action

Training on general rescue at height
can offset costs
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From the SWOT analysis shown in Table 6, it is obvious that the Heightec
system has several key advantages in common with the RB RescuePack:


the method satisfies the Work at Height Regulations in that it does not
require the rescuers to be exposed to work at height – only true if the
rescue line and, if necessary, X-IT harness can be attached/fitted from a
safe position



it is a cheap system to purchase and rescues can be practised without
additional cost



the method is not restricted to the Tallescope but can be used for many
at height rescue situations, provided there is a rigging point above



Tallescope rescue refresher training costs can be offset by including it in
general rescue at height training

The most significant limitations are:


it can be difficult to hook the rescue line on to the casualty’s harness if
there is not a suitable platform, bridge or balcony nearby



it would be extremely difficult to get the casualty into an X-IT harness
even if there is a suitable platform, bridge of balcony nearby



system can not be used where overhead rigging points are not available



rigging points might not be convenient which could result in the risk of the
casualty swinging as they exit the platform cage



if rigging points are not pre-rigged, this adds considerably to the time
required to carry out a rescue



rigging a line requires rigging skills



the casualty could become tangled in the cage, or if the Tallescope is
fitted with the AAP Rescue Kit and the casualty is wearing a harness and
has attached their lanyard to the platform base, this may mean that one
of the rescue team would have to access them at height to release them,
negating one of the major advantages of the system

Attaching the rescue line to a casualty’s harness, if they are wearing one, or
fitting them into an X-IT harness are the major issues with this system.
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4.12

Transfer to an adjacent platform, bridge or balcony

This rescue method relies on moving the Tallescope into position adjacent to a
suitable platform, bridge or structure and transferring the casualty across.
Respondent number 15 to the survey (given in full in Appendix M) provided
details of this system as applied in their organisation:
“At the YYYY Theatre, the Genie Lift may be deployed, a technician
ascending to rescue the casualty by guiding him/her into the platform as
it ascends. This method may be used to rescue an unconscious or
injured casualty. Note that in practice, once the casualty's weight is taken
by the Genie, the overload cutout operates, and no further ascent is
possible. The Genie Lift will lower as normal when the overload cutout
has operated, and it should be noted that this is an emergency procedure
only.”
Overloading a MEWP is difficult to condone as safe practice, even in an
unforeseen emergency. To plan to overload a MEWP contravenes the Work at
Height Regulations and the Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations.
As stated in the interview with Sandell, the Littleton (National Theatre)
developed a plan where the Tallescope is wheeled over to an upstage balcony
on to which the casualty can be transferred (Appendix D, D20 – D21; 554 –
575). There is concern about how the casualty would be transferred from the
platform cage onto an adjacent surface.
Unless the Tallescope platform cage can be butted up to an opening around the
guardrail of the adjacent surface such that there are no gaps that the casualty
or rescuers could fall through, and the cage can be secured to the guardrail so
that the Tallescope could not move away from the adjacent surface during the
transfer, it is difficult to see how the transfer could be effected without exposing
the casualty and/or the rescuers to the risk of falling.
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Transferring the casualty over both the Tallescope platform cage’s rail and the
adjacent surface’s rail would be:
a) Physically difficult in the extreme
b) Precarious without meticulous fall prevention measures

Table 7: SWOT analysis of the transfer method
Strengths

Weaknesses

Does not require the rescuers to work
at height if the transfer can be made
within guardrails

Can only be used where similar height
and stable surfaces are available or fall
arrest equipment needed for both
casualty and rescuers

Initial cost is very low
Reasonably quick if the adjacent
surface is readily accessible

Unresponsive casualty would be
difficult to manoeuvre

Can be practised as often as desired

Casualty may be entangled in the cage
making it difficult to extract them

Opportunities

Threats

Risk assessment needed to identify
suitable surfaces to transfer to is a
vehicle for overall risk reduction

Compromised if AAP method is used &
harness is attached to the eye bolt in
the platform base
Overloading access equipment used to
transfer the casualty may lead to
collapse of that equipment
Overloading access equipment used to
transfer the casualty may lead to
enforcement and/or legal action
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From the SWOT analysis shown in Table 7, it can be seen that the transfer
method has some key advantages:


the method satisfies the Work at Height Regulations in that it does not
require the rescuers to be exposed to work at height if the transfer can
be effected from a safe position



there is little or no cost, assuming that a MEWP is already an available
asset if this is to be used, and rescues can be practised at little cost

NB.

The hierarchy of control measures would need to be applied to any

rescue method. If the transfer could not be made from within guardrails, a
control from lower down the hierarchy must be selected.
The most significant limitations are:


it relies on a suitable platform, bridge or balcony being available nearby



it would be extremely difficult to transfer the casualty if they were
unresponsive



the casualty could become tangled in the cage, or if the Tallescope is
fitted with the AAP Rescue Kit and the casualty is wearing a harness and
has attached their lanyard to the platform base, this may mean that one
of the rescue team would have to access them at height to release them,
negating one of the major advantages of the system



transferring the casualty on to adjacent access equipment may overload
that equipment with the risk of its failure and/or collapse

This rescue system can only work if the Tallescope can be manoeuvred into a
position adjacent to a bridge or balcony, or other access equipment can be
brought alongside the Tallescope. The Tallescope’s outriggers my well hinder
this.
The description given to the author of the transfer method did not include
securing the Tallescope to the platform, bridge, etc. to which the casualty was
to be transferred. There is a risk that the Tallescope may part company with the
surface onto which the casualty is to be transferred during the transfer process.
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4.13

Alternative rescue methods

The alternative methods considered rely on the use of lighting bar, bridges or
other flown items to lift the casualty from the Tallescope platform cage and
lower them to the floor – referred to in survey response number 15 (section 4.6
and given in full in Appendix M). Where the bar, truss or bridge can not be
brought in to stage level because of the set, a pulley system is attached to the
bar, etc., and the rescue line is used to lift and lower the casualty.
Table 8: SWOT analysis of the alternative methods
Strengths

Weaknesses

Does not require the rescuers to work
at height if the casualty is already
attached to a suitable bar, truss, etc.

Only one manufacturer rates their
trusses for lifting people

There are frequently lighting bars,
trusses, bridges, etc., available above
a stage

Casualty may be entangled in the cage
making it difficult to extract them
Set items may prevent the bar, truss or
bridge from being lowered

Quick to deploy as a system unless a
pulley system has to be rigged

Casualty may swing as they are
extracted from the platform cage

Can be practised as often as desired

User has to transfer their karabiner to
re-attach their harness each time the
Tallescope is moved
Any bars, trusses, etc., identified as
part of a rescue plan would have to be
tested every 6 months under LOLER

Opportunities

Threats

Risk assessment needed to identify
suitable bars, trusses, bridges, etc., is
a vehicle for overall risk reduction

Compromised if AAP method is used &
harness is attached to the eye bolt in
the platform base

System may be transferrable to other
at height work

Overloading bars, trusses, etc., used to
lift the casualty may lead to collapse of
that equipment
Overloading bars, trusses, etc., may
lead to enforcement and/or legal action
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From the SWOT analysis shown in Table 8, it can be seen that the alternative
method has some advantages:


the method satisfies the Work at Height Regulations in that it does not
require the rescuers to be exposed to work at height if the casualty is
already attached to a suitable bar, truss, bridge, etc.



there is little or no cost, assuming that a suitable bar, bridge, truss, etc.,
is available, and rescues can be practised without additional cost

NB.

The method relies on the casualty already being attached to a suitable

bar, truss, etc., when they become incapacitated. If they become incapacitated
during a movement of a Tallescope it is possible that they would not be
attached at all. This may mean that a rescuer would have to climb the
Tallescope, or access the casualty from an adjacent platform that would have to
be moved alongside the Tallescope, to make the attachment.
The most significant limitations are:


it relies on a suitable bar, truss, bridge, etc., being available nearby



the bar, truss, etc., is unlikely to have clear space on stage for it to be
brought in to near floor level



the casualty could become tangled in the cage, or if the Tallescope is
fitted with the AAP Rescue Kit and the casualty is wearing a harness and
has attached their lanyard to the platform base, this may mean that one
of the rescue team would have to access them at height to release them,
negating one of the major advantages of the system



any lighting bar, trusses, etc. identified as part of a rescue system would
have to be inspected every six months under LOLER

The major flaw to this system is the loading of a bar or truss, most of which are
suitable for a distributed load, but not a significant single load suspended at one
point along their length. Only one manufacturer is known to rate their trusses
for human loads. If their truss is not being employed for this system, it would be
necessary to prove that an alternative bar or truss would cope with the load.
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4.14

PESTLE analysis

Table 9: PESTLE analysis applied to unsatisfactory rescue plans
Political

Economic

HSE see future of Tallescope limited if
rescue systems not adequate

Costs of fines from prosecutions

Legal costs
Theatre in the spotlight due to focus on Compensation costs
inclusion in scope of revised CDM
Increase in insurance costs following
an incident or enforcement action
Cost of sourcing alternative equipment
to replace Tallescopes
Cost of strengthening stages to cope
with alternative equipment
Loss of corporate sponsorship
Potential loss due to difficulty in
securing public funding
Social

Technological

Impact on performance attendances
from poor publicity due to incidents or
enforcement action

Alternative to Tallescope would have to
be sourced

Adverse publicity impacting corporate
sponsorship and endorsement

Stages would need strengthening to
cope with alternative equipment

Recruitment impact of performance in
welfare responsibility to employees
Legal

Environmental

Health and safety regulations require
rescue plans – HSE may take action
where such plans prove inadequate

Carbon footprint of recycling materials
from scrapped Tallescopes

Prohibition or improvement notices
may be served where no plans exist

Carbon and natural resources impact
of sourcing alternative equipment to
replace Tallescopes

The PESTLE analysis shown in Table 9, above, shows that organisations not
having rescue plans in place, or having inadequate rescue plans could have a
significant impact on their public image, as well as their finances.
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With the spotlight on the entertainment industry following the revision of CDM,
the implications are not limited to organisations that have Tallescopes, or to
those organisations with Tallescopes who have inadequate rescue plans, but
affect the industry as a whole. The planning entailed in the construction,
maintenance and de-construction of theatrical sets will be the subject of close
scrutiny over the coming years. The means of securing the safety of those who
work at height, particularly using temporary access equipment will also be
scrutinised.
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5.0 Conclusions and recommendations
This section of the research project draws together the key information gathered
during the literature review, interviews and survey and considers their
implications. Where appropriate, recommendations for improvements in the
approach to rescue from a Tallescope are made, as well as identifying where
further research is required.

5.1

Longevity of the Tallescope

The Tallescope has proved its worth over many years and has a good safety
record when used wisely. Many theatres could not accommodate mobile
elevating work platforms due to a lack of manoeuvring or storage space, their
stage floors are not strong enough to support them or there is a rake that
precludes their use.
Despite many people devoting much thought to alternatives, they continued to
come up with the Tallescope, or something very similar, as the ideal temporary
access equipment for theatres.
The Health and Safety Executive have learned to live with the continued use of
the Tallescope, provided that suitable safe systems of work and rescue plans
are devised and implemented.
Recommendations: It is for the industry to ensure that the guiding
principles found in the ABTT Codes of practice for use of Tallescopes for
working at height in theatres are fully adopted and assimilated into the
way it works with Tallescopes.
Alternative access equipment such as MEWPs should be used instead of
Tallescopes where the floor is both level and strong enough to support
them as the platform for such equipment can be lowered from floor level
so that the need for rescue at height is eliminated.
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5.2

Demonstrating a need for rescue from a Tallescope

It was made apparent during the interviewing process, and from survey
responses received, that the case for rescue systems for occupiers of
Tallescopes being necessary has not been made convincingly. Many duty
holders managing the use of Tallescopes in venues believe that, as they have
not heard of a single instance of anyone needing to be rescued from a
Tallescope platform, there is no proof that a rescue system is needed –
absence of evidence of incidents being promulgated as evidence of the
absence of incidents (Blue Room technical forum, 2012).
The workforce is getting older and drug use and misuse is increasing,
increasing the likelihood of a user of a Tallescope needing rescuing.
Recommendation: Duty holders need to be persuaded of the need to
devise and implement rescue plans. To this end, a rescue plan is
needed for a casualty who is unable to descend from a Tallescope
platform unaided, further research needs to be carried out into the
number and nature of incidents where a worker became unwell and
needed assistance to reach a position where first aid could be
administered. The findings would need extrapolating to define the
likelihood of such occurrences affecting users of Tallescopes.

5.3

Choosing a rescue method

There will be few venues where one method of rescue will be sufficient to cover
all eventualities.
Risk assessment would be necessary to establish the characteristics of
potential rescue scenarios and plans would have to be developed. As the
nature of a show and the working environment change during the get in,
through rehearsals, to performance, during resets and maintenance, and then
during get out, the show risk assessment and rescue plans would have to
evolve with the show. This could very well mean that the choice and application
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of rescue plans might vary according to where within or without the venue, on or
off stage the rescue was needed, but it might also vary with when in the show’s
life the rescue was needed.
Recommendation: The Code of Practice should be amended to
indicate that the risk assessment process should be applied to planning
rescue from a Tallescope, taking account of the variables associated with
whenever and wherever it might be used.

5.4

The wearing of a harness

There were some illuminating statements and perceptions that were revealed in
the responses to the supplementary questions sent to venues as a follow up to
the survey:


AAP said to have stated that a harness is not necessary and would not
help during a rescue using their kit



Believed that RB system requires the user to be harnessed and attached
to the Tallescope



Users should not attach themselves to the Tallescope as holding on to a
lighting bar is seen as better than being attached to a Tallescope if it
topples



Clipping on to a lighting bar was seen as appropriate



It was believed that not all venues run by the same company and
operating the same systems of work would ensure that harnesses are
worn

Interviewees, survey respondents and the SWOT analyses indicated that the
wearing of a harness would be necessary for all rescue methods except transfer
to an adjacent platform. Even with this method, it is difficult to imagine how a
transfer might be achieved without the risk of dropping the casualty, or a
rescuer falling in the case of the transfer method, making a harness imperative.
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Recommendation: The Code of Practice should be amended to state
that the wearing of a harness for occupiers of Tallescopes is compulsory.
The AAP method would require harness being attached to cage eye bolt – all
other rescue methods would require that casualty is NOT attached to the
Tallescope. Therefore, the AAP rescue method is currently incompatible with
other rescue methods.
Recommendation: Further research is needed into devising a release
mechanism for the eyebolt in the platform cage floor of the Tallescope so
that the harness attachment can be released, if necessary, without
endangering the rescuers.

5.5

Modifying the Tallescope

When using the Tallescope Rescue Kit, the Tallescope mast can only be
lowered to the horizontal, leaving the platform cage 1.6 – 1.8m from the floor.
This makes evacuating the casualty from the cage difficult and means that there
is a risk that the casualty may be dropped, potentially adding to their injuries.
Recommendation: The stretcher that prevents the Tallescope mast
from being lowered beyond the horizontal (see Fig. 7, below) should be
made detachable so that the winch can lower the mast beyond the
horizontal until the platform cage touches the floor to allow safe
evacuation of the casualty from the cage. If there is a safety concern
regarding making the stretcher detachable, and that the Tallescope may
go on to be used with this stretcher detached, the use of a snap pin that
can not be re-inserted but must be replaced following a rescue might be
considered as this would increase the pressure to have the Tallescope
inspected following the use of the rescue kit.
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Figure 7: Tallescope with stretcher indicated

5.6

Practice rescue drills

The cover over the winch of Aluminium Access Products’ Tallescope Rescue Kit
is sealed and AAP’s instructions state that the Tallescope must be re-inspected
if the seal is broken. This places severe restrictions on venues in terms of when
they conduct rescue practice drills as they are unlikely to schedule a practice for
any time other than immediately prior to a scheduled six-monthly periodic
inspection.
As many crew members are employed on a casual basis, either seasonally or
for specific show, there is a risk that not all relevant crew will participate in those
training events. There is also a risk that practices can not be scheduled to
coincide with inspection dates simply due to crew workloads.
Recommendation: Venues with Tallescopes fitted with the AAP
Rescue Kit be provided with spare seals with the proviso that those seals
should only be used to replace seals broken accidentally or to practise
carrying out a rescue – i.e. when the Tallescope has not been subjected
to loads such as a casualty.
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5.7

Construction (Design and Management) Regulations

The revision of the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations (Health
and Safety Executive, 2015) includes a revision and reallocation of duties,
particularly in respect of the design of projects that come within its remit. The
Health and safety Executive agreed to a consultation period to enable the
theatre industry to consider how it would be able to satisfy the requirements of
the regulations. That period is now over and the HSE has made it clear that it
now expects the regulations to be met in full by the industry.
Scant regard is given to the activities of technical crew in set design and
construction, leading to unnecessary risk being introduced for technicians,
particularly when accessing equipment flown over the set.
Recommendation: Set designers must take account of the safety
implications of their designs inasmuch as they affect other people who
have to work on or with those sets. In particular, the access needs for
maintaining and adjusting overhead technical equipment must be
considered.
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6.0 Glossary
Bridge – Bridges are galleries or walkways, sometimes suspended to allow for
repositioning, often used to provide access to technical equipment such as
show lighting.
Flyman – A theatre hand who raises and lowers scenery and other items
suspended above the stage
Genie – Trade name usually applied to a single-person, elevating work platform
commonly used in theatre.
Grid – Grids are structures, often comprised of parallel steel girders in a fixed
installation or aluminium trusses in a temporary installation, installed above a
performance area which provide a strong support from which scenery and
technical equipment can be suspended.
Karabiner – a D-shaped ring with a safety spring gate used to attach a lanyard
to a sling or fixed point
Lighting bar – A lighting bar is a bar or barrel, suspended above a
performance area, that is used to hang show lighting and other technical
equipment.
Point – A point is a rigging position or hanging position used to hang lifting
equipment or suspended loads from.
Rake – A rake is a theatrical abbreviation for a sloping surface such as a floor,
usually applied to the stage
Rope access – The technique involving the use of ropes in tension to enable
access to workstations otherwise too dangerous or costly with traditional
methods. (Theatrecrafts.com, no date)
Scenery – Scenery is an assembly of structures, painted cloths, furniture,
carpets, etc., that are used to create a setting for a performance.
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Show lighting – Show lighting is the lighting used to illuminate a performance,
as opposed to the general lighting used for safely working in and navigating
around a work space. Show lighting is often used to draw attention to specific
elements of a performance, set the mood, indicate a change in the time of day,
etc.
Tallescope – A moveable elevating work platform consisting of an extendable
ladder on a tubular frame base with extendable (for levelling) braked, castor
wheels at each corner
Truss – A truss is an arrangement of metal bars (usually aluminium tubes),
connected together in pairs, threes or fours by lattices of metalwork to provide a
strong suspension frame to which technical equipment and scenery is attached.
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Appendix A

Models of Tallescope courtesy of Aluminium Access Products Ltd.
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Appendix B
Extract from ABTT Code of Practice for use of Tallescopes for working at
height in theatres

13. Tallescope rescue

People should not work at height when alone. Persons with known health
problems, such as heart conditions, diabetes, asthma or epilepsy should be
checked regularly before working in the cage/ladder.

There should always be at least one person trained in Emergency First Aid at
Work. If that person is working in the cage there should be a second person
trained in First Aid.

The person should always be in the cage of the Tallescope except when
climbing up or down the ladder.

Any problem with the person (casualty) when working in the cage of the
Tallescope needs to be resolved and may be urgent. Planning for work where
there is only room for one person in the cage of the Tallescope should include
rescue plans to rapidly recover the person if injured and/or is or may become
unconscious. Recovery after someone who is unconscious or has suffered
serious injury must be conducted as quickly as possible to prevent the
casualty’s condition becoming worse.

a)

If the casualty can climb down unaided, supervise the descent and the

first aider assesses once descent complete.
b)

If not, then full evacuation needed, especially if casualty is unconscious

and/or severely injured.

B1

Where a Tallescope is being used there are currently three possible
methods if someone requires rescue:

13.1 Casualty in cage of Tallescope: Rescue Winch
Tallescope PLUS training is needed. To simulate the ‘Casualty’ a dummy
weighing around 70 kg is used to demonstrate the effect of the ‘Casualty’ weight
on the operation of the winch.

If the Tallescope Rescue Kit has been fitted and the operatives have been
trained, the Kit may be deployed in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions. The mast extensions should be fully lowered, then the mast itself is
carefully tilted to the horizontal position.

The casualty should be physically restrained during the descent to ensure the
casualty remains in the cage.

Once the cage is in the almost horizontal position the casualty can receive first
aid, be removed from the cage or any other actions taken as deemed
necessary.

TALLESCOPE RESCUE KIT

Check for and remove danger such as isolate power -- OK
Can casualty climb down unaided –
Yes: supervise descent and further assess once descent complete
No: Call for help

Crew 1:

Apply brakes and reposition 2 outriggers
Move rescue winch cover and attach winch
Fully lower mast extension
Re-attach winch
Uncouple dual hooks
Lower mast to horizontal
B2

Crew 2:

Fit extension frame
Assist with outriggers
Monitor descent and prepares to assess casualty
Check for A-B-C (Airway, Breathing and Circulation)
Put casualty in recovery position in situ – wait for paramedics

Person 3:

Calls for an ambulance

If the Tallescope Rescue Kit has not been fitted or if the Tallescope mast
cannot be lowered horizontally then see 13.2 or 13.3.

13.2 Casualty in basket of Tallescope: when the Tallescope mast cannot
be lowered but it may be possible to move to a level nearby

The Tallescope might be moved so as to be able to pass the casualty on to say
a fly floor or a larger platform. This procedure should be planned and practised
beforehand to ensure the casualty and their rescuers are not placed at risk
during the process. However this is not practicable on other than a level stage.
Once scenery is fitted it may be impossible to remove enough scenery
sufficiently quickly to effect a rescue.

If neither 13.1 nor 13.2 are suitable then see 13.3.

13.3 Casualty in basket of Tallescope: Tallescope cannot be lowered to
the ground
A harness or “rescue nappy” and a venue-based rescue at height kit will be
required; the casualty is carefully lifted out of the basket of the Tallescope and
then carefully lowered to stage floor level. An example of a suitable well-known
method is shown below.
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RB Health & Safety Solutions Ltd (RBH&SS) Tallescope Rescue Pack

Tallescope Rescue Pack Training - the users must have received
comprehensive instruction on the use of the product from a competent person.

Required: RBH&SS Rescue Pouch, Short Lanyard, Long Lanyard, MGO Hook
and Reach Pole. Full Body Fall Arrest Harness to BS EN 361.
Work at Height Rescue Kit.

Users:

Before use attach Rescue Pouch, and preferred lanyard to
Tallescope cage.
Full Body Fall Arrest Harness to be worn by person in the Tallescope
cage at all times. Harness lanyard to connect from Harness to
Rescue Pouch lanyard at all times in the cage. Work at Height
Rescue Kit to be available and/or accessible to all working locations
at all times. MGO Hook and Reach Pole and trained Rescue Kit and
Reach Pole operators to be present.

CASUALTY IN CAGE OF TALLESCOPE

Check for and remove danger such as isolate power - OK.

Can Casualty climb down unaided?

Yes: supervise descent and further assess once descent complete.
No: call for help.

Ground Crew:

Ready MGO Hook and Reach Pole.
Attach the Rescue Line from the Rescue Kit to the MGO
Hook, fit a guy line if needed. Fit MGO Hook to bracket of
Reach Pole.
Use Reach Pole to attach the MGO Hook to the Rescue
Pouch karabiner.
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Rescue Kit Operator: Deploy the rescue line to the stage floor for the Ground
Crew.
When MGO Hook attached take in the Rescue Line to
deploy the Rescue Pouch Lanyard.
When the Casualty is under tension of the Rescue Kit lift
the Casualty to allow the Tallescope to be cleared away.
Operate the Rescue Kit to lower the Casualty to the floor.

First Aider:

Assess Casualty in cage once supported by Safety Line
and on the floor.

Third Party:

Call for ambulance.

Heightec ScaffPack & X-IT Casualty Harness

Heightec ScaffPack Rescue Training - at least one person must be trained if it is
to be used. Consider further WAH Training.

Required: X-IT Casualty harness.
ScaffPack OR Work at Height Rescue Kit.

Users: X-IT Casualty Harness and trained users must be present.
Work at Height Rescue Kit to be available and/or accessible to all working
locations at all times. Work at Height Rescue Kit trained users must be present.

CASUALTY IN CAGE OF TALLESCOPE

Check for and remove danger such as isolate power- OK.

Can Casualty climb down unaided?

Yes: supervise descent and further assess once descent complete.
No: call for help.
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Rescue Kit Operators: Deploy the rescue line, ScaffHook and X-IT Harness.
Fit X-IT Harness under arms of Casualty.
Attach Rescue Line to X-IT Harness.
When the Casualty is under tension of the Rescue Kit
lift the Adjust X-IT Harness as Casualty lifted attaching
3rd point. Move Tallescope clear and lower Casualty to
Floor.

First Aider:

Assess Casualty in cage and on the floor.

Third Party:

Call for ambulance
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Appendix C
INTERVIEW WITH ROBERT DEAKIN
SALES DIRECTOR OFALUMINIUM ACCESS PRODUCTS LTD.
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1

INTERVIEW WITH ROBERT DEAKIN

2

SALES DIRECTOR OFALUMINIUM ACCESS PRODUCTS LTD.

3

(26 July 2016)

4

Interviewed by PAUL EDWARDS

5
6

Q

I said from the start that I have looked at one or two of the ideas that

7

people have for rescue, including Richard Beale, is it?

8

A

Yes, RB.

10

Q

All of the ones I see elsewhere have issues, have problems.

11

A

Mm.

13

Q

The classic one for me for Richard’s and others that are similar – you

14

have to have access from above.

15

A

A fixed point.

17

Q

Yes. You know, and I know, people use these things out in foyers and all

18

over the place – where the hell are they going to get that from there?

19

A

Yes.

21

Q

The second thing is that some people are talking about the idea of

22

wheeling the Tallescope across to a bridge or to some kind of higher access

23

point – a gallery or something ---

24

A

9

12

16

20

Yes.

25
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26

Q

But you have still got the problem that you are working at height to

27

perform the rescue.

28

A

Yes.

31

Q

And at some point you are taking them out of the basket.

32

A

Yes.

34

Q

So that, to me – it is not impossible to work out a way of doing it relatively

35

safely but it is introducing more problems.

36

A

Ah-ha.

38

Q

Yours I like because it is 100 per cent self-contained, and you bring the

39

person down from height to access them; you don’t try and access them up a

40

height.

41

A

42

you two; I want a rescue system out here”, we looked at each other – “oh!” –

43

anyway. We come up with that and we got a little bit of a tour. We started off in

44

Scotland and the first prototype one was a bit rubbish, to say the least. It

45

worked, but it was cumbersome to get into position. Then we just clicked the

46

idea with the outriggers – bang, just like that. It was just one of them on that

47

particular night when we were up in Pitlochry. We tested it and it worked

48

brilliantly, and the rest – we just carried on. The other ones – like you say, we

49

have got a fixed point. Prior to ourselves and RB, I don’t think there was a

50

recognised system in operation. People had come up with this nappy thing, but

51

Flip said: “You do not want a third person or an extra person climbing the

52

scope; one for the weight load and, two, there is another potential casualty.”

29
30

33

37

Yes. When we first – we were down the road and Flip says to us: “Right,

53
54

Q

Yes.
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A

So that’s why we have done that basically.

57

Q

At the moment, the Tallescopes – I don’t know if you gather, I can’t use

58

one?

59

A

60

don’t know what!

55
56

You could. If you worked here you could; you’d be running round like I

61
62

Q

Yes, because you know it is 115 kg maximum and I am 123 kg, so

63

literally naked I couldn’t go up one, so the idea of somebody – even someone

64

two-thirds of my weight – up there, means that the rescue person – unless they

65

are a ferret, you can’t put a rescue person up there as well.

66

A

Yes.

68

Q

That said, one of the things that interests me with your rescue method –

69

you have this idea of using the ladder rope itself to actually haul the weight of

70

the casualty up and back down again ---

71

A

Yes.

73

Q

How do – have you done strength tests on that?

74

A

Yes, we’ve done the ropes. I am looking for the rope grabs now.

76

Q

Ah, yes.

77

A

Yeah, you have seen the rope grabs?

79

Q

I’ve seen the rope grab, yeah.

80

A

The rope we used to use – here you go.

67

72

75

78
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81
82

Q

The woven sleeve on it – there is so much give in that, isn’t there?

83

A

That used to be the old rope. When we have purchased manufacturing

84

from Ireland, they provided us with a few coils of rope, but basically that was the

85

rope, and it stretches – this is pre-stretched marine – say 9 mm – passed it by

86

Flip – loves that – you know, said, “that’s sufficient”. He cut it and tested it and

87

what not.

88
89

Q

And the rope grab doesn’t slip on that?

90

A

The rope grab doesn’t slip, no, no; but you can make it move yourself.

92

Q

Oh, yes.

93

A

Once you get your tension on ---

94

Q

As soon as you put tension on, yes – it’s like a Prusik knot, isn’t it – it

95

tightens itself?

96

A

Yes.

98

Q

So that is the old sleeve ones, because you can feel the sleeves stretch

99

– not the inner core.

91

97

100

A

We have the test certificate on each one. They are all marked with serial

101

numbers, what-have-you, etc., with our name on them, so everyone knows who

102

we are basically.

103
104

Q

You want them coming to you for that, don’t you?

105

A

Of course – but we don’t want them to lose them actually, to be honest

106

with you, for the simple reason that means they will be messed around in the
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107

box. I have got all the test certificates in there. We have only just had these

108

delivered and that is why it is not in there.

109
110

Q

The loading for the ropes – what kind of load will that rope take, then?

111

A

I’d have to double-check.

113

Q

But it’s ample for the job?

114

A

Oh, yeah. I have just got a delivery of them, actually.

116

Q

Correct me if I am wrong, but I am assuming that you have done loading

117

tests, or at least had certification for loading, for the grabs, for the rope ---

118

A

Yes.

120

Q

--- for the hoists – the actual ---

121

A

Yes, the winches. Again, I have got ---

123

Q

It has got to be about five tonne that, I would have thought.

124

A

Oh God, yes; it’s huge, yes. Let me see. It’s all in Germany

125

unfortunately, some of it.

112

115

119

122

126
127

Q

It is up to you whether you want to do this ---

128

A

No, no, no.

130

Q

If you can do copies of these things to support my ---

131

A

I can get these any time.

129
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132
133

Q

That would be brilliant.

134

A

That’s all the information. I have asked them to send English versions,

135

but – I keep asking, keep asking, and nothing comes of it. I should have

136

dropped in when I was in Germany myself the other week, but I was in the

137

wrong – you can take that with pleasure.

138
139

Q

You are a gentleman, because that helps enormously.

140

A

That’s the winch itself.

142

Q

This is in English.

143

A

Oh, is it? Right. This is the one, then, that is not in English. Does that

144

cover what you are after here, do you think, on the winch side?

141

145
146

Q

Certainly on the winch side. It gives plenty of good information.

147

A

Yes, there is a lot there. We have obviously the eye-bolts as well in the

148

cage – if they want to attach a harness, clip to it – by all means, we keep all

149

those as well.

150
151

Q

That is a bolt in the bottom of ---

152

A

It is, yes. We put that in as an extra because at first it wasn’t necessary

153

to put a harness on them. That is a total choice by people if they use the

154

harness on that, so we put that eye-bolt to – standard on every rescue kit that

155

we fit.

156
157

Q

158

good.

You have plated the front so they cannot fall out through there, which is
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A

Yes. We have got a dummy down there – well overweight ---

161

Q

Well, I’ll tell you something that has occurred to me. If it doesn’t clash

162

with your training times, at some point can I borrow your dummy? I’ll tell you

163

why.

164

A

If you can lift it.

166

Q

One of the things I am thinking of doing is putting an email circular out

167

through media, through any way I can, to try and contact all the theatres that

168

use Tallescopes, if they will respond – that is another thing – to challenge them

169

to say how quickly they can actually perform a rescue. If somebody does a

170

rescue with your kit, am I right at the moment you say it then has to be

171

inspected by you straight after?

172

A

Yes.

174

Q

What does that cost them?

175

A

All those at the back of the bottom of the pile there – they are rescue kit

176

ones. Some are in green where they are due to be paid, and some have

177

already paid – so the second one is a free-of-charge one – they have already

178

paid. Average £425 for the year - £450.

159
160

165

173

179
180

Q

But if their annual inspection is not due yet, and they do a rescue ---

181

A

We just bring that forward. For example, if they have had a rescue and

182

they have already pre-paid and they are due one, say, in October – like Oxford

183

Playhouse – they have one now – we will just do that one. No charge because

184

it is already paid.

185
186

Q

You put a seal on the box, don’t you?
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A

Yes.

190

Q

So you are saying that if that is broken it has to be inspected.

191

A

Yes.

193

Q

I am a bit lost on that one as to why you say “if they have used it”

194

because what that is doing is stopping people practising doing a rescue.

195

A

196

a fire drill. Just before we come down and do the six-monthly inspection, by all

197

means have a go and keep playing with it, practise – so that everyone is okay

198

and they all know the position in a rescue scenario. The lads carry all the seals.

199

I have just sent some seals to Brunel University because they have just done a

200

training course. They have got two up there. I have sent them to the trainers.

201

When they go down and when they’ve train them on, they seal them up again.

187
188
189

192

No, no, wrong. When we fit these on we advocate that you practise, like

202

I’ll tell you what I think is a great pity at the moment, is the ABTT courses

203

Q

204

– which of course I run – we don’t touch the rescue bits of it. We talk about it. I

205

describe your system, because often the kits I go to have got your system. I

206

think I have seen once the Richard Beale one, and I have talked to one other

207

theatre where they use the rescue from a bridge.

208

A

209

more than likely.

The Richard Beale one, RB Safety, will probably be in HG Theatres,

210

I talk through how the rescue system works, but of course you can’t

211

Q

212

demonstrate anything of it because you would be breaking their seal, in which

213

case they have got to pay a lot of money to ---

214

A

215

problem. We want them ---

Demonstrate it by all means by us – we will provide the seals – no
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216
217

Q

So if I come across one, you don’t mind me re-sealing it?

218

A

You take some seals and ---

220

Q

You are a star; that’s ---

221

A

No problem. We want them to be okay and use it.

223

Q

As I said, you know I am positive about your system because I think the

224

others just don’t come near it.

225

A

226

before.” Flip’s thought on this is the probability all the time - and that’s fair do’s.

227

I think: “All right, how many people are in the industry going up them who are

228

just epileptic?”

219

222

Well they say: “Why do we need one? We have never needed one

229
230

Q

Yes.

231

A

And because of the stigma of epilepsy ---

233

Q

People don’t say anything.

234

A

They say nothing. My eldest son has epilepsy. To look at him you

235

wouldn’t think so – it’s not a visible thing.

232

236

Yes. I’ve got another one for you. I did one of the ABTT courses a few

237

Q

238

months ago and one of the lads said he would like to have a go up there. He

239

froze. Now, what if someone freezes up there – how do you get them down?

240

As it was, we talked him down. We encouraged him down just by reassurance,

241

but it could have been literally freeze and not move anywhere – and you

242

certainly wouldn’t get somebody like that to climb out the basket onto a bridge
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243

or something then, even if the basket happened to be at the right height for it.

244

That could have been desperately needed. Whether they want to come down

245

or not, you are winching them down.

246

A

Winching them down, yes – and that is going to panic them anyway.

248

Q

It is, but if they ain’t going to come down anyway, at least they are getting

249

nearer the ground by the time they go “aaaahh, I’m going”.

250

A

251

then get it down, and then tip it.

247

The biggest problem is if it is elevated and you have got to raise it up and

252

Mind you, you start to do that, I can imagine someone saying “no, no; I’ll

253

Q

254

come down”.

255

A

Yes.

257

Q

So at least you have won that way.

258

A

The thing is, with the four stabs on, when they are moving it – when you

259

actually put the four stabs on, on the floor, it is rock solid, absolutely rock solid.

260

There is no twist or turn like there is with the two. If you have got the two on a

261

45 – brilliant. Then, when you move them to the front, again it doesn’t move an

262

inch whatsoever. So we are pleased with that system.

256

263
264

Q

I have probably got the pictures with me that I use quite often in a

265

presentation on this stuff. It was XXXX.

266

A

267

for him to come back from XXXX.

We know XXXX – Frank is down there actually. I am waiting for an email

268

I did an audit of their place a few years ago, top to bottom – and it is

269

Q

270

probably due time I went back again now, but one of the things they were doing
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271

– they knew I was around so were trying to be ultra-careful, so they had got so

272

many crew round the bottom of the Tallescope ---

273

A

Just doing the normal thing.

275

Q

Yes. I cannot remember what the production was called but they have

276

got this massive great big set where they have got aluminium decking and it

277

came round in a horseshoe shape down, and it is supposed to be a cave

278

underneath; and the back of it was just open and fell away- that high off the

279

deck, something like that. The front of it, the aluminium was flat and then

280

kicked like this; so the outriggers - they set the downstage outriggers, which

281

were right close to that edge, so if it wandered a bit and went over the edge it

282

was sliding away – they didn’t set the upstage outriggers. The reason they said

283

they didn’t do it – they have got some things that are supposed to represent

284

trees built into the set – they said when they get to a tree the outrigger would

285

collide with it. So I am saying: “So why don’t you set the outriggers, and when

286

you get there bring it in a bit and as you go past bring it back out.”

287

A

Yes, that’s right.

289

Q

You know – “what’s the problem?” Unbelievable, isn’t it?

290

A

The trouble is with that, when they move the outriggers and they are all

291

attached and they are tight – if you move them, they can crack. The couplings

292

can crack.

274

288

293
294

Q

I am constantly criticising them for not slackening them off enough, and

295

they are grinding away at the post that the couplings sit on. You tell me how

296

much material is still left there. Somebody’s life depends on that, and they have

297

been grinding and grinding them.

298

A

299

schoolteacher doing a training course – and he is saying: “When you put them

300

on, don’t over-tighten them” – and I am, like: “You can’t over-tighten them

If you go onto YouTube, there is a chap – looks like he is a
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301

because it is on what we call a thick wall tube. Now, if it was on the light wall

302

tube, you can only tighten it so much again. So he is saying: “What happens if

303

you stand on Coke tins?” He is saying: “You are going to squash the tube” –

304

but you are not going to squash the tube.

305
306

Q

No, especially as the couplings have got a big surface area. It is a fine

307

point ---

308

A

309

tearing my hair out – it’s wrong; you have got to tighten them. They have only

310

got to go hand-tight – you can only go so far hand-tight; and he is telling them

311

not to do that. So straight away these students are getting the wrong

312

information – going into the working environment with the wrong information

313

that could put someone at risk.

He is telling them the wrong thing and he is training Tallescope. I am

314

Yes. Back to what led me into this talk about the seals and so on – one

315

Q

316

of the things I am thinking of doing as part of the thesis – I do not know whether

317

you are willing to do this, but it would by useful if I knew who had a Tallescope

318

so that I could definitely contact them.

319

A

With rescue?

321

Q

With rescue kit.

322

A

Take your pick. Where are you based mainly?

324

Q

I live down on the west coast of Wales. I want to contact everyone with a

325

Tallescope in their theatre, so it would be useful to know how many responded

326

– so for that I need to know the total number of Tallescopes out there that you

327

know of with theatres, if that is possible.

328

A

329

manufacture, they never gave us a list of where Tallescopes are, so we are

320

323

That is the 64,000 dollar question. When we purchased the right to
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330

finding them – one, two a month, that we never knew of. Where do you want to

331

go from here?

332
333

Q

That is the ones you have found so far.

334

A

They are all customers.

336

Q

But not all of them are theatres, are they?

337

A

Not all of them are theatres. Wimbledon High School – we do a lot of

338

schools and colleges. Some of them have scopes like this chap, and he prefers

339

us not to inspect it – they inspect it themselves. That’s okay.

335

340
341

Q

They take the risk, that’s all.

342

A

They take the risk – nothing to do with us. “We have sold it to you” etc.

343

We have got a lot of schools and colleges – arts centres, unis – we do quite a

344

lot of universities, schools, etc. There are a lot of theatres. These are your

345

numbers.

346
347

Q

Do you know how many is on that list?

348

A

No. It’s not numbered. They are done in letters on the left.

350

Q

A very quick way to get an approximation – about 45 per page – it is

351

1125 to 1150.

352

A

353

invoicing details.

349

Some of them are duplicates. That is because they have changed their

354
355

Q

Mind you, some of them might not be that type of Tallescope.
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A

Absolutely, might be the stowaway.

358

Q

So there is that as well. These are the ones with the kits.

359

A

On the bottom, the ones with the kits. There are one or two missing that

360

we don’t look after, up in Scotland; and there might be one or two missing that I

361

have missed and not put on, but as a rule that is what you have got. If you go

362

to June and you look at the Curve [Theatre] in red, they have got three

363

Tallescopes, one winch system – and the rest were the add-ons.

356
357

364
365

Q

Can I take a picture of the bottom up so I know who to contact?

366

A

Of course, yes.

368

Q

I used to do manual handling training and used to use the bag as a prop

369

for it, because it was in the classroom with me. We would go off and play with

370

the proper stuff as well, but the number of times I talk about – if you don’t have

371

a firm hold you drop the bag – and I dropped the bag to demonstrate and I

372

realised I had a camera in it!

373

A

374

– and things like that you can see. Again, another machine there. The easiest

375

thing might be if you go to ATG, the vast majority of ATG venues have them.

376

Some in Scotland we don’t look after; they prefer their own people to do that.

377

That’s okay, not a problem – when they break some of the seals. We know the

378

chap who is doing it anyway and we don’t have a problem.

367

If you look at this one, for example, that is a machine – Blackpool for July

379
380

Q

Brilliant! I am really grateful for this idea that as part of the training I do,

381

you are comfortable with the idea of ---

382

A

No problem.

383
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Because one of the problems with a rescue system is – I would love on a

384

Q

385

rescue system to say – we will talk about it: “You have got it here and so on –

386

alright, then, show me how quick you can operate it with no advance warning.”

387

It is a world apart for everyone to get their head round what we are going to do

388

it and when we are going to do it, and we will put something in place ready – all

389

that.

390

A

391

see if I can find you a stick and you can take it with you, with the rescue on it.

392

There you go. When you put them in it might come up – depending what format

393

you have got – but you have got the system up.

Two rungs up, I think it is a minute the quickest. That’s not too bad. Let’s

394
395

Q

That it wants to format it?

396

A

Yes.

398

Q

I keep looking at your website – you have got to get the one with the four

399

outriggers on. You can’t keep having your website with the wrong one up!

400

A

The people moan that it is difficult to get stuff on and get all of the ---

402

Q

Yes, but on your website!

403

A

It needs revamping – I know.

405

Q

I want to bang out to people who have got the Tallescopes, whatever

406

rescue plan they are using – if they are using yours, great – and get some idea

407

– and this will give me an idea of how quick is the quickest you are likely to be

408

able to achieve it – but I want to set a challenge and say: “For the different

409

models because they could be at different heights, they have to be extended by

410

so many rungs, whichever model you are using – and I don’t mind – it has to be

411

extended by, say, five rungs.”

412

A

397

401

404

Ah-ha.
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413

Then we will say: “How quick can you rescue somebody using

414

Q

415

whichever method you are using?”

416

A

417

demonstrating. Two rungs up, I believe, is just a touch under a minute.

We are doing it round about the five to six minute mark, as

418
419

Q

I thought I would offer a prize to whoever can demonstrate if they can do

420

it ----

421

A

Not a free Tallescope!

423

Q

I was thinking about a hundred quid – for each of the types of rescue

424

method. I am not saying that somebody doing a RB system has to beat your

425

time or you beat theirs or whatever – it is for the type of rescue method. So if

426

they are rescuing from a bridge all the ones they are rescuing from a bridge –

427

they all compete with each other, sort of thing. Again, I will have to set a

428

parameter for that and say “you have got to be 5m from it as your start point”. I

429

thought I would do that because, again, one of the interesting things for me is

430

how quickly can we get to a point where first-aiders could be working on that

431

person.

432

A

433

service. You don’t know what first-aiders are there.

422

That is down to the local authority, isn’t it, really, as well – the ambulance

434
435

Q

Yes, but you could have a first-aider standing there ---

436

A

Yes, who might not be there.

438

Q

--- that can do nothing until you have got the person down.

439

A

Might not be there.

437

440
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441

Q

All I am saying is, if everything was going wonderfully in the world what is

442

the earliest somebody could actually access and start doing some work on that

443

person, because that is what it is about, isn’t it?

444

A

That’s what it’s about, yes.

446

Q

So I thought I would offer a prize and if you are going to do that, of

447

course you might find people saying to you – and that is why I was talking about

448

maybe borrowing your dummy if that is possible – because what I will do is,

449

whoever comes up with the fastest I’ll say: “Right, demonstrate it to me. I want

450

to see it before I give you your prize money. Demonstrate that you can do that.”

451

I thought that would be an interesting challenge to throw out there.

452

A

Yes, by all means, you can take Rooney with you.

454

Q

Only come the time. I’ll come and fetch it. That’s brilliant. Going back to

455

the history bit – and I am guessing you will know this – it may be just one of

456

these myths – the Tallescope was originally developed for street-light

457

maintenance. Is that correct.

458

A

Pass. It wasn’t developed for theatre – I know that.

460

Q

Yes, it was adopted by theatre as looking like a good bit of kit.

461

A

Yes, but what originally it was brought for, I don’t know. We are going

462

back years now. I first come across one in ‘81/’82. We are looking after some

463

now that are from the seventies.

445

453

459

464
465

Q

I have certainly seen them around. I think the first one I worked with was

466

in about ‘88/’89.

467

A

468

particular one – it is in such superb condition, you wouldn’t believe it. It’s

I want to say that looking after the ones from the seventies, there is one
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469

absolutely mint, mint – and the rest of them type are shot to bits. We have told

470

“get rid; get rid by all means”.

471
472

Q

How much does a new Tallescope cost now?

473

A

Average about £3,000.

475

Q

It is not fortunes.

476

A

We will give them a discount off the list price of 10 per cent or free

477

training. If we give them free training it actually costs us more than the discount

478

but we are not bothered. Then we give them the option, as an extra - is the

479

rescue kit because we are not forcing it on them. They have got to have a

480

rescue plan in operation but we are not forcing them to have our kit. There are

481

people out there who do it.

474

482
483

Q

If you buy in a new one with the rescue kit and everything on, is that the

484

extra for the rescue kit?

485

A

Yes, £1,350.

487

Q

I got you.

488

A

So 50 delivery. If we are going to do it now, that would be just on the

489

Belgrade in Coventry, we are charging £1,350 plus the £50 delivery. However,

490

we waive that if we are doing inspection at the same time, so they will save the

491

£50 there.

486

492

There was one other thing that was in my mind – when you came up with

493

Q

494

your method of rescue, we have got the strength of the Tallescope but probably

495

the most strain it is under is when it is coming down towards horizontal.

496

A

Yes.
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497
498

Q

Did you have stress tests and stuff done?

499

A

Yes. You would need to speak to David Tilsley-Curtis on that. He has

500

got all the ---

501
502

Q

Is he the one who did the report?

503

A

Yes … David Tilsley-Curtis – he is the egghead behind it.

505

Q

And he was the one who did the report that was put forward to HSE

506

about stability and that?

507

A

508

started trying to get it pushed through to the movement with the man in the

509

cage, Neil done all the testing for us on the falling-over systems and what-have-

510

you. It never fell over – not once – with outriggers on. That is how it played

511

through, all the way through with all the meetings with HSE, with ABTT and all

512

of the chaps in on it, and it has progressed from there. Then David got involved

513

with the rescue kit.

504

No, we had Neil Daracott. Now, he is an even bigger egghead. When we

514
515

Q

Have you got a contact for him by any chance?

516

A

Yes, I’ll get you his contact.

518

Q

That’s brilliant because that will be very useful as well.

519

A

Good luck if you can get hold of him – I’ll tell you, yes. We know him very

520

well and we can’t get hold of him. The best bet is probably Friday afternoon.

521

That will be your best bet.

517

522
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I’ll give it a try. Like you, I was 100 per cent grateful that eventually we

523

Q

524

got through with the idea that you could move an occupied Tallescope with

525

some care and so on, because you and I know that is what was happening.

526

A

They do it, yes.

528

Q

All the time. Worse still, I have been there with no outriggers where

529

people have hauled on a bar to move themselves.

530

A

I know.

532

Q

From the top. I have seen that many a time.

533

A

They tell us it is going on and we say “we never heard that; just don’t do

534

it”.

527

531

535
536

Q

In the Code of Practice there is still a grey area for me. It talks about

537

floating the outriggers for moving an occupied Tallescope.

538

A

Yes.

540

Q

What it does not say is “and when you get to the new position you should

541

then drop the outriggers”.

542

A

I thought it did. Does it not?

544

Q

No.

545

A

It needs amending, then.

547

Q

That was my view, that ---

548

A

Yes. That is something that we have missed even as well.

539

543

546
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549
550

Q

--- when you use the Tallescope and set it in position, you definitely have

551

the outriggers grounded, and the float in the outriggers is only for moving the

552

occupied Tallescope.

553

A

Right. This is an old one – 2011. This is probably the first one, isn’t it?

555

Q

Make sure I am not telling porkies!

556

A

No, no … We have got (f) “outriggers shall be locked off just above the

557

floor, with feet no more than 10mm above the floor ….” It says the brakes

558

should be applied.

554

559
560

Q

Yes.

561

A

We can agree on that – but you are correct. So between (f) and (g) you

562

need that putting on, don’t you?

563

Yes. I’ll tell you where it wants to go – it is between (m) and (n) really. It

564

Q

565

talks about – this is all the moving of it – and when you get there “the brakes

566

shall always be applied when the Tallescope is not in motion” – perhaps you

567

ought to say “and the outriggers lowered”.

568

A

And the outriggers lowered into position.

570

Q

That is where it would be a good place for it, wouldn’t it?

571

A

Yes.

573

Q

I’ll tell you, out of this dissertation of mine, if that’s the only thing that

574

comes out of it, it is a result, isn’t it?

575

A

569

572

There you go.
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576
577

Q

Because I always say ---

578

A

Which one is this – is this the new one?

580

Q

This is the new ---

581

A

I have seen that at the ABTT the other week, yes.

583

Q

Well, relatively new. When I run the course I always say to the students

584

that although there is nothing specific in here that says “and when you get

585

there, lower them again” – that “when you are using it normally you have to

586

have them lowered, so look at the spirit. The rest of this is talking about the

587

moving of it, not the work when you get there. The work when you get there is

588

covered in the earlier section.” I think it should be really defined there to

589

indicate that you should be dropping them. That’s just my opinion.

590

A

I think you’re correct.

592

Q

Yes, I think you are with me on that. Okay.

593

A

Which means we’ll change our manual as well, because our manual

594

must be like that as well.

579

582

591

595
596

Q

Okay, excellent stuff. I like that. I think we have pretty much covered all

597

we need to cover there. It has been very, very useful to me, and I am very

598

grateful.

599

A

600

The contact names shift about, but usually they are okay. We have them

601

obviously on email and that.

If you want to know any of the contact names, I will be glad to help you.

602
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If you don’t mind sharing a mailing list – and I will guarantee only for the

603

Q

604

purposes of doing this.

605

A

606

at least twenty rescue kits with one organisation – definitely.

I think you will be better starting with ATG because you are talking about

607
608

Q

Also, they are big enough that if I were to say I would like to see how

609

quick they can do it, they might use it as an opportunity to say, “Let’s get people

610

in and practise the rescue and run it a few times, and then demonstrate how

611

good we are.”

612

A

613

don’t know because when the lads are going out, all I see is the paperwork

614

coming in and I am looking at it – like this one says “castors cleaned and

615

lubricated; the Tallescope must not be moved with a person in the cage. Is it

616

modified to move? Yes/No? Is it modified to rescue? Yes/No.” So we get that

617

information. Then he might put on it “resealed” if it has been …

Yes, by all means. We ask them to do that, and if they do – you see, I

618
619

Q

There we are. Excellent stuff. I think we are pretty much covered there.

620

I can’t think of anything else that was concerning me at all. Your inspections

621

are every six months because it is ---

622

A

Six-monthly (?)

624

Q

If they have got the rescue kit?

625

A

Yes. It is (?)

627

Q

If they haven’t got the rescue kit, it is annual.

628

A

It is annual, or some places do six-monthly anyway.

Q

Yes, as soon as you are into lifting people, six months.

623

626

629
630
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Yes. So what they do – they will pay first, two – the second one, six

631

A

632

months, I will contact them and we will go down and that one we don’t charge

633

them for, so it’s my job to fit that in with a run so it doesn’t cost us much. It

634

works pretty well as a rule.

635
636

Q

So they effectively only pay the equivalent that they would have paid if

637

they hadn’t had the kit?

638

A

Slightly more ---

640

Q

But not the equivalent of two full inspections.

641

A

For example, if we were charging 250 for one annual, we will charge

642

ATG 425, but in that we will give them free parts as an incentive to come to us,

643

obviously. The parts that wear and tear are usually the ladder rungs - the

644

pulleys might wear from time to time.

639

645
646

Q

Rope?

647

A

Rope really won’t change.

649

Q

Right – oh, your new ones certainly won’t, no.

650

A

Yes, that won’t change. Realistically, when they get the rescue kit on we

651

put extra new pulleys on anyway.

648

652
653

Q

The gate sometimes needs repair, doesn’t it?

654

A

Yes. On some of them they are riveted on – the old ones – but as we

655

are finding them, we are taking that rivet out and put the bolt on with a nyloc nut

656

so it is just a case of … Realistically the only thing that will wear and tear are

657

the rubber on the retainer strap and the rungs. Psychologically they are getting

658

free parts.
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659
660

Q

Yes. Excellent stuff. Thank you very much indeed. (Concluded)
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1

INTERVIEW WITH MELVIN SANDELL,

2

HEALTH AND SAFETY INSPECTOR

3

HSE NATIONAL SECTOR FOR ENTERTAINMENTS AND LEISURE

4

(26 July 2016)

5

Interviewed by PAUL EDWARDS

6
7

Q

I was talking earlier on to Aluminium Access Products. One of the

8

things – the history of the Tallescope they did not even seem to know

9

themselves; but my understanding was that it was developed as street-lighting

10

access equipment, which theatre took to its own and thought was a wonderful

11

piece of kit.

12
13

The main thrust of the dissertation that I am doing is the rescue at height

14

specifically from the Tallescope. Where I am trying to get to is the measures

15

that are out there now that you are aware of. I am aware of the Aluminium

16

Access Products rescue kit and I am also aware of RB Safety rescue kit.

17

A

They were at the ABTT show this year.

19

Q

Richard Beale, I think. That is the one with the pole where they hook on

20

---

21

A

Yes, that was at ABTT show this year.

23

Q

The only other rescue measures I have seen so far is where they say

24

“we will push the Tallescope over to a bridge or a walkway and lift the person

25

out the basket from there” – which relies entirely on (a) there being one, (b) it

26

being at the same height as the Tallescope, or thereabouts; and (c) we have

27

still got the work-at-height issues. I must admit I quite like the Aluminium

28

Access Product’s approach to it. You bring them down to floor level to rescue

18

22
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29

them, as opposed to trying to rescue at height where you are endangering more

30

people.

31
32

I am keen to explore what the HSE sees among these different rescue plans

33

that it knows of as being the pros and cons and so on. With all the ones I find

34

out about, I intend to do SWOT analyses and probably, on at least a few of

35

them, PESTEL analysis as well – so the HSE’s feeling is very important there,

36

where the trend that HSE would like to see is heading – and also if you know

37

some that I have not even heard of yet would be useful.

38

A

39

is the archetypal HSE inspector’s nightmare that you laugh about during training

40

– it is the ladder on wheels. I did not really know such a thing existed until I

41

started doing theatre. The Tallescope, as you say, was originally developed in

42

Northern Ireland by a company over there, and it was developed to look at

43

street lights. You can see various pictures on Google images – the old pictures;

44

you can see chaps working on street lights with these things.

Right, the start would just be about the Tallescope first. The Tallescope

45
46

When it came into theatre in the UK the take-up was almost universal. It is light,

47

it is cheap, it does not rust; it is very easily manoeuvrable; it will come in a

48

variety of heights; it is easy to store. It is just a wonderful thing for moving

49

about on the stage – very quick, very effective, very easy. Part of the reason

50

that HSE eventually had to accept the Tallescope was more pragmatism than

51

choice because there simply isn’t anything else that can do the job that needs to

52

be done in the same way that a Tallescope can. It can get up into the grid to

53

look at lights; it can get up against the back flats and stuff almost to do all the

54

work, and it can be moved around the stage very easily.

55
56

Having said that, it does have a number of drawbacks. It is dangerous on a

57

raked stage. If the stage is dressed and there is carpet, cables and furniture

58

and stuff around it becomes a nuisance to wheel around. It does have

59

drawbacks; but there isn’t anything else on the radar around that can do what a

60

Tallescope does.
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61
62

Its very lightness helps as well because no matter how much I have banged on

63

about safety, stages are still being manufactured now which won’t take the

64

weight of a MEWP or any kind of mechanical hydraulic equipment; and so the

65

Tallescope will roll over these things but if you have anything heavy you have to

66

be really careful with traps and false floors and stuff like that. So the Tallescope

67

is perfect – so there was always going to be a need to work within the scope’s

68

capabilities and limitations to make it do what needs to be done on the stage. If

69

they were going to start using Zarges ladders and things like that, that is a

70

backward step; it is not taking us forward. The only other alternative at the time

71

---

72
73

Q

The only advantage of the Zarges is the fact that it is not a vertical

74

ladder.

75

A

That’s right.

77

Q

But you are not contained when you are up there.

78

A

No, indeed. If the movement of the Tallescope is managed properly, you

79

can do more with it in a shorter time than you can with a Zarges ladder because

80

with Zarges you have got to go up and do what you have got to do and come

81

down and go up and come down – so there are a number of advantages of a

82

Tallescope with pragmatism said we should allow to carry on. I remember the

83

first meeting we had with the industry and I was accused of trying to stop Cats.

84

That was never the intention we were trying to stop anything, and there was

85

never an intention we were going to ban the Tallescope. All we wanted to do

86

was for them to use the Tallescope in a way that was safe.

76

87
88

Interestingly, not long after this started I got a phone call from a chap in

89

California who wanted to come and meet me because he was in the UK,

90

because they were going to develop a new piece of equipment to take the

91

Tallescopes. They bought me a lovely lunch in a really classy hotel just down
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92

from the Royal Academy down in London; and the first sentence they come up

93

with: “Once you ban the Tallescope, we want to bring this.” I said: “No, no, no,

94

I am not going to ban the Tallescope. It was never my intention.” Of course,

95

that took all the wind out of their sails because their piece of equipment was

96

going to cost twice as much as a Tallescope, and if it was up in competition,

97

then they were never going to make it. So they had flown both of these chaps

98

across from Los Angeles, having done all this design work, to buy me a

99

fantastic lunch, for nothing – but the lunch was lovely anyway – off the point!

100
101

So there was a need there as far as I could see and we were going to work

102

within the limitations of the Tallescope, but we would have to improve it if they

103

wanted to move people around on it.

104
105

Did you see the Xolve report and the HSL reports where it all got a bit childish

106

around.

107
108

Q

Yes.

109

A

Then we got the ergonomics study done by the HSL. It again involved –

110

just to put the final nail in the coffin of the thing, I think. Then we had at the

111

same meeting – the idea was to come up – you have seen the thing with the

112

four outriggers instead of the two outriggers?

113

A

Yes.

115

Q

So this gets rid of this gap there, which is important. Then AAP

116

obviously became involved because they wanted to make that kit and we

117

obviously wanted it to be fitted to the Tallescope. We wanted it to be fitted in

118

such a way it could stay on the Tallescope. You know what it is like – the same

119

as the rest of us, you have worked in real life as well as ---

114

120
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121

Q

You didn’t want Heath Robinson approximations of it.

122

A

We wanted something that was on the Tallescope, because if it is on the

123

Tallescope people might use it. If they have got to go and get it from a

124

cupboard or go and fetch it from somewhere, they are not going to use it; so it

125

had to be on the Tallescope. It had to be usable, it had to be sensible and it

126

had to be something which had obvious benefits to the users so they might

127

make it. This, then, if used, would give us the stability, and then we had to

128

come up with a method of moving it around so that it we could not generate the

129

forces that would cause it to topple, if it came to a cable, if it came to a sudden

130

stop – this sort of thing – and obviously the ergonomic bits and pieces, we could

131

push it upright – and all that stuff. You have seen all of that. That allowed the

132

theatres to continue to use the Tallescope as long as they put this on. AAP

133

were very happy about that because they had a monopoly on this effectively,

134

and they started knocking these things like billy-o.

135
136

Q

Yes, with the clamp-on extension posts and the extra ---

137

A

Absolutely. They saw the problem, HSE went away and everything was

138

sweet as a nut. Then – I can’t remember who brought it up – it was either Mark

139

or David, sort of laughing one day about rescuing people from Tallescopes.

140
141

Q

It is amazing that nobody had been thinking about that prior to the

142

movement of the Tallescope. The issue was still there. It was there all the

143

time.

144

A

145

and there is no way of getting anyone down from it, because the thing does not

146

easily lend itself to somebody going up there and then fireman lifting them down

147

because, obviously, it is a vertical ladder and it is not easy to get the person out

148

---

Yes. So here we had the situation now where we have a work platform

149
150

Q

And there is a weight restriction.
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And there is a weight restriction on a Tallescope; so it doesn’t easily lend

151

A

152

itself to do that. Most techs aren’t big people because they are fairly lithe, fairly

153

fit chaps that are up and down all over the place; so most of them are fairly lithe

154

people – but even so, if it is a 12-stone guy he has got to fly this 12-stone guy

155

down from the thing. Even if the bloke is in a circumstance where he could lift

156

him on to his shoulder, it is almost impossible; so we were not going to listen to

157

that for an argument.

158
159

We are kind of back to the same impasse as we were before, where the

160

infrastructure of the theatre just does not lend itself to this sort of thing. Again,

161

we have raked floors; we have the grid up there, which does have hard points in

162

the ceiling, but they are rarely going to be in the place where you are going to

163

need them. The perfect situation, again, would be if there was a rescue kit on

164

the Tallescope, which was fitted permanently to the Tallescope and didn’t need

165

anybody to run to a cupboard to fetch any poles, or anything like that, to do it.

166

As you know, if you have done this job, half the business of getting people to

167

comply with the law and do things the proper way is just to make it easier for

168

them to do it that way than it is to make it – if it is easier to do it the right way

169

than it is to do it the difficult way, then they will do it the easy way.

170
171

Q

That is it, yes.

172

A

It is like a straight line across the car park. People are going to walk

173

across the car park in a straight line. You can draft as many pink routes around

174

the outside as you want, but they are going across there; so the safest thing to

175

do is to make it safe for them to do that and then everything will work better.

176
177

Anyway, the best way – the first option was to try and make the Tallescope

178

rescuable from in and of itself, and this is when the AAP – thinking about it, it

179

was not a particularly easy rescue kit to come up with because, again, the

180

machine was not designed to come down with weight on it. It was not

181

mechanically designed – there was some question that the pins in the bearings

182

could take the extra weight of what could be a 13/14-stone boy or girl on the
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183

end of it, obviously. There was the problem of brakes, the problem of stage

184

rakes in some venues. Buxton opera house has got a hell of a rake on it, and

185

there was not any way on God’s earth you could have this thing like that and

186

bringing somebody down because it definitely would go; it would have to be

187

oriented and all sorts of things. So there were problems with the scope doing

188

that, and they had to spend a good bit of money. I knew how much it was once,

189

but I cannot remember how much it was – and they had a structural engineer

190

come along who effectively redesigned parts of the bottom of the scope –

191

redesigned where the ladder attaches, how the ladder pivots – and he designed

192

all of that – that winch and all of the various points the winch could move it

193

down. They spent a good bit of money sorting all that out – so it would work –

194

and there was also the question about confining people within the basket so

195

even if they – because if they were to lose control, if they were unconscious and

196

the arm comes down, they could fall out – so all that had to be accounted for,

197

and they spent an awful lot of money doing that.

198
199

So the rescue gear was created and there was then a number of ABTT-led

200

demonstrations around the place – Mark White was running them. David

201

Adams turned up and I turned up at a couple at Earls Court, I think. It all went

202

away and people started to buy these things. There was the normal sort of

203

bitching about “oh, this motor is not to that standard; this winch isn’t to that

204

standard; and this needs to be ...” but again there was the need for the thing to

205

be effective, cost-effective. It had to be usable. There are a few other problems

206

with it because the arm only comes down to about four or five feet above the

207

ground so you have still got to get a person from there out to the ground. If you

208

don’t have sufficient people to get them safely – you can do more harm pulling

209

them out of the basket than they actually did themselves up in there. So there

210

are still issues with it, and there was talks about developing slides and all sorts

211

of stuff. But in the end it was kind of decided that – okay, so somebody has had

212

a big electric shock or something and they are in the basket there – there is

213

very little you can’t do to them in the basket, with a little ingenuity just to keep

214

them alive until the ambulance got there. If it was an aneurism or a stroke, then

215

to be honest there is nothing you can do anyway.
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216

To be honest, those extension outriggers they put at the front – if once

217

Q

218

the basket is lowered in, they removed those, you could manually tilt it down to

219

the floor.

220

A

221

anything that was there before – so it was better than nothing. It wasn’t perfect

222

but it was better than nothing.

Yes. There are limitations with that scheme, but it is a lot better than

223
224

At the same time as this was going on there were a number of other ways of

225

getting people out that were being investigated. Do you know John Young –

226

used to work at ATG? John Young was technical director at ATG.

227
228

Q

I may have come across him, but I don’t know the name.

229

A

He worked for Phil Brown who was the safety man at ATG. He was

230

trying to come up with a system whereby you could lower somebody on a truss,

231

and there is an alarming piece of video doing the rounds of John Young jumping

232

with a harness on, and the truss is doing that; the truss is actually flexing and

233

bending. How it didn’t unzip I’ll never know, but John Young is there and

234

there’s a strap bouncing him on this truss. We were going to go for them and I

235

spent some time looking at trussing; and you probably know there is only one

236

truss manufacturer who will guarantee their truss for ---

237
238

Q

Yes, Total Fabrication.

239

A

I think it is. There is only one form of truss - that will guarantee their

240

truss to suspend people.

241

Whatever that is suspended from still has to be adequate as well, hasn’t

242

Q

243

it? Dynamic load is a world of difference to static load.

244
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245

A

Yes, and you have to take into account that that trust may already be

246

laden to its limit with lights, etc., etc., etc. It is heavy and of course if you start

247

off with a truss that is already three times the weight of another truss, it limits

248

the amount of lights you can put on it because all the rest of the infrastructure

249

that is due to that truss in the grid, etc. So that wasn’t much of a starter and

250

there was then something developed in America a while ago, which again ---

251
252

Q

The self-rescue harness – is that the ---

253

A

The truss is sort of like that, but you clipped on to two different places.

254

There was an equaliser in the middle here, so when you clipped on it was down

255

here; and when you jumped this thing took up some of the shock; and the shock

256

was balanced across the truss because the ends are not one point in the

257

middle. So the whole of the truss ---

258
259

Q

Compresses the truss rather than distorts it.

260

A

Rather than tries to bend it. That was another outside possibility. The

261

difficulty then was getting these into place.

262
263

Q

You have still got to get the person out of the basket to get to that.

264

A

Yes, you have. The initial genesis I suppose of that rod that you saw

265

these chaps using at ABTT kind of came from this, because this was one

266

method. One of the original methods of the Tallescope was if somebody had

267

not put their clip on, or if you had something that came down from the ceiling,

268

you could attach – you could get something down from a motor in the ceiling or

269

a truss in the ceiling – you could attach that to this hook thing, hook that onto

270

the harness on the man in the basket, and pull that away and then that would

271

still be connected. Then you can winch him out and away.

272
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273

Q

The RB thing is that in principle, but the great advantage that one has,

274

which I quite like, is that the occupant of the basket puts their hook where it is

275

accessible in the first place ---

276

A

Yes.

278

Q

--- whereas if they were trying to get to the hook in the basket, you would

279

have a nightmare job. One of the things I thought was a great pity – this is just

280

me thinking outside of the box, as they say – I thought it was a great pity

281

Aluminium Access Products did not look at the idea of the cage itself. So we

282

have got the Tallescope ladder section and the frame down below; the cage

283

itself – the Americans came out – I don’t know which company it is – with this

284

self-rescue harness. Do you know the one that deploys itself slowly, so you

285

have got a strap, a lanyard type thing?

286

A

Yes, I think I have seen something that that.

288

Q

You press a button and then you come down.

289

A

Yes.

291

Q

There are a lot of people who are set against it because they are worried

292

that people will think they don’t need to have somebody on standby – self-

293

rescue, lone working at height is fine. I think that’s a different argument, and

294

you can legislate and fight against that. I think that is not a valid argument for

295

saying it is a bad system, but one of the things I was thinking of – that that in

296

reverse, that effectively you have whatever the equivalent device is here – a

297

strap that effectively goes up to the basket, and that can extend out, extend out,

298

extend out as the thing is raised and, quite literally, you allow it to release so

299

that the basket slides down on the rail of the ladder, right down into the frame.

300

A

277

287

290

Yes, but I don’t ---

301
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302

Q

Something along those lines would be ---

303

A

We looked at a number of these – not that specifically but a number of

304

options, and the biggest limiting factor was retrofitting because, again, whatever

305

we did – pragmatism again and common sense required that whatever system

306

we came up with, it could be retrofitted to ---

307
308

Q

To any existing Tallescope?

309

A

Any existing Tallescopes. This would have required some pretty

310

significant changes to the entire mast there. That is a good idea, but, again,

311

you would need a whole new mast.

312
313

Q

Some kind of runner system.

314

A

Yes.

316

Q

There are people out there saying, of course, that instead of trying to

317

work out how to adapt this, is it time we looked for developing a brand new

318

piece of kit. Somebody like Aluminium Access Products couldn’t even dream of

319

that.

320

A

321

around, that the industry would devote itself to finding a better way to rescue

322

people from that sort of work on stage. I have spent many a happy hour with

323

Mark White and others, and try as we might – you can sit down with a pen and

324

paper and you will always kind of come up with a Tallescope or something

325

similar to it. Again, a lot of it is down to the fact that you have to deal with the

326

real estate as is. The real estate as is – well, you have worked in theatre; you

327

know what the standard stages are. You know how ---

315

Part of the agreement was, with using this rescue system and moving it

328
329

Q

Yes, a couple of layers – if you are lucky, two layers of 19 mm ply, but ---
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330

A

And you have got to store the thing somewhere so it has got to be fairly

331

small. A lot of theatres now store them outside in the yard because there is no

332

room in the theatre.

333
334

Q

Or fly them.

335

A

Or they fly them. So whatever you have can’t be any bigger than that

336

really. It can’t cost any more.

337

Michael Anderson was talking to me when I wanted to chat – I first asked

338

Q

339

his permission to approach the other committee members. Michael was saying

340

that he thinks it is time this was entirely scrapped and he favours the spider –

341

do you know the spider type leg cherry-picker?

342

A

Yes.

344

Q

Which is fine, but they are a lot of money in comparison, but also they

345

still take a lot of space to be able to deploy the legs ---

346

A

They do.

348

Q

--- and a lot of set design wouldn’t allow for them.

349

A

That’s right.

351

Q

That said – again, we are going slightly off the topic here, and forgive me

352

for this – but CDM. I thought it was a pity, when the change to CDM came

353

about – they were doing away with the idea of the planning supervisor because

354

if that role has not been working properly that is an argument to say “let us sort

355

it” – but I thought it was a pity to do away for it. One of the reasons I see that is

356

that – the theatre industry is a good example – the designers are still not, to me,

357

applying CDM as they should. The set design itself should take into account

343

347

350
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358

things like, how does the electrician get in to focus lamps? It doesn’t at the

359

moment. They are thinking more about the build process and the take-down

360

process; they are not thinking about the ongoing use and so on.

361

A

No, and they probably won’t until something goes wrong.

363

Q

It was an interesting discussion – good solid stuff. There was one thing

364

came up this morning, by the way, that I pointed out – and I don’t know if you

365

picked this one up – and I think this is important for the rescue particularly – on

366

the manufacturer’s instructions, and therefore what they came out with as well,

367

people have got the idea – I find it on courses that I teach – and I can’t argue

368

against it here – that we are allowed to float the outriggers for moving an

369

occupied Tallescope, and they think that when you have got it into the position

370

where you are going to do the work, you can leave them floating because it

371

does not specifically say here “and you should then drop them”. It says you put

372

the brakes on but it does not say, “and then you should drop the outriggers as

373

well”. I am wondering whether we need to look at that and add in that they

374

should drop the outriggers.

375

A

Yeah – you know, I didn’t notice that.

377

Q

And it becomes very important when you are going to do the rescue, of

378

course; the outriggers must be sitting on the deck whichever rescue method ---

379

A

380

---

362

376

Yeah. I am staggered it doesn’t say that, frankly, because when I looked

381

It has got all about you have the outriggers on the deck – if you move it

382

Q

383

to a place, set it up, and that is where you are going to work – but when you

384

move it, it says you float them, and it does not say – it says when you get there

385

“put the brakes on” but it does not say when you get there “drop the outriggers”.

386

A

Bizarre, isn’t it?

387
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388

Q

Are you with me that really it needs to say that?

389

A

Yes, it should, yeah. Yes, it absolutely should. What is the point of the

390

outriggers otherwise?

391
392

Q

Yes. I’ll flag that one up, then, for the safety committee.

393

A

I suppose it kind of says it by default but doesn’t say it clearly. It says

394

outriggers are kept just clear of the floor during movement.

395
396

Q

Yes.

397

A

And I suppose you could say that it is not during movement any more so

398

they should be on the floor – but you are right that it doesn’t say that and it does

399

need to say that they should be on the floor when the rescue is being

400

attempted. You are right.

401
402

Q

I will flag that one up for the safety committee anyway. We had got to

403

the point – we got a feel for where Aluminium Access Products came up with

404

their system. We have got the idea that that was seen really as an interim

405

measure, and that really we are still looking for something better – are we?

406

A

407

know – there is a hierarchy for work at height.

Yeah. You know, in an ideal world, work at height should follow, as you

408
409

Q

Yes.

410

A

These sort of mobile platforms are sort of one above the bottom, and we

411

should really be looking for something that is far more up the top there.

412

Realistically, you cannot not do the work at height in theatres. If you need to

413

work on a grid and you are not lucky enough to have a bridge ---

414
415

Q

A bridge or whatever, yes – that’s it.
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Or the netting system that they have got at the Tron in Glasgow – if you

416

A

417

are not lucky enough to have that, then realistically you are going to be working

418

at height. The next part down the hierarchy of course is to bring the height

419

down to you – and again, not that practical. You can bounce focus stuff, but ---

420
421

Q

Yes, we do do that, yes.

422

A

But every time you bring it down the danger is that – especially if ---

424

Q

If you end up with several you have got to repair.

425

A

Absolutely. When you put it back up, there’s four more gone wrong, so

426

you bring them back down and you are back to five and so on and so on – so it

427

is not that practicable. If you are doing a fairly fast scene change you can get

428

yourself in a right pickle. If it comes down and you can’t get the thing back up

429

again for whatever reason, or if ---

423

430
431

Q

If the set is in the way and you can’t bring it down anyway.

432

A

Absolutely, so there are a number of reasons why that is not that

433

practicable. So you are then in a situation where you are going to work at

434

height and you need a piece of equipment which you can get onto the stage

435

fairly quickly to do the job, and get back off again fairly quickly. So you are

436

looking at some kind of a mobile work platform, one way or the other. So then

437

perhaps – what HSE would love to have is something like a big square scaffold

438

platform with great big legs, but it is completely impractical. Where do you store

439

it? If you cannot store it up, built as it is there, which means you have got to

440

take it down – but it can only really be put up on the stage. There is no more

441

quick scene change because it takes twenty minutes to put this thing up and

442

twenty to take it down and so on. Most of the sort of stuff that you would like to

443

have – a proper hydraulic safety device with cut-outs and all that sort of stuff –

444

electrical gear – it either (a) would be too heavy; (b) would be impossible to

445

store, or (c) would be just two unwieldy. Again --D16

446
447

Q

And also financially out of the reach of a lot of these smaller

448

organisations.

449

A

Yeah – no, no, the sort of finance ---

451

Q

I know the argument in law is, if you can’t afford it you shouldn’t be doing

452

it. I know that.

453

A

454

honest, if HSE found something that would significantly improve the safety, I

455

think HSE would start doing some insisting. The reason we haven’t done so

456

much insisting here is that the majority of accidents that happen on Tallescopes

457

happen through sheer stupidity on the point – on the person in the basket,

458

frankly, pulling themselves along or ---

450

Yes, but the financial argument is the more difficult argument. To be

459
460

Q

Hauling on the bar, yes. I have seen it.

461

A

Or carrying too much stuff up with them, you know ---

463

Q

With four lanterns strapped round ---

464

A

Absolutely. They drag all sorts of gear up there. I think if the thing were

465

falling over and hurting people at an alarming rate, then we would say “okay,

466

chaps, you have two years; and after that two years you are going to have to

467

justify every time ...” We would find a pretext or a way to make Tallescopes so

468

uncomfortable that it wasn’t really used any more. But that’s not the case.

469

There is some pressure on the industry to try to develop a better, safer – or less

470

dangerous way to do this. When I was immersed in this for a little while, I spent

471

many a happy hour walking my dogs on the Tissington Trail in the morning,

472

trying to figure out ways they could do this; and there are so many difficulties

473

and restrictions not only caused by the house as it stands, but then what the

474

producer does with the house and the stage. If you look at something like

475

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory in Drury Lane, the stage is completely

462
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476

covered with large pieces of equipment – and how would you get something on

477

there that needed those legs that Mike is talking about, these spider type legs?

478

For all that spider type legs is great – but then you are restricted from the arc of

479

that arm as to where you can go and how you can move because the arm is not

480

particularly well cantilevered and does not allow you to go above yourself. It

481

allows you to go over there and then you have got to move it to get over here.

482

Again, the Tallescope ticks all the boxes, and this is why it had such a

483

ubiquitous take-up in the industry.

484
485

Q

And the speed at which you can deploy it.

486

A

Absolutely. It is a marvellous piece of equipment for what it does. You

487

know, if they are used properly with the outriggers, they don’t go over.

488
489

Q

No.

490

A

There is not been an accident afterwards ... It looks archaic and out of

491

date, but then so does a lot of the other ---

492
493

Q

There is a slight issue. I have this discussion with students. We talk

494

about not moving an occupied Tallescope on a rake, but what is a rake? If you

495

follow the terms in the Code of Practice, it talks about if you have got less than

496

1 in 48, that don’t count as a rake – but it is a rake.

497

A

498

You can either say “you don’t move it on a rake” but nearly every staged theatre

499

is raked to some extent.

It is a rake. This is one of the eternal Sir Humphrey arguments, isn’t it?

500
501

Q

Yes. 1 in 48 is minimal.

502

A

Yes, it is; there is almost nothing there. If you look at Buxton opera

503

house, it is almost climbing up the north face of the Eiger, for God’s sake.

504
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505

Q

I saw Carmen done there. She came out of ---

506

A

She was always climbing up.

508

Q

Down the staircase onto the rake – and she has got high heels on – and

509

you can see just the heels was enough to frighten her.

510

A

511

– the chap that ran Buxton opera house – and he used a Tallescope in there.

512

The ladder is constantly cantered at an angle to the base so that he has some

513

chance of hanging it on there. He was one of the major shouters about how he

514

is going to rescue because there is not anywhere on his stage that you can

515

safely use a self-rescue kit on a Tallescope. So he was one of the people that

516

initially had the idea of rescue from above. I then spent probably three or four

517

months being invited to all manner of places – the opera house in Edinburgh,

518

the National in London and a few other theatres around, to have demonstrated

519

to me a number of different sorts of rescue thing, which were all very similar in

520

their basis – i.e., that you have now collapsed in the basket and they are going

521

to find a way to lift you from the basket.

507

I had lots of discussion with Tom – I can’t remember what his name was

522
523

Q

Drop the kit, move it out the way and then drop you in.

524

A

Yes, move the kit out the way and then slowly let you down. As you said

525

earlier, one of the big stumbling blocks was always the fact there might not be

526

anything above where you are to get you out; and if the stage is heavily

527

dressed, how much of the stage have you got to destroy?

528
529

Q

The other thing is, if you collapsed in there, with the nature of the basket

530

or the Tallescope, you can easily be entangled in it; so they will be trying to lift

531

the whole thing.

532

A

533

a number of ways to do this. You couldn’t use the AAP thing on a raked stage

534

and some other way would have to be found to rescue in that circumstance.

You could. In the end it was kind of decided that there would have to be
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535

The default position was always going to be – and the ABTT would always

536

recommend that if you can, use the AAP system. That was then. Obviously

537

things have moved on now. At the time the AAP system was the only system

538

available other than going up through the roof. But in some circumstances,

539

Buxton opera house, for example - the only way realistically was going to be by

540

going up out of the basket – and the difficult then was how you would attach

541

somebody to that rope that came from the ceiling.

542
543

Again, there were then other systems developed where you would be

544

connected to something from the start. We are talking about running lines

545

above the grid – none of which was at all practical because you have got the

546

trusses there and your running line can only go between these two trusses.

547
548

Q

So you might end up with somebody swinging out of it if they were

549

hauled out anyway.

550

A

551

quite a distance because, again ---

You could – you could swing them and they could conceivably swing

552
553

Q

Yes, just taking up the tension in the line as well.

554

A

It was not at all practical. But then I went to the National where they had

555

a rescue point at the back of the stage. Is it the Gielgud theatre, the big one? I

556

cannot remember what it is called. What is the big theatre at the National

557

called?

558
559

Q

The Littleton

560

A

The Littleton – they developed a piece at the back of the stage at the left

561

– I can never get front stage/back stage in my head. Here is the audience;

562

there is the stage, and they had a piece over here, up high. They had a piece

563

that came out, and this was where they were doing their rescuing from. So you
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564

wheeled the Tallescope over there and they could then get you from there and

565

lift you up to that bit.

566
567

Q

That only works if the Tallescope is set at that level, isn’t it?

568

A

Yes, but they only had one Tallescope.

570

Q

And one level that they ever worked at?

571

A

That is right. So they would then move the scope to there and would

572

effect a rescue from there; and if anything was on the stage they would have to

573

move it out of the way. They would wheel the Tallescope over there and then

574

that person could be rescued from there. Again, a perfectly valid way of

575

rescuing people but suitable only in a small range of circumstances. I don’t

576

know if it was Mike Anderson I spoke to about this or somebody else spoke

577

about this. There was talk about building extra hard points into roofs, into

578

ceilings somewhere.

569

579
580

Q

The Royal Opera House has got loads of that.

581

A

Yes, and they would have hanging from there – they would have strops

582

already hanging from the roof there, and they would be strops that you could

583

access from the grid. So you could then go to the grid and attach a motor or

584

something to the grid – to that thing – straight down, and you could perhaps

585

rescue people that way. There were many, many different methods developed

586

as to ways of getting people out. It is HSE’s view about this, as it is with almost

587

anything else, that we don’t mind how you do it – we frankly don’t care how you

588

effect a rescue ---

589
590

Q

Provided you obey the principles of work at height.

591

A

Provided you obey. So we don’t really care how you do it as long as you

592

obey the principles of work at height and you do it safely. We don’t care. I don’t
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593

think there has ever been one that I have said I don’t like. I have commented

594

on a couple that have come down the hierarchy and have automatically been

595

developed at a lower level of the hierarchy. I have had to make the point a few

596

times that, God forbid, if there is an accident and you drop somebody on the

597

floor and hurt them very badly or kill them, I am going to be coming to you and

598

saying: “I am not starting with the bottom of the hierarchy, accepting you did all

599

you could do down there. I am going to start from the higher end: why didn’t

600

you do this? Which of the reasonably practical measures could you not apply

601

that would have done that? What made that impracticable; what made that

602

impracticable and what made that impracticable? If we stop at any one of

603

those, then you have failed, frankly, because you have elected to come in at a

604

lower level down the hierarchy than the law requires you to do. In nearly all

605

those cases there would be circumstances where their method would be viable

606

but they would be very limited circumstances. They would not be suitable to

607

work up to any profitable basis because nobody is going to want that. All the

608

West End theatres want to be as near to the top of the hierarchy as they can be.

609

Nearly all of us - even at ATG, which is a nationwide group now – they are not

610

going to come anywhere further down the hierarchy – they absolutely need to

611

because of reputation issues and the rest of it. So I was keen to try and – it is

612

not my business to say “no” but I was keen to discourage that sort of thing. One

613

of the things I always said was¨ “You are not going to sell that; you are not

614

going to sell that because there aren’t enough people who are going to buy that

615

when they can buy a Tallescope rescue kit or when they can buy a rescue kit

616

that fits in the ceiling. Why are they going to buy something that is only used in

617

a very, very small number of circumstances, when they can buy a complete

618

Gucci package from AAP that will do the job for them?

619
620

Q

There is still the slight problem with the Tallescope one, and that is that

621

generally a Tallescope is inspected annually or whatever period they fix – but of

622

course it is six-monthly as soon as you have got that kit because it is lifting

623

personnel; so that adds to the cost of maintenance for them.
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624

A

It does. You are absolutely right, it does, but I kind of stepped back after

625

this was all set up and left the tacky commercialism to the rest of them. There

626

was going to be a deal struck with AAP.

627
628

Q

I think they are doing something where they are effectively giving

629

something back on the second inspection.

630

A

Yeah, yeah.

632

Q

So it is not as dear as it should be. You get free replacement parts or

633

something.

634

A

635

you new wheels, brakes, cables or whatever. They would all be freebies as

636

long as you agreed to have these two inspections with them during the space of

637

the year. The two inspections would be the same anyway, because if you were

638

intending to use the kit to lift people off – you had used it to lift people and were

639

intending to do it again, then the lifting part of it – obviously not the rest of it –

640

would have to be inspected.

631

Yes, it was something like that. If you needed new bits they would give

641
642

Q

That would be true for the other rescue kits that rely on lifting people out

643

of the basket, taking the Tallescope away and lowering them ---

644

A

645

about where LOLER starts and stops. If you have a roof of the theatre and

646

there is the hard point there – so say there is two hard points – say you have a

647

strop and a piece of long linked chain coming down here, jointed down here

648

with another strop and an eye, and then the lifting machine with the chain here

649

– and then the lifting machine’s hook here – where does LOLER start and stop

650

with all of that there? I say that LOLER starts and stops here because that is

651

not lifting equipment; that is only supporting and that is no different to – that is

652

not moving; it is only part of the supporting structure. Logic says that if you go

653

up from there, well that is part of the lifting machine; that is part of the lifting

654

machine; that is part of the lifting machine, and that is part of the lifting machine.

Only the parts that are used for lifting. We come to this whole argument
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655

So it has to stop somewhere and I say it stops there. But you are right, if you

656

are lifting somebody out of the basket, then anything actually involved in the

657

physical lift of you would also be subject to LOLER every six months, whether it

658

is an accessory or not – but if it is a lifting machine that is used, it would be

659

every six months.

660
661

Q

I think we have covered the full range of ground there. The only thing

662

that is left for me – there is a couple of things. If you know of some other

663

rescue measures that are variations, if you can drop me a note I would be very

664

grateful for anything you could think of.

665

A

666

because I have kind of gone elsewhere. As far as I am concerned this is kind of

667

dealt with.

I will have a look, but, to be honest, I have taken my eye off the ball now

668
669

Q

Not done and dusted but as far as you can go, let it evolve and then

670

come back to it later.

671

A

672

ceilings is the next thing because 1 September is the deadline date for them to

673

have done their inspections.

It has got to a stage where it is not a priority any more. The theatre

674

Variations on the rescue themes and anything you can come up with –

675

Q

676

and also, if you are able to, point me in the direction of referenceable material

677

because one of the big problems with the dissertation I am doing is it is much

678

more about things that are definitely there, and trying to do pros and cons of the

679

different ones, and then just demonstrating they satisfy the regulations. What I

680

don’t have is the evolution background that led to some of this because I was

681

not a member of the committee at the time – some of the JACE meetings and

682

so on. I have no idea where the influence came from for some of the standards

683

that have to be met.

684

A

685

David Adams, Mark White, Michael Anderson – who talked to me a lot in Earls

Most of it, I am ashamed to say, came from meetings between myself,
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686

Court – and Chris Higgs, who I spoke to quite a lot about rigging – and most of

687

it was done in a very collegiate way, working with the industry to try and find

688

solutions that would (a) work and (b) be used. There is not a lot of it that is

689

actually written down anywhere. It was kind of agreed, in much the same way

690

as I have worked with them over CDM and the ceilings.

691
692

Q

If I could quote that, that is arguably a good reference to use to indicate

693

why there isn’t written referenceable material.

694

A

695

with but it wasn’t as comfortable as it was with some industries. But we now

696

have an extremely good relationship with ABTT, UK theatre and all of the other

697

major bodies, especially PLASA ---

That is fine. HSE’s reputation with the industry – it wasn’t difficult to start

698
699

Q

HSE does, but of course who represents you in a lot of places? It is local

700

authorities. You get environmental specialists who know nothing about theatre,

701

unfortunately. It is improving, but ---

702

A

703

a great deal of knowledge about the theatre world. Unfortunately, they tend to

704

move their staff around with horrifying regularity. They just get enough time to

705

become an expert at what they are doing and then they are moved along, or

706

they apply for a job somewhere else and the expertise tends to go with them.

707

Then the industry poaches people out as well. Dominique has gone to the

708

Royal Opera House, and she did quite a bit with the Apollo Theatre ceiling

709

falling and stuff like that.

That’s a real mixed bag as well because Westminster City Council have

710
711

HSE does the same as well because I have been doing this now for seven

712

years. I am going to retire next winter. I am going to pack up. I am lucky

713

enough I can go early. But there will be nobody to follow me.

714
715

Q

I’ll step up for you – how is that?
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716

A

There will be nobody else to follow me because nobody else will be given

717

a chance to do this because the theatre industry is less of a problem – they are

718

not hurting anybody any more – and HSE’s resource is becoming tight. We

719

have reduced 30 per cent, same as every other civil service department, and

720

our resource is being far more directed towards things that cause either

721

catastrophic events potentially or ---

722
723

Q

It is where you can have the biggest impact as well, isn’t it?

724

A

Indeed – so construction, rubbish ---

726

Q

Agriculture is a big one again ---

727

A

Well, agriculture gets very little proactive resource.

729

Q

Yes, and yet responsible for more deaths than probably any other

730

industry, agriculture and fisheries.

731

A

732

agricultural inspector for four or five years and if ever there was beating your

733

head against a brick wall, it is farming because you are dealing with essentially

734

self-employed lone working farmers who have very little to do with one another

735

apart from perhaps once a fortnight or once a month on market day. They don’t

736

read much in the way of papers. They don’t have internet. They don’t do health

737

and safety. You can sit on a farm and write notes until you are blue in the face.

738

If he complies, you are lucky; if not, well ---

725

728

Yes, person for person it is the biggest killer in the industry. I was an

739

Tomorrow I am the safety adviser – I will call it – for the Cardigan

740

Q

741

Agricultural Show, and I have done it for two years now. I just managed – they

742

have got a new secretary who, luckily, has been on a course all about event

743

management – and luckily she said: “We are so wide open to problems in

744

terms of health and safety management – what a liability it is.” I said:
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745

“Welcome to my world. I have been saying this since you asked me to get

746

involved.”

747

A

748

the archetypal bucolic English village – it has the oak tree on the green and

749

then a lovely old pub – it is beautiful. Every year they have Ashover show. It

750

used to be 40 or 50 local people – it was like a big village fete. They had a

751

couple of cows there and they would float the vicar into the tub and all that sort

752

of stuff. But it has grown; it is now one of the biggest agricultural shows in

753

Derbyshire: they have large pieces of equipment there; they have trade stalls;

754

they have a horse show; they have a full range of animals there; they have their

755

bull beef and an enormous range of stuff – and it was still being run by three or

756

four farmers at one time. I fell out with them over a period of time and it kind of

757

started out because they did a bit of show jumping and one of the girls came off

758

and the pony bolted through the crowd and hurt some people, so we started

759

looking at the fencing there. It just got worse. There were steam engines.

760

People were walking about wiggling with steam engines amongst the public and

761

all sorts. Agricultural shows have a multitude of ways to kill you. If somebody

762

climbs on a beet harvester and can fall off 20 feet to the floor – sorry, this is off

763

the point again.

Yes, well, I got heavily involved with Ashover show in Derbyshire. It is

764
765

Referenceable material is going to be difficult.

766
767

Q

Anything you can direct me to I would be very, very grateful.

768

A

If you write to me – just email me and ask. I can’t promise I am going to

769

do this in any great hurry, Paul, because I am busy, but I will have a look

770

through my archives and see what I can find in the way – I take it you can

771

access things like ABTT for meetings ---

772
773

Q

I intend to go down there to the office in person because otherwise it is

774

no good.
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There is some stuff down there. I don’t know what happened in the days

775

A

776

of Andrew da Rosa because Andrew was in there for a while during all this was

777

going on, and Andrew da Rosa was always an unusual character, so I don’t

778

know what he put in the way of paperwork. I have no idea what David Adams

779

wrote down or what Mark wrote down on any of this. I think the admin

780

leadership of the ABTT wasn’t perhaps all it could have been in that period.

781

They were going through a period of reformation. I don’t know what they will

782

have, but I will have a look and see what I have got. I assume you have got

783

Stability and Use of Tallescopes in the Theatre Environment.

784
785

Q

Yes, I have got that one and the one that Aluminium Access Products got

786

generated.

787

A

Is that the Xolve one?

789

Q

Yes.

790

A

There is loads and loads of references here, but you wouldn’t be

791

interested in any of those.

788

792
793

Q

A lot of those are about the stability itself.

794

A

I will look and see what else I have got but I don’t think I have probably

795

got an awful lot more than you have.

796
797

Q

Any help gratefully accepted.

798

A

JACE minutes. In as much as anything was discussed there, I will have

799

a look through, but the JACE minutes tend to be like most other large meeting

800

minutes; they are written in a way that is general rather than specific, and the

801

thing about the JACE is that ---

802
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803

Q

This little sub-committee will handle that – “yes, we are handling it”.

804

A

That is right. There is film people, TV people, events people, people

805

providing bogs. There is coppers and all sorts in there – and most of them

806

aren’t interested in what goes on in a theatre, let alone a Tallescope. So it is

807

just – okay, this is a Tallescope – a quick two or three-minute update and then

808

move on, and move on and move on – and only really that because ITV or BBC

809

may have a Tallescope tucked away somewhere – or they may have their

810

people on stage where a Tallescope is being used, and so that was the only

811

reason it ---

812
813

Q

I was surprised how many were out there because Aluminium Access

814

Products don’t know. I looked through the record they have got so far and it

815

looks like there is about 600 or so out there.

816

A

817

and they are selling them to the Middle East now and other parts of Europe – all

818

over the place.

Yes, and they are selling abroad now. I was talking to Bob at the show,

819
820

Q

I will have to start training out there, won’t I?

821

A

Yes, they are ubiquitous all over the world now. (CONCLUDED)
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1

INTERVIEW WITH ROBIN TOWNLEY

2

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF

3

THE ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH THEATRE TECHNICIANS

4

(5 SEPTEMBER 2016)

5

Interviewed by PAUL EDWARDS

6
7

Q

In a nutshell, I would be grateful for anything you have got that helps me.

8

A

I wasn’t involved with it directly at the time, but as I understand it a

9

particular officer of the Health & Safety Executive felt that the Tallescope was

10

inherently unsafe and that there should be a prohibition order on its use.

11
12

Q

Entirely?

13

A

Entirely – it should be a banned methodology for gaining access to

14

working at height anywhere, least of all in the theatre. Of course, it was really

15

developed to gain access to things like street light standards.

16
17

Q

I have got that as a rumour but I cannot find any reference that

18

specifically says that. Even Aluminium Access Products say they do not know

19

because it was the Irish manufacturers before them.

20

A

That is right. There used to be a photograph ---

22

Q

I have seen one on the internet of somebody using it for that.

23

A

--- for the Tallescope by a standard – a really bad photograph. It was on

24

paved pavement and a flowerbed.

21

25
26

Q

I have seen that picture.
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A

So that is not a good one to use.

29

Q

Nonetheless, it shows its origins.

30

A

So this particular person – and Mark will know his name ---

32

Q

I think I know who it is.

33

A

A Scottish gentleman ---

35

Q

Oh, no, it isn’t who I thought then.

36

A

Decided that it would be his mission to ensure that use of Tallescopes

37

were prohibited.

38

The ABTT quickly made the case that they were the only method of gaining

39

height to working over stage for tasks such as focusing on many stages that

40

had lightweight sloped and trap or timber constructions that ---

27
28

31

34

41
42

Q

That would not support cherry-pickers or ---

43

A

That would not support a heavy base ---

45

Q

Or even a genie.

46

A

Yes, exactly, and would not allow a spread base, cherry-picker type

47

device to work because you would not be able to get to the full extent of the

48

lighting bars for the stage area. The individual was absolutely convinced of the

49

case that they were dangerous, and obviously there had been some serious

50

injuries as a result of Tallescopes toppling while people were in the cage.

44

51
52

Q

Usually through misuse though, wasn’t it?
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A

Absolutely.

55

Q

One of the common ones – you used to see it – people put no outriggers

56

at all even and pulling themselves along using the lighting bar from the top.

57

A

I haven’t done it but I have seen someone. I have seen a Tallescope ---

59

Q

I have seen it though.

60

A

--- in a proscenium arch leaning, and I have been in the control room and

61

I have gone onto the tannoy and said: “Did you know the Tallescope is

62

leaning?” The answer came back: “Which way?” “Stage right.” “That’s all

63

right, that’s the way I want it to lean.” It was the person in the cage, who I

64

couldn’t see above the border, replying to me. Anyway – days gone by – that

65

was a long time ago.

53
54

58

66
67

There was a concern that you could make these things fall over when you

68

moved them, and there was a concern that even with the outriggers deployed

69

as per the manufacturer’s instructions they could be unstable.

70
71

So the ABTT commissioned independent testing by a test lab to identify at what

72

point, either in terms of movement or inclination, instability was achieved and

73

there was danger. Of course, the results came back that you have to push this

74

really, really fast if you are going to make it fall over because you have hit

75

something solid; and you have to push it really, really far over, even with just

76

one outrigger, to be able to make it fall over.

77
78

So if you use it correctly it is a very secure piece of equipment.

79

E4

80

The HSE obviously had to take that independent testing into consideration,

81

although I believe they didn’t accept it but they commissioned the Health &

82

Safety Laboratory to ---

83
84

Q

Try and replicate it.

85

A

--- undertake some independent testing. Of course, the results were

86

similar. So as a result of that process – and that took long enough, I think, for

87

the key [HSE] individual to be rotated anyway – and I think it might have been

88

rotation to retirement at that point – there were some key requirements for

89

improvement identified, which were the double outriggers to have the two

90

outriggers on each side, therefore making it more difficult to fold one if you were

91

leaning on it; and the increased height of the pushing posts to make the process

92

of moving it with someone in the cradle ... And also the manufacturers were

93

asked to amend their instructions so they went to two trained people: the

94

person in the cage should be trained and the person supervising, not

95

participating in anything, should be trained, rather than one trained person.

96
97

Then, having won the day, in terms of “this is a work platform that you can

98

safely use and be moved around on if you follow the manufacturer’s

99

instructions” – and of course movement was only permissible on a flat stage,

100

not a raked stage; it could only be used fixed and still on a raked stage – the

101

case was then made and the requirement was pointed out that as a work

102

platform there must be a means of independent evacuation of an incapacitated

103

casualty. So the immediate threat of the Tallescope being banned was

104

removed, but a 24-month window was given to develop a means of evacuating

105

an incapacitated casualty – effectively unconscious or unable to assist

106

themselves ---

107
108

Q

That requirement, that duty, was actually placed on the manufacturer,

109

wasn’t it?

110

A

Yes, effectively, although --E5

111
112

Q

Although alternative methods are not precluded.

113

A

Absolutely. So that led to AAP developing the winch system, which

114

requires a solid side to the cage so that as you lower it with ---

115
116

Q

--- they don’t fall out.

117

A

--- they don’t fall through and further injure themselves. A slight

118

strengthening of the structure and the installation of the winch.

119
120

Q

Yes, extending posts where the outriggers then move to the end of the

121

frame where it comes down.

122

A

Yes, exactly.

124

Q

They also have a strengthening plate that goes on the bottom of the

125

ladder section for the attachment.

126

A

127

not rely upon anything else in the building.

123

That’s right. What is good about that means of evacuation is that it does

128
129

Q

That’s it – totally self-contained.

130

A

However, it’s not a universal solution because unless you have the width

131

to be able to lower the mast, you cannot rely upon that as a means of

132

evacuation.

133
134

So in parallel ---

135

E6

That’s a very good point. I had not thought of that. You think in terms of

136

Q

137

how would they get the ladder up if there isn’t that width – surely there must be

138

the width to get it down?

139

A

140

a gap.

Before they built the scenery quite often, and then they take it off through

141
142

Q

Yes, and leave it permanently upright.

143

A

Yes.

145

Q

That’s a good point.

146

A

In parallel to that, people had been developing safety line evacuation

147

where you ---

144

148
149

Q

R&B Safety Products – they have got one.

150

A

Ah, well, that is the latest version, but even before that, just using a

151

safety line, not a product for Tallescopes, but using a safety line that you could

152

drop ---

153
154

Q

Rigged from the grid.

155

A

--- anywhere to be able to take the weight, support the casualty and then

156

lift them above the Tallescope – move the Tallescope and take them down to

157

working plane.

158
159

Q

The downside to that is that we know Tallescopes are often used out in

160

the foyer or other places, not necessarily where you have got a grid above

161

where you can rig this.
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162

A

Absolutely. So that methodology was around. I think the first people

163

who came up with it were Heightec ScaffPack and X-IT casualty harness.

164
165

Q

Is there a list of these things, then?

166

A

Well, there is two now included in the revised Code of Practice.

168

Q

I thought I had got that, but I ---

169

A

You might not have one with the stick-in revisions.

171

Q

No.

172

A

So this, which is the latest edition, has the new AAP manufacturer’s

173

instructions ---

167

170

174
175

Q

Which may need changing, by the way.

176

A

Yes, yes, that’s true.

178

Q

Have you heard? I am afraid I raised one for them. That was that when

179

the Tallescope has been moved to its new position, there is nothing that says

180

that the outriggers should then be dropped; but they believe that they should –

181

that the floating of the outriggers is only for the movement; when you get there it

182

is just the same as if you had moved a Tallescope in position that you intended

183

to climb that the outriggers should be dropped. Flip Sandell believes that as

184

well. I am afraid – guilty that I raised it. I said – you know ...

185

A

186

system was the first system that people started using, which was really just a

187

safety line. But then the R&B health and safety system was developed by R&B

188

Health & Safety, which I like a lot. I know some people really don’t like it, but I

189

don’t understand why. I like the R&B Health & Safety system because you

177

We will have to add it in then. Then, on the other side – so the X-IT
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190

could practise that every day at no cost, and when you have got someone

191

screaming their head off in a cage because they have got a fracture, and you

192

need to get them out ---

193
194

Q

Yes, you want practised people.

195

A

--- you don’t want to be thinking: “Oh my God, we didn’t use the winch

196

since we had it retested and tagged, which was six months ago”. You want it to

197

be able to say: “Right, we did this yesterday morning; we are going to do it

198

again; it is just now we have got somebody who needs our help rather than

199

somebody who is just there for the exercise.”

200
201

Q

Is it Frank and Bob – Robert, is it, at Aluminium?

202

A

Frank and Bob, yes, at AAP.

204

Q

I interviewed Bob a few weeks ago now and a result from that was

205

talking about how do people practise it, and he said his view was every six

206

months when they were going to come and test it again, of course they would

207

book a practice session in; but I point out what happens if they have got shifts,

208

changes of crew that do not coincide with that – they have got a problem with

209

that. With this tag system at the moment it actually persuades them not to do

210

the refresher. I said: “I often do these courses for ABTT and I have to tell them

211

about the system that is there in front of me and cannot demonstrate it.” “Would

212

you like some tags?” So I have got 20 tags. He ---

213

A

214

done it as well.

203

Brilliant. The thing is, you are supposed to test the mast after you have

215
216

Q

Only if it has been loaded.

217

A

Oh, yes, that is true.

218
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219

Q

Of course, if we are doing it without a load it is just demonstration of the

220

process – then it is no problem. His view was that he wants people to practise

221

and I think they might be persuaded to release tags if people want to do just do

222

practices.

223

A

224

make bits of aluminium. They took against the R&B system when they saw it at

225

our theatre show last year. What I felt they had completely missed was that if

226

people are comfortable, and more comfortable with having the R&B system as

227

well as the full mast drop facility, they will sell more Tallescopes because

228

comfort will say: “Well, actually this is still a valid system. If we go through the

229

hierarchy of working at height selection and we get to Tallescope, I am more

230

comfortable that it is that we are going to use because now I can see we have

231

got a variety of systems to get somebody out if we need to.” I think they missed

232

that.

That’s a good thing. Unfortunately, Frank and bob – you know, they

233
234

Q

Yes, they were seeing it [AAP rescue kit] was threatened by alternatives.

235

A

Yes, but I think it enhances the opportunity to use their piece of kit. And I

236

really like it because you can just keep practising it again and again and again

237

and again with as many of your staff as you want to, and as often as you want

238

to; and you could be really, really slick. However, just as the mast descent

239

system is not universal, neither is any safety line system because there will be

240

some locations where you cannot rig a safety line. The great advantage of the

241

R&B system is that you could cover most of your stage with a pre-rigged safety

242

line point, which just need to be clipped on.

243
244

Q

That could be rigged afresh according to the show you have got in as

245

well, where you know you are likely to need them.

246

A

Yes, absolutely, but, again there will be locations where it is ---

Q

Yes, that certain bars will always be certain bars.

247
248
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I think you must always look at it in terms of “when I will be able to use

249

A

250

the mast descent; when will I need a safety line; and when will I have an

251

appropriate adjacent structure to take the casualty on?” There will be fly

252

galleries, loading galleries that will provide a way of transfer.

253
254

Q

The downside there is that you are breaking the first rule of work at

255

height, and that is to try and avoid it. You are actually trying to do a rescue

256

where the rescuers are exposed to the risk of work at height when they are

257

leaning over to try and get a casualty out.

258

A

259

some kind so that you can achieve that evacuation safely, and you may need to

260

have a work restraint harness for the workers that are doing it.

Well, yes, and you have to make provision for an appropriate gate of

261
262

Q

That’s it. It is an alternative though.

263

A

Yes. It is an opportunity when you are looking at the safety ---

265

Q

I don’t know if you know, I put a questionnaire out asking ---

266

A

I saw that. It came out three days ago. So I did wonder if you would like

267

us to send that round to the membership.

264

268
269

Q

Wonderful if you could. That would be great.

270

A

If you could let me have it as a document of some kind, because I saw it

271

on Linked-In, I think.

272
273

Q

274

form.

275

A

Yes, it is a link then to my website that has the form on it. It is an online

Okay, well if you just send me the link I could do something.
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276
277

Q

One of the things that I am hoping will come out of that is that people will

278

give me a brief explanation of what method they are using. If they are using a

279

method where they transfer to a gallery, what I am interested in is what is the

280

time between “we are aware someone needs rescuing” and the person could

281

actually be evacuated by an ambulance service if necessary – so they are still

282

up on a gallery – you still have to say: how do they get to the point where the

283

ambulance crew can ---

284

A

285

have got an old semi-vertical companion way to get to your gallery, evacuating

286

them to the gallery is not going to be very good.

It is always holistic. There is no point looking at it in isolation. If you

287
288

Q

No, it is no use – that is right.

289

A

But if it is a modern building and you have got a proper stair or, better

290

still, a lift, then obviously attending paramedic services would say “great, we can

291

deal with this”.

292

Yes, “we can get right to it”. You talk about this holistic approach. The

293

Q

294

same is true about the rescue methods. One of the things that is a great

295

advantage of the line method, as in these couple that you have mentioned –

296

they are applicable to other things other than the Tallescopes, and once you

297

have got it, it is a useful approach.

298

A

299

happy and clear and comfortable with the distinction between fall arrest and

300

work restraint and fall suspension, in terms of the harness that they ask their

301

staff to wear when they are working in the cage of the Tallescope if they have

302

got a line evacuation system. Most people do get it now, but there used to be –

303

in the days when climbing harnesses were thought to be fine, there was a real

304

confusion about the difference between fall arrest, work restraint and

305

suspension.

Yes. So the only thing that I am aware of is that people must be really

306
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Yes, lots of people using fall arrest as a work restraint – lanyard. You

307

Q

308

see that regularly.

309

A

310

is not fun.

Yes, that is not going to help; that is just going to let them fall. Fall arrest

311
312

Q

No.

313

A

It is not a guaranteed injury-free scenario.

315

Q

No.

316

A

It is a much more likely survival scenario.

318

Q

I was interested in the attitudes to what is often referred to as self-rescue

319

harness. I don’t know whether you have seen it; it was developed in the States

320

and effectively you have a lanyard, so if you fall you are suspended on a

321

lanyard, and then you release a pull cord or something similar and then it slowly

322

deploys. So if you are hanging 60 feet up, it will deploy until you reach stage

323

level, at a slow rate.

324

A

Okay, yes.

326

Q

They came out about two or three years ago, and when they were

327

developed there was immediate reaction to them that said effectively: “We

328

don’t like them, and the reason we don’t like them is that people will be tempted

329

to do lone working because they think they can rescue themselves.” Well, there

330

is nowhere where we are allowed to consider that anyway, so regardless of

331

whether they have got this system or not, they cannot do it. So I don’t have a

332

problem with that; but I did wonder if it is worth looking at exploring that as part

333

of a combination pack. The only downside is, you would have to have

334

something like the total fabrication trusses that will take a suspended load. That

314

317

325
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335

said, it won’t be a shock load. If they collapse down all they will probably do is

336

just about tension the line. It’s a thought.

337

A

338

that is about fall and self-recovery, whereas the Tallescope issue was about

339

incapacitated.

A possibility, although it is actually a slightly different question because

340

Yes – no, what I was thinking was the idea that if that could be adapted

341

Q

342

in some way that somebody could assist in a rescue of somebody because they

343

are prone, because they are incapacitated.

344

A

You would still have to take them up, wouldn’t you, to clear ---

346

Q

You still have to clear the Tallescope away, that’s right – or take the

347

Tallescope down.

348

A

Yes – well, yes ---

350

Q

I saw that as maybe some kind of combination method of the Aluminium

351

Access Product thing, and that as a ---

352

A

353

in their own ---

345

349

Well, absolutely, and there is no reason why someone shouldn’t use that

354

I just thought – do you know, as I described that I just thought how you

355

Q

356

release their lanyard to actually deploy. The way you do it is – they attach the

357

rip cord that does that to the Tallescope basket; so as soon as you pull the

358

Tallescope basket down, it pulls their rip cord and starts to deploy.

359

A

360

before they got back into it.

Yes, but then you would have to make sure you can get it out the way

361
362

Q

That’s true, otherwise they would still be in it, with it only part down.
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You know, someone could use it, couldn’t they? It’s all about – you don’t

363

A

364

have to buy into somebody’s system; you have to develop the system using

365

what is available, and that is why I would have thought in most cases you are

366

going to have Tallescope and line in the building.

367
368

Q

Yes.

369

A

Anyway, that is what I understand to have been the process. Threat of

370

prohibition, real concern that it would stop some venues – a considerable

371

number – being able to present theatre because they would not have a solution

372

to working at height over stage; independent testing – which obviously

373

encouraged reiteration of that by the Health & Safety Laboratory, which led to

374

the recognition that it could be used safely with some modifications to improve

375

that; and then the two-year window to achieve evacuation of an incapacitated

376

casualty and methodology. The manufacturers came up with their system and

377

there are others now developing, which is helping. It is a good thing, in a way,

378

that people are continuing to look at “how can we make this as simple and

379

straightforward as possible in all the environments that we might want to use

380

them?” I think now the Tallescope is safely secured, as when appropriate, a

381

means of working at height, when there is sufficient consideration of being able

382

to ---

383
384

Q

One of the things Flip mentioned was some pouch or sling type system.

385

Would that have been this Heightec ScaffPack one?

386

A

Yes.

388

Q

He talked about some kind of hammock-type thing that you put people

389

into.

390

A

No, I don’t think that was that.

Q

I don’t know what he meant by that.

387

391
392
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It doesn’t sound like it when you read the – if you go online – I mean that

393

A

394

is basically, is just a ---

395
396

Q

I wasn’t aware of this one.

397

A

That was a proprietary safety line system already in existence, which

398

could be employed. But, if you look at it, it is a harness that you fit subsequent

399

to the collapse, which doesn’t sound good to me. I think this is the best

400

development now.

401
402

Q

Yes – how do you get to them to actually attach that?

403

A

Yes.

405

Q

This may be what Flip was talking about because he did say something

406

about something you have to get the casualty into.

407

A

I think that is probably the X-IT system.

409

Q

One of the thing that interests me a little bit is that I asked Bob at AAP

410

how they were confident that the Tallescope would take the strains of this load,

411

and he said that they had had an engineer do the calculation on it. He gave me

412

the contact details so I can chase that up if I need to. It is enough just to say it

413

was done – I do not have to go into detail. One of the things that does make

414

me wonder is: why is there this load limit of 115 kilos for the use of the

415

Tallescope vertically, if actually, horizontally, it can cope with that easily?

416

A

Yes. I think it is about the centre of gravity.

418

Q

Just the stability bit with the outriggers.

419

A

Yes.

404

408

417
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420

Actually, I can’t use a Tallescope – do you know that? I am too big. I’m

421

Q

422

trying to do something about that at the moment, but I am too big. Are you

423

aware of any other rescue methods?

424

A

No, but ---

426

Q

Other than these and then transferring onto a gallery

427

A

Not ones that have been commercially linked to the Tallescope, I

428

suppose. As I say, any recovery of an unconscious casualty from height

429

system is appropriate if you can make it work; so people might develop their

430

own or they might be using kit. It is probably worth talking to Lyon because

431

obviously they do a lot of rigging kit and they might have provided solutions for

432

people along those lines, but bespoke rather than off the shelf.

425

433
434

Q

That is a good idea.

435

A

I think the R&B one is good thinking, yes, and a neat way of doing it. Of

436

course, it does not require anybody to be working at height other than you

437

obviously need to be in the grid, but that is a working floor for those who have

438

got the risk of dropping things.

439

They don’t actually do it from the grid itself, do they; they often do it from

440

Q

441

the fly rail?

442

A

443

down and, if it is already tied off to a fly rail, you can do it from there. If you

444

have got to move it to a diverter and drop it down, you will be in the grid. That

445

doesn’t matter because you might ---

Yes. It depends where the line comes from, but you have to let the line

446
447

Q

Grids are relatively safe.
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448

A

--- you might drop some stuff through the grid, but that is a management

449

issue. You cannot fall through the grid yourself, so you are not working at

450

height; you are on a working floor as far as that is concerned. Being able to

451

have people on the ground, clip it on, and then once it has been dropped the

452

manoeuvre can be done from working floors, galleries or even the stage itself.

453

One of the things for my M.Sc. that I want to be able to do – because

454

Q

455

people who read it won’t necessarily have a theatrical background whatsoever

456

and wouldn’t have a clue – is have some kind of diagram of a typical theatre

457

arrangement with a grid and with the lighting and so on, but I have not found

458

one yet that I would have the rights to copy to put into the dissertation. You

459

don’t happen to know of one that ABTT has that I might be able to use, do you?

460

A

Is there a generic one on theatre buildings?

462

Q

Otherwise I have got to draw it myself, and that obviously takes time.

463

Though I am capable of doing it, it is still a lot of hassle. Literally a side-on

464

view, cut-away type diagram.

465

A

466

because they have a lot of ---

461

Yes, a section. The other place to look might be the Theatres Trust

467
468

Q

I am up there this afternoon, so I could ask. Good idea.

469

A

Ask Stephanie Rolt about that. You want a theatre with the original

470

wooden slope and trap stage, don’t you, which would illustrate the point? That

471

is the key thing. Stages are not massively structural to allow for the illusion of

472

theatre and scenery and all those things.

473
474

Q

That gives a feel. That one is quite good.

475

A

Yes, a diagram showing the layout of stage equipped with double

476

purchase flying system. That is quite useful, I guess. That is probably --E18

477
478

Q

As good as it gets.

479

A

There is one.

481

Q

Yes, because it even shows sub-stage as well.

482

A

That is Liceu, Barcelona.

484

Q

Who has got the rights to that, though?

485

A

Well, it is courtesy of the lease, so they gave us the rights for this book,

486

but I think if we allowed you to use extracts from this book for your dissertation

487

that would cover it, I suspect. There might be some good ones there. That is

488

quite a good one – Hackney Empire, Matcham House. There you go. There

489

will be something in there so do have a look through that.

480

483

490
491

Q

That is excellent. Do you have more than one copy here? Can I borrow

492

one because I am in London Central School in a couple of weeks’ time and I

493

could always bring it back.

494

A

By all means.

496

Q

I will look to see whether I have got those stick-ins.

497

A

You can have that as well.

Q

An up-to-date one. Thank you very much indeed. (CONCLUDED)

495

498
499
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3
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4
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5
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6

Interviewed by PAUL EDWARDS

7
8

Q

It is Mark White, ETC.

9

A

Electronic Theatre Controls.

11

Q

You have been in the past Chair of ABTT.

12

A

Chairman, yes.

14

Q

In your role there you had a lot of dealings early with the development of

15

– we were looking for this new Code of Practice for the use of Tallescopes.

16

A

17

years. Barry Baker was the gent who was at the HSE as part of Glasgow, in

18

their entertainments division. He was of the opinion that a Tallescope was a

19

lethal piece of machinery and he did all in his power to actually get the things

20

stopped from being manufactured. He particular wanted every piece of

21

Tallescope to be melted down into something else because he felt that they

22

would topple over. He was the sort of person who – it was said at the time:

23

“What’s the difference between Barry Baker and a terrorist?” the answer was:

24

“You can negotiate with a terrorist.” It was his way or the highway, you know, if

25

you didn’t do what he wanted.

10

13

Yes. It was quite a tangled old story and it had been going on for some

26
27

Q

I would obviously paraphrase that.
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28

A

No, no, this is a simple bit of history. He is probably quite proud of the

29

fact that he was so, because he obviously felt he was doing the right thing. He

30

basically wanted them banned and he was trying to get some method of doing

31

that. The manufacturer kept making them basically, saying it had been around

32

a long time – there are various makers of this thing and nobody has a patent of

33

registered design on the thing.

34
35

Q

Is that still true?

36

A

I believe so; as far as I am aware there is still two manufacturers of

37

Tallescopes. Each won’t inspect the other’s equipment.

38

There is Aluminium Access Products – who else makes them – oh, there

39

Q

40

is Esca ---

41

A

42

makes them in Northampton or somewhere similar. I have seen them around

43

and they still go and do their own inspections. They look very similar. The

44

difference between them is that they have got a stiffening rod as part of the

45

main stationary part of the ladder. It is a tube – it is almost a compression tube.

46

It helps keep it upright.

No, no, no. Esca is a completely different sad story. No, somebody still

47
48

Q

I have seen it, thinking about it, from the pivot part.

49

A

That is right.

51

Q

I have seen it.

52

A

The message was that – what was going on at the time, because we had

53

been trying for quite some time to gain the HSE’s (a) acceptance that these

54

things were going to be around, and (b) a Code of Practice on what to do about

55

them because no matter what was occurring, those were still in use and we

56

knew that they were particularly dangerous pieces of equipment if not used

50
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57

properly; and we had all the usual horror stories about people will not use them

58

with outriggers and all that – or weren’t using them with outriggers because the

59

outriggers were somewhere else, and they were just – using these things, going

60

up and down the medium and the tall ones without outriggers to me is just

61

absolute stupidity.

62
63

Q

Yes.

64

A

But people were doing it, and they were doing things like moving

65

themselves along by pulling themselves on the bar. People would be pushing

66

them from below. We had a lot of lone working. We basically said: “Listen, this

67

really is time to do it.” It got to the point where we published one of the original

68

codes of practice, which said that if you wanted to move a Tallescope with

69

somebody in the basket, you had to have a range of things that went with it.

70
71

Q

Was that the 2011?

72

A

No, it was before that. It is 2006 or thereabouts – because we just

73

reached this particular stalemate with the HSE. We tried it on basically. There

74

were some particularly interesting emails and letters – there weren’t emails at

75

that point because it got to the point when the only correspondence was by

76

letter. We had been in contact with the manufacturers saying: “We need to do

77

something about this; otherwise your product is going to become obsolete and

78

all the rest of it.” They kept promising to do some stuff.

79
80

Q

Was that when they were still by the Irish company or were they already

81

Aluminium Access Products by then?

82

A

83

company who just sold it to Frank and Bob. Our particular issue was moving it,

84

having somebody in the basket and moving it around the stage, particularly on a

85

raked stage. We did our own set of tests and it was Neil Darracott and he did

86

because he is a structural or mechanical engineer, and he showed that,

It was just Aluminium Access Products by then because it was the Irish
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87

interestingly enough, the smaller unit, which has got a higher centre of gravity

88

than the medium or taller one – which sounded wrong, but that is what it is ---

89
90

Q

Simply because the outriggers for it don’t spread as far?

91

A

No, it is something else.

93

Q

Actually the long access is probably ---

94

A

Yes, but it is also – it is bizarre – it sounds wrong but somehow the

95

centre of gravity is where it is, and it is actually more dangerous than the

96

medium-size one or in fact the taller one.

92

97
98

Then we kept hearing anecdotal stories of people coming off them. None of this

99

had been recorded, or none of it was in the Health and Safety records; it just

100

was not there. Like today, they still had that same issue whereby the categories

101

of reports are categorised in the wrong area. If you go looking for the

102

entertainment stuff, it is actually somewhere else. So from the Health and

103

Safety archives it looks like a particularly safe piece of equipment, but they are

104

still getting reports of these things that are not.

105
106

We did this thing and we showed there was a tilt of 7 degrees at the top, which,

107

you know, 25 foot ----

108
109

Q

And you were using 30 mm clearance on the outriggers as well, as your

110

clearance on the outriggers for your test.

111

A

112

which corresponded to a horizontal movement of about 150 mm roughly, to the

113

top of the basket. If you had the outrigger, you would have the outrigger 100

114

mm off the floor, and in theory it would fall onto the outrigger and stop it from

Almost. What we were doing is – it corresponded to – a 7 degree angle
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115

toppling. That was the theory. So then we said: “Let’s introduce a safety factor

116

into this and make it 30 mm off the floor.” Then ---

117
118

Q

So it would never get to that 7 degrees probably.

119

A

No.

121

Q

Actually, the very tall ones – the lateral movement would probably be as

122

much as your 150 mm step.

123

A

124

relied on the outrigger being at right-angles to the mast and the thing falling

125

over sideways as opposed to dipping, if it fell into a dip trap one corner of it.

120

It is. Basically it meant that if you went to this point – however, it rather

126
127

Q

Yes, a totally different ball game.

128

A

Yes, exactly. So that is what happened with all that. So we basically

129

produced this document that said: “You need your outriggers 30 mm off the

130

floor.” That in theory would give you still give a particular reason to have a stop.

131
132

So we published this document, which is where we first meet Flip. Flip comes

133

along to a presentation that David Adams and I are making at ABTT Theatre

134

Show, back in the Royal Horticultural Halls, and says in the public bit of the

135

meeting: “You really shouldn’t be doing this because it is not in the

136

manufacturer’s instructions.” So we said: “Oh, all right then.” So we then went

137

and approached the manufacturers and said: “Listen, we have got this idea.”

138

Sorry, the HSE then went off and did its own set of tests in Bolton – Bolton or

139

Buxton, one of those two – might have been Buxton. They actually did their

140

testing at the opera house in Buxton which has a really steep raked stage.

141
142

Q

It has got a fantastically steep one.
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Yes, it’s great – Matcham at his best. So they then decided that these

143

A

144

things were lethal, that all stages were raked, and therefore you should not be

145

using a Tallescope at all on a raked stage, let alone moving one on a raked

146

stage. However, they did come up with that turning moment thing of saying:

147

“You really shouldn’t have two outriggers, you should have four; and you have

148

then got a degree of stability which you otherwise would not have.”

149
150

Q

I still have a problem with those. I understand the principle, but to me

151

they should be tied then, to stop them doing that.

152

A

153

onto that one central tube, or the side tube ---

Yes, absolutely, because at the moment all you have got is clamping

154
155

Q

And so if you get a 90 degree fall, it is quite possible that they will just

156

part company.

157

A

158

look at it and decided, after watching the people at the Buxton Opera House

159

push it round on its end pieces, that gave little control to the lateral movement

160

and therefore you should have these extended poles on the end of it – which

161

indeed does make life easier when you have got this done. Right.

Exactly. So there is that – anyway, then the ergonomic people had a

162
163

The other thing they observed with the particular specimen that they had at

164

Buxton was that when you pressed brakes ---

165
166

Q

The brakes – they were lifting.

167

A

They were lifting.

169

Q

Castors, yes. I remember them well.

170

A

Oh, yes, yes, so do I.

168
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171
172

Q

I’ve been at one where somebody put a brake on – wheee

173

A

Exactly. When you are up on the deck – when you are up in the basket –

174

I know what happens when you have got those brakes on your Tallescope.

175

Anyway – so they therefore said “thou shalt have ...” – or I think we picked this

176

up and said: “You really need brakes that don’t lift.” So you end up with ---

177

They are effectively still holding their position where they say they don’t

178

Q

179

accept that this is a working possibility. They are actually putting forward

180

proposals themselves that are saying “going this way”.

181

A

Ah, but only if it is a stationary piece of equipment.

183

Q

Ah, they are still stuck with stationary.

184

A

So we then go back to – in fact held the meeting here, at this very place,

185

with the manufacturers and a couple of theatre representatives, and said to

186

them: “We need you to change your thing to say you can move ... People are

187

going to move with ...” ---

182

188
189

Q

It happens. We know it does.

190

A

“So therefore what we will do is we will jointly publish something that

191

says you can move it under the following circumstances.” Firstly, you have got

192

what I christened as the three fours, which is the handles, the brakes and the

193

outriggers – and that you are on a flat surface ---

194
195

Q

When is a rake a rake? We still have that issue, mind.

196

A

We do. There is a couple of definitions in it, which are great.

197
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When I do the ABTT access course it is a question I always ask: “What’s

198

Q

199

a rake?” Then they tell me, so I say: “When is a rake a rake, then?” “What?” I

200

say: “Have a look in the glossary at the back of this.”

201

A

202

allowed, because you actually still get to the point – you simply wouldn’t tip at

203

that point, provided you had the outriggers. We then said: “To get ultra safe

204

you do need your outriggers 10 mm off the floor. Everyone has a 9 mm plier

205

around the place – you can use that as a template, thickness gauge – and that

206

is fine. Then you have got the two operators and someone at the top. That

207

technique of someone looking in front of the person who is looking up at the

208

operator is walking backwards and all that sort of stuff.” So we got all that

209

together, at which point in time Flip begrudgingly accepts this. However, it is

210

fair to say that Flip was actually anxious to fix this problem whereas Barry Baker

211

was like the Health Secretary and the BMA at the moment. They both backed

212

themselves into a corner, seeing no way out of it. Flip was saying: “Come on,

213

we have got to fix this.” That is where we get to with that part, when we get the

214

three fours and the manufacturers’ agreement and all the rest of it, and Flip

215

having words to the manufacturers. That was all fine.

So it then got to the point where if there was a 1:25, then that was

216
217

What we knew at the time, however, was that the rescue part, which was

218

absolutely required with the Work at Height stuff ---

219

Yes – had been neglected up to that point really, hadn’t it? It had been

220

Q

221

given scant reference really.

222

A

223

was it 9 months?

Yes. So in essence, Flip and I gave the manufacturers 18 months – or

224
225

Q

This can be off the record if you want. What led to that hiccough where

226

we had to withdraw the Code of Practice? Was it just Flip saying – not satisfied

227

we were quite agreed?
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It was without these extra bits involved because actually it wasn’t the

228

A

229

manufacturer’s instructions. So we agreed that between us – sort of between

230

Flip and I really – that we basically said: “Let’s solve this first thing about having

231

a very strict set of rules when you can move these things around; and then we

232

must tackle rescue.” That was the bit that had always been sort of quietly swept

233

under the carpet. So we basically, between us, gave – he was very good

234

because he made me do it – with me saying: “I think you had better do this,

235

otherwise the HSE is not going to be very happy – you had better come up with

236

a rescue system.” So they did, and they came up more or less with the one

237

which we see now, which is that winch and all that bit. In the meantime, there

238

had always been the issue of harnessing people. Do you harness them ---

239
240

Q

To the basket or to the bar or what?

241

A

If at all. All that stuff was there. So partly that gets solved by having to

242

harness this personally into the basket to stop them falling out. So basically,

243

they had come up with a system. They were right on to their deadline in terms

244

of when it was needed – but of course we knew that it was an artificial deadline

245

anyway but the important thing was that they got on with it, and they did.

246
247

Q

And they showed commitment, which is half the battle, isn’t it?

248

A

Frank and Bob employed – whatever his name is – we did meet him and

249

that was – and then the bit that we were worried about was the attachment to

250

the hauling line, in that ---

251
252

Q

For raising the ladder?

253

A

Yes. It rather relied on – you are using a piece of rope that we weren’t

254

quite sure that’s the way you should use it. However, in an emergency we

255

figured out that it would probably work.

256
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They have swapped out the ropes now, haven’t they, so they have got

257

Q

258

one that is pre-stretched now?

259

A

260

to them that we really should do something about that. So we got to that. Then

261

we all agreed on it, that it was a significant way forward. Then we had a bit of a

262

problem because they wanted to make this the only approved way of doing it.

263

Frank and Bob wanted it to be the only way that it would be done. We said:

264

“No, we can’t quite see that. We can see this as a method, but it is not the

265

method for doing it.”

Yes. And this was the thing we had at the time – I was basically saying

266
267

Q

For me it is the only one that is universally applicable at the moment,

268

because you see Tallescopes used in foyers and other places where you have

269

not got a grid, you have not got any suspension point over them.

270

A

Absolutely. That is what we said: as a ---

272

Q

So it is a very good method.

273

A

That is what we said: “As a self-contained method it is great. However,

274

in your risk assessment, when you are going to use this around your building,

275

what happens if you get to the point where you cannot lower the Tallescope for

276

some reason, and you have still got an unconscious person up there? What are

277

you going to do about it?” So then it becomes this thing of external systems of

278

various sorts. I believe ---

271

279
280

Q

R&B Safety Products have got one, which is quite nice.

281

A

Yes. Is that the tripod one or is that the ---

283

Q

No, that is one where they have a pole that they hook the drop line onto

284

the harness; so they have a pouch-like thing on the front of the basket where

285

the occupant puts their hook to start with – puts their ---

282
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286

A

And then we have seen the other method. I think they demonstrated

287

down at the National one day, in the Littleton. They demonstrated somebody

288

climbing up the outside of the Tallescope and attaching a device, and that went

289

on to something like fly fall or grid or whatever – so you actually picked

290

somebody up and ---

291
292

Q

And it exceeds the loading for the Tallescope then, doesn’t it?

293

A

Well, it does; and that then got into the safety factors. What sort of

294

safety factor they were building it to – the answer was about 2:1, 2.5:1 or

295

something. You figured then, for the ---

296
297

Q

Brief duration.

298

A

Exactly, and the fact that it is a bit of a hurry – if this was a method that

299

was open to you, go ahead and so it – but the risk assessment is that – you

300

wouldn’t want to do it every day.

301
302

Then there is these other methods, and there is one about this tripod in the grid

303

and this sort of thing – the sort of things that you hang a chain hoist on in a grid.

304

We have seen others which I have only heard described and not done.

305
306

Then came a very interesting piece of – part of the original thing that was – no,

307

it was the 2011 one, yes – was the way in which it was worded originally

308

seemed to say that you had to have the three fours, otherwise you could not

309

use the Tallescope at all.

310
311

Q

At all, yes. You could not apply the Code of Practice to using the

312

Tallescope at all, regardless of whether you intended to move an occupied

313

Tallescope.
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In fact we only picked that up – we picked it up ourselves after it had

314

A

315

been printed.

316
317

Q

So that was never intended then?

318

A

No. So we then said, what it should say in the later versions – I rang up

319

Flip – “because that wasn’t our intention, was it?” He said: “No.” You could still

320

continue with the two outriggers if the thing was stationary and you don’t move it

321

– it becomes an acceptable, if not approved, work-at-height equipment.

322
323

The first people who picked it up were Eden Court in Inverness because they

324

suddenly said: “We have only got two outriggers, and on top of that AAP is

325

saying that it might be next year that we get round to using it. On top of that we

326

don’t move it anyway. Suddenly my Tallescope is redundant.” So we said:

327

“No.” So the next lot of books had the wording in it saying this.

328
329

Q

I have got the latest one for just Tallescopes, the slimmer pamphlet one.

330

I picked it up today because I did not have the one with the stick-in inserts. It

331

talked previously about the new style Tallescope, manufactured after 2011 or

332

whatever – was right at the very start of this, wasn’t it, in the re-written version?

333

So that has now been moved back to only if it has got to be moved.

334

A

Yes.

336

Q

Excellent, okay.

337

A

So that is what we did with that one. But that was a bit of a blunder, I

338

have to say probably on my behalf, because of that wording not put into it at

339

that point.

335

340
341

Q

I noticed that change, so I was saying it to students on the course.
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342

A

That is why we did it. I have to say that once all this sort of settled down

343

we left it alone. I left it alone simply because we had a whole load of other

344

things to do, at which point in time we had a ceiling that came down, amongst

345

other things. There was a whole lot of other stuff – portable appliance testing ---

346
347

Q

Was it the Adelphi – I have forgotten which one it was?

348

A

It was the Apollo. We know! Again, that was one of our examples of

349

trying to get the ABTT, as a fairly neutral organisation that wouldn’t be bound up

350

in commercial interests – to try to get it to do stuff, which is what we did. That is

351

where we are with Tallescopes. I have to say, in terms of how many theatres

352

have got any sort of rescue system in place, I simply don’t know.

353
354

Q

No. There is something like 80 of the kits have been sold and fitted by

355

AAP. I have no idea how many R&B Safety Services have got out there with

356

theatres.

357

A

I have no idea.

359

Q

But I have still to talk to them direct. My survey – I hope people will

360

respond, in which case that might give us a bit of a feel as well.

361

A

362

with your survey?

358

Sure. Have we been helping with your survey or are we about to help

363

Robin very kindly this afternoon said to me, “Give me a link to the survey

364

Q

365

and I’ll send it out to all ABTT members and encourage them to ...”

366

A

367

is that the closest theatrical technical college to us in Swiss Cottage – the

368

person in charge there is absolutely refusing to have a Tallescope in the

369

building because he regards them as unsafe, and he is also regarding that the

370

HSE is about to ban them. So we have had a particular conversation with him.

Good. We have got an interesting one going on at the moment and that
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371

That is not only me but with others as well, saying that: “(a) They are not going

372

to ban them; and (b) they are bloody lethal bits of equipment if you are not

373

trained how to use them. You need to train your people how to use them.”

374
375

Q

It is not fair on the people to send them out without that.

376

A

No. That is what I have said. I am not exactly sure ---

378

Q

Because they are so common in theatres.

379

A

No, they are not. They are all getting rid of them!

381

Q

Those and the Zarges or multi-function A-frames (if you want to avoid the

382

trade name).

383

A

384

Tallescopes fitted in to that particular hierarchy.

377

380

So we got quite adept at explaining the work of the hierarchy and where

385
386

Q

I was saying earlier on to Robin, I have a slight problem with the one

387

method that I hear people using, and that is to wheel the Tallescope over to a

388

convenient bridge or gantry and transfer the people out because straight away

389

you are exposing all of those to the risk of fall from height during the transfer.

390

A

391

did, and it was always the great myth – that if you put a person on either side –

392

you know, four people standing on the corners of the Tallescope, then this was

393

sufficient to stop the thing toppling over; or, if we did have a number of people

394

who said they were tall enough to actually act as the human brace! We said:

395

“No.”

Absolutely, yes. Because that is of course one of the other things we

396
397

That is the background as I see it, which I am absolutely certain would not be

398

the background that someone else would see.
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399

There is a lot of commonality there – an awful lot. The one for me is still

400

Q

401

this imperative to go for the rescue at height bit. Previously the Tallescope was

402

still seen as a ladder that happened to have a basket on the top.

403

A

Sure.

405

Q

And ladders never needed a rescue plan because normally, if you are

406

incapacitated you fall off it, and we would pick you up off the ground. But once

407

it was seen as being this working platform ---

408

A

Mobile access ---

410

Q

Well, there again, mobile elevating work platform – is it now, if we are

411

going to have this hoist on it, a mobile elevating work platform? The answer is

412

“yes” and then we are into six-monthly inspection.

413

A

414

because it had something you could stand on, the basket, as opposed to a

415

ladder which doesn’t have any of that.

404

409

That is always the problem. It was always regarded as a platform

416
417

Q

I picked up something on the instructions from the manufacturers, that

418

they didn’t realise was missing; and that is when I talk to students about moving

419

an occupied Tallescope we get to the position where they are going to do the

420

work and we talk about applying the brakes, because that is clearly in there; but

421

it does not say there “and drop the outriggers”. If you are going to set one up to

422

climb up and use, it tells you “drop the outriggers” – there is no question about

423

that – you want the stability while you are climbing anyway, but while you are in

424

the work position they are supposed to be on the deck. In here it doesn’t

425

mention “and drop the outriggers again”.

426

A

Okay.

427
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But what I say to students is that it doesn’t say you don’t; this is all about

428

Q

429

the moving aspect of moving an occupied Tallescope, not when you get there

430

what you are supposed to do.

431

A

Sure.

433

Q

So I think they are going to be wanting to add back in there this idea “and

434

you should drop the outriggers”.

432

435
436

Flip is talking about the idea of retiring soon, unfortunately. I might even apply

437

for his job – that would be good, wouldn’t it? Poacher turned gamekeeper.

438

A

439

that’s the case.

Is it that way round? I am never quite sure. He will be sorely missed, if

440
441

Q

Yes, he has got a nice approach to it, hasn’t he?

442

A

Absolutely.

444

Q

What is common sense, what is reasonable.

445

A

“And, by the way, if you get it wrong, I’ll have you.”

447

Q

Yes, that is true as well.

448

A

Exactly. That is the way it should be. It is very much his – as much as

449

he is able to, he is seen now more as part of the entertainment industry possibly

450

than an HSE person, if you see what I mean, which is exactly as it should be

451

because it is industry-led self-regulation.

443

446

452
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453

Q

If you go back to what is the primary role of an HSE inspector, it should

454

be about encouraging and assisting organisations to meet their requirements in

455

law. A secondary role is chasing people up and penalising if necessary. Quite.

456

A

457

survey to find out – because it is all very well spending some years of

458

backwards and forwards ---

So that is where we got to really. I would be most interested in your

459
460

Q

You guys don’t use Tallescopes here.

461

A

Here? No, no, no. There is a MEWP downstairs that is very regularly

462

inspected and is licensed to operate it. We use it so rarely here anyway.

463
464

Q

There is a lot of theatres out there with these things. AAP literally let me

465

take a photograph of the names of all their theatres and where they do their

466

inspections of the Tallescopes; and then all the green ones were the ones that

467

they have ---

468

A

They did let you take a photograph?

470

Q

Bob.

471

A

He did?

473

Q

Yes.

474

A

Oh good – data protection ...

476

Q

I asked him: “How many Tallescopes are out there?” He said: “We

477

don’t know. We have got about 600 venues on our list, but some of them may

478

be duplicates. We are still trying to sort through them and nail it down.”

469

472

475
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479

A

Yes, because a lot of the West End theatres just wheel them round in the

480

streets between venues, you know, that have got in the way. I remember using

481

one at XXXX when we did the original fit-up of XXXX – that is thirty years ago –

482

and that was – I remember using it but I cannot remember if I used it without –

483

here is a bit of stupidity, and there is various people around the place – Durham

484

Marenghi who is a lighting designer who has just done the Olympics and is

485

about to do the Paralympics as well – he and I remember the stupid things that

486

we did. I remember one Sunday morning at XXXX putting in a new R&V beam

487

light – are you familiar with those things?

488
489

Q

No.

490

A

They are a box that had a 250-watt silvered 24-volt lamp in it, and a

491

bloody great 250 VA transformer sitting in the thing – and that was in a beam

492

light. You could use them as casting beams and they are very strong lights and

493

they dim beautifully and all that. So one Sunday morning – me – volunteering

494

to go up the Tallescope and standing on the intermediate rail at full stretch,

495

putting up what is probably – at least 12, possibly 14 kilo – and being able to

496

just get up to turn the hook clamps screw. That was a Sunday morning after

497

having done two shows of XXXX the night before, the day before. How stupid!

498

People walking out on fly bars.

499

Oh, yes. By coincidence, in the XXXX event in Barcelona – 2001 this is

500

Q

501

– it was a big event, an 8 million budget for a four-day event – 7,000

502

participants. They had a total of 500 techies working on that event at different

503

times. Anyway, the tear down was scheduled for three days. The punters were

504

all knocking off about five o’clock and the techies got stuck in. They were up in

505

cherry-pickers and then running trusses, just cutting black tabs to drop them –

506

with punters still walking around as well. But that was not the worst of it: the

507

worst of it for me was that they had their own company’s risk assessment

508

saying that they will wear a harness in the basket of the cherry-picker – and I

509

find them not clipped on, and say: “What’s this?” “The risk assessment just

510

says I have got to wear a harness; it says nothing about being clipped on.”
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A

What the do you wear a harness for?

513

Q

The second thing was that they shall not leave the basket in the cherry-

514

picker. So anyway that night the production company say, as a thank-you for

515

the techies – “there is free food and a bar open for you – a free bar”. At three

516

o’clock in the morning I left because I was fed up of techies – “the trouble with

517

you, health and safety ...” At 7.30 in the morning they turn in for breakfast and

518

at 8 o’clock they are up in the cherry-pickers running the trusses again. I am

519

threatening to take the key out of one of the cherry-pickers because of this. The

520

contract manager for the project came up to me – because they are on the cans

521

to each other all the time – says: “Is there a problem, Paul?” I say why I am

522

concerned. He said: “Have you told him?” “Yes.” “Have you made a note of it

523

in the site diary?” “No, I will do.” He said: “Ah, I should do that if I were you.

524

Anything else you need to look at?” In other words: “It is getting the job done –

525

go off and stick your nose in somewhere else.” Terrible isn’t it – terrible?

511
512

526
527

Thank you very much indeed for your time.

528

A

Not at all. (CONCLUDED)
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1

INTERVIEW WITH GEOFFREY JOYCE,

2

SAFETY COMMITTEE MEMBER,

3

THE ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH THEATRE TECHNICIANS

4

(16 SEPTEMBER 2016)

5

Interviewed by PAUL EDWARDS

6
7

Q

Geoff Joyce, you are the Training Co-ordinator for the ABTT and you are

8

on the ABTT Safety Committee. You were actually part of the Committee

9

during the developments that went into the Code of Practice.

10
11

In a nutshell, we have already looked at the development that got as far the

12

development of the Code of Practice, but more than anything, I am interested in

13

your ideas about these rescue plans that are out there ---

14

A

Talking about which specific Code of Practice?

16

Q

The 2011 Code of Practice for the safe use of Tallescopes.

17

A

Right, yes.

19

Q

Then your opinion on the different rescue plans that are out there and if

20

you know of others that I don’t know about yet. So, just talk generally about

21

rescue at height from Tallescopes.

22

A

23

-

15

18

The only rescue plan that we were introduced to by Access Equipment --

24
25

Q

Aluminium Access Products.

26

A

--- at Earls Court – we all went down for the demonstration. That was the

27

first time that I saw it and I was always dubious about it. They are very thin
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28

ropes, wear and tear on the ropes, and the fact that you couldn’t really practice

29

it. However, the HSE were ecstatic about it, or seemed to be. Flip [Sandell]

30

was full of joy because he wanted it and was pushing for it very hard and I have

31

always thought that the HSE doesn’t understand the way we operate and I still

32

think that, particularly in relation to CDM which HSE have privately agreed is a

33

difficult issue for them, because we are able to adapt to it – through work at

34

height, through LOLER, through risk assessing – we are controlling our risk, but

35

they are pushing us a little more. Not a bad thing, probably, looking back on it.

36

I think that they have agreed that CDM was a problem, but we are able to

37

control that now, and a lot of shows, particularly in the West End, go on to CDM

38

because of the length of time they have to notify CDM.

39
40

Q

The build time?

41

A

The build time, the number of projects, whatever. However, with the

42

Tallescope thing, I then came across the rescue at height was the rigging one

43

needing the height, needing to fasten it from height – the RB one – and I

44

thought it was quite extraordinary. I was a little dubious about the

45

demonstration I saw – that the person at height was alive ---

46
47

Q

Yes, and therefore resting and not tangled up in the cage.

48

A

--- and hadn’t got any of the acting – she wasn’t well rehearsed, so I think

49

to that see it done live would be interesting – to a live patient ---

50
51

Q

Or to a dummy that can be shown absolutely inert.

52

A

--- or a dummy, yes. I worked at Coventry on the test using the test

53

dummies, with Neil Darracott, where we ran the Tallescope at a block to tip the

54

dummy out and the force was quite considerable. Have you seen his report?

55
56

Q

I have seen summaries of his report.
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57

A

He did a very interesting report under Xolve, I think his company was

58

called, and I worked on the working party with him for a couple of days on

59

making it work – putting dummies and load dummies – and we tried to give this

60

as evidence to the HSE to show the tipping motion of the Tallescope, to make it

61

tip and ABTT gave this in evidence to the HSE. You have to go at some pace

62

to tip it. I can’t remember the results, but obviously they are all published

63

somewhere, but I thought that the RB rescue [system] was the best in the end.

64

I came to this conclusion, because you could use it for other things; you could

65

take it away, providing you have got the facility to hang it.

66
67

Q

Yes. Its only limitation is that you have to have somewhere above to

68

suspend it from.

69

A

70

person who was the flyman there – we were in the grid and he fell ill and clearly

71

couldn’t…...it was a vertical ladder with hoops on – and he couldn’t get down. If

72

he’d had the RB thing because, being in a grid there was plenty of hanging

73

points, there was the trap door which you use to get the gear in there – one

74

could have put the person in one of these collapsible body splints. They use

75

them on football pitches. They open up and you push the person on. You

76

could have strapped a bridle on there, strapped him in and lowered him down.

77

That would have been a useful method, there. Of course, it wasn’t out at the

78

time, but it occurred to me that that was a good use for it. It is a selling point

79

that they could use for people who have grids and high ceilings, particularly with

80

poor access. If you have got someone who is in trouble it is a way of getting

81

them down quite quickly.

Of course, and I came across an incident overseas where an elderly

82
83

Q

There has been talk, and I am sympathetic to it, that the idea that the

84

Tallescope, in its current iteration, is perhaps outmoded anyway; that we ought

85

to be looking at using the Genie.

86
87

Yes, the Genie, but of course you can’t use it on a raked floor, you can’t use it

88

on a stepped floor – stages which have rostra, you are in trouble.
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89

A lot of places have already got a Tallescope and couldn’t afford the

90

Q

91

investment and the floor loading – the point loading is quite significantly more

92

on that.

93

A

94

certain stretch.

Well there are machines which have arms on as well which give you

95

Yes, these spider-type things; I’ve seen something about those. I think

96

Q

97

Michael Anderson was quite keen on them.

98

A

You have still got to put outriggers out.

100

Q

You still have to get it somewhere in amongst the set which is a problem.

101

A

I have seen them in use and they are quite nifty and you can move

102

people on them, like you can the Genie of course. Well, that one you can you

103

can move people on – some you have to come down, but you have got that big

104

problem of resetting and pulling all the gear out again. So, Tallescopes are a

105

very convenient and very cheap method of dealing with it for theatre with small

106

stages. For large stages I think you have got to do something different. I saw

107

this sort of sledge that Opera North uses when touring that you lie on that

108

travelled along the top of a square truss and you focused from.

99

109
110

Q

Chicken Shed have got this sit in trolley thing that runs on a beam right in

111

front of each of the bars.

112

A

113

Tallescope for flexibility. Also, you can adjust the legs to a six inch rostra easily

114

enough and get away with it. I think, with the right assessment, you can get

115

away with it provided people are sensible and do it properly – they don’t mess

116

about with it.

So, there are efforts like that around the country, but you can’t beat the

117
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118

Q

So, on the rescue methods, we have got the Aluminium Access Products

119

one which is on this one in front of us here, with the hoist, we have got the RB

120

Health & Safety Solutions and there is another one that is mentioned in the

121

Code of Practice that is similar idea where it is something from the grid – the

122

only difference being how you hook up on the other one – I can’t remember

123

what they are called, not Xolve, something or other. The other method that I

124

have heard of is people wheeling these things [Tallescope] across things like a

125

balcony and trying to lift people out.

126

A

127

you have got to get over the edge of the balcony.

Well that was a suggestion, but you have got to get out of the basket,

128
129

Q

Somebody suggested that you have a gate that opens in the balcony, but

130

you have still got to get out of the basket – it’s a dead weight lifted out of the

131

basket – and you presenting all of the people involved in the rescue are now

132

working at height and you have got to protect them.

133

A

134

system, and with the RB system, you are safe.

That’s right; you are putting everybody into danger. At least with this

135
136

Q

Yes. Everyone is down at floor level or working from a fixed position.

137

A

Yes. It is a sensible approach, but, I still want to see the evidence that it

138

is necessary in the first place. It is an evidence-based risk assessment and if

139

you were risk assessing it, you might risk it high – rescue – but where do people

140

do it? People knock Tallescopes over, people damage Tallescopes, but not

141

when you are actually using it. It is when you are moving it, when you are on

142

the floor, that is when the damage happens and I have never heard of anyone

143

in a Tallescope who has been damaged or has an incident or has collapsed.

144

So, I think that actual use of a Tallescope – you hear a window cleaner falls off

145

a ladder because he is leaning out, I can understand that – but good theatre

146

technicians look after their equipment. Some don’t, of course.

147
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148

Q

One of the things I mentioned earlier with this group and I think I

149

mentioned to you is that one incident that none of these rescue kits are brilliant

150

for is somebody who just freezes up in a Tallescope –

151

A

152

would probably get away with it on the RB one, maybe on this one [AAP rescue

153

kit] you wouldn’t because they are shaking and it might be tricky to drop

154

because they would fall out.

Or has an epileptic fit, for example. Probably for an epileptic fit you

155
156

Q

But with this they are supposed to be harnessed in anytime they are in

157

that basket, so perhaps that would be ok, but I am thinking more of somebody

158

who is conscious but can’t come down. You start tipping it, they are going to

159

freak out – you can imagine them trying to climb out of the basket as you are

160

coming down with it.

161

A

162

of it; we have been no live rescues, have there?

Yes. We are not going to know until it happens. We have no experience

163
164

Q

Not that I am aware of.

165

A

Not even with the RB one.

167

Q

No.

168

A

So, my leaning is towards the RB one is because it is more flexible and,

169

provided that you have got the grid to deal with it – even in the front of house,

170

you could often find a point to deal with it if you had to, whereas with this you

171

are stuck with what you have got.

166

172
173

Q

The AA Products one is only the Tallescope it rescues from and, as has

174

been pointed out, only if you can tilt the Tallescope to bring it down to horizontal

175

level.
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176

A

Unless, of course, you have got somebody who has got a row of access

177

qualifications who could go up and rescue somebody, strap them to themselves

178

and lower down the through the press-held-type of system.

179
180

Q

Yes, but you still have to get the Tallescope away from them.

181

A

You still have to, but you could probably lift them up somehow – it would

182

be a bit cumbersome – but it would be possible.

183
184

Q

I thought of something that is a hybrid. Some time ago, we talked about

185

the self-rescue harnesses. The ones with the lanyard that deploys itself and

186

lowers you to stage. We heard that the worry is that people would do lone

187

working.

188

A

…and then be on it and that people would abuse it.

190

Q

Use it as a method of getting down when they wanted a tea break, or

191

something.

192

A

I wouldn’t want to encourage that too much.

194

Q

But that could be a combination-type thing where you could use that for

195

this sort of rescue – that they are attached from above, come in and drop the

196

Tallescope from them, hit the release and down they come.

197

A

198

already a patient, but you have got to act it properly.

189

193

I just think you have got to try it out on a dummy or someone who is

199

All these rescue, except this one with Aluminium Access Products – if

200

Q

201

somebody here is collapsed in a basket, with their product, they will come down

202

with it whether they are tangled with the basket or not – and it worries me that

203

with all the others, a prone dummy, their arms could be interlocked in the cage.
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A

You have to go up and untwine something.

206

Q

I talked about that and who was it – Mark white, I interviewed him last

207

week, and he was saying that these things [Tallescopes] are so massively over-

208

rated that if we had to go up there. Somebody could go up there, briefly.

209

A

Yes, it’s very strong.

211

Q

It has got to be. If we are seriously saying that it will cope with the

212

horizontal stresses when we tilt the thing, well surely vertically it got be…..the

213

problem is stability if it moves and, of course, if you got it static and it is locked

214

down, that is not going to be an issue.

215

A

216

150[kg], at least, on the platform ---

204
205

210

Absolutely. I was surprised you said it was 115[kg]. I thought it would be

217
218

Q

No. They are all rated at 115[kg].

219

A

--- because they must be rated at 150[kg], surely. That is a bit of a

220

surprise because most of us are fairly hefty, and when you have got kit going

221

up, you can easily overload it. So, it is an issue, but an issue we can manage –

222

theatre can manage it. Like in construction and design management, we do

223

management, we work with the Management of Health and Safety at Work, we

224

do the risk assessment, we do LOLER, we do all these which comply to the

225

construction design ---

226

The only on I have trouble is the maintenance idea – with most, you can

227

Q

228

not get in to do lamp focusing.

229

A

230

boatswain’s chair or you need some sort of….

You can hardly reach a lot of them and, therefore, you need a

231
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I think the designer should be held more to account. “You’ve designed

232

Q

233

this big set; how does somebody get in to do whatever…?

234

A

235

under The Construction Design and Management Regulations and the theatre

236

and the HSE more or less accept that a designer can scribble a design and that

237

is his design, but it is the production manager has to take that design and has to

238

work it out – how do you get to it.

Yes. That is where an architect would be responsible for a building

239
240

Q

That is where we might call it a different thing in theatre, but in terms of

241

the CDM Regs, the production management organisation is taking on the role of

242

the designer.

243

A

244

[rehearsal] or after the dress [rehearsal].

When does CDM cease? It probably ceases after the technical

245

If it is not a notifiable project, it ceases after the designer’s finished,

246

Q

247

effectively.

248

A

249

then you reinstate it for the get out.

That’s it – once it is up, it is up and that’s you back into theatre mode and

250
251

Q

But the regs require that it has to be something that can be safely

252

maintained and used.

253

A

254

health and safety, across the board.

You have to maintain it, indeed, and maintenance is a big problem of

255

….one of the biggest problems for us which is why we keep talking about

256

Q

257

this Tallescope and how do we get in to places and why it is not so fit for

258

purpose these days.

259

A

260

regulations because you have fly floors now which have wide doors, which

I think that newly-built theatres have been saved by the disabled
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261

have lift access – people are now building the buildings to suit disabled and we

262

have gained from a lot of that. My view is that we have seen a lot of

263

advantages which the theatre technician has use and benefited from,

264

particularly at height. I don’t think that a theatre architect would necessarily

265

have built wide doors or double doors ---

266
267

Q

Have I got to start looking at how do you get somebody in a wheelchair

268

down from a Tallescope?

269

A

That’s the next one, yes. Satisfy the disabled regulations.

271

Q

I did wonder why we haven’t looked at the idea of the Tallescope – you

272

know these collapsible ladders, where you pull them out one rung at a time and

273

extend them, telescopic ladders – why we aren’t exploring the possibility of

274

something like that to replace the Tallescope, because then you could bring the

275

basket down to floor level without the tilt, without anything. It is simply retracted

276

the same way as you take it up, so you could lift somebody and take them down

277

from floor level.

278

A

What would you do with the Esca 3000?

280

Q

The one you walk along? Get rid of it.

281

A

Well you should get rid of it, yes, but at least you can move it and it is

282

rated as 131, isn’t it?

270

279

283
284

Q

BS EN 131

285

A

So, it is within the European range of good product.

287

Q

The maximum load on those is more than 115[kg]. I think they are

288

130[kg].

286
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289

A

I think it is higher, 125[kg] I think, and I think, the Esca 3000 is

290

convenient and useful tool for the small studio space. It is probably too big for

291

it, but for studios that are fixed level, it is ideal and is probably safe enough for

292

students – they would probably enjoy doing it – but, how do you rescue from it?

293

You can’t do any more than this [Tallescope]. You still need a rescue plan, but

294

the breaking system is different because it blocks itself down with two points.

295
296

Q

That is what it walks on, those two points, isn’t it?

297

A

There is a ratchet thing. I don’t know what they do abroad. I don’t think

298

that they think about rescue, abroad.

299
300

Q

Well, this is a unique bit of kit. One of the interesting things that I found

301

when talking to Aluminium Access Products was that they don’t know how many

302

of these are out there.

303

A

304

lighting and that is where they can adjust and that is their advert, that they have

305

one of these doing street lights on varying different surfaces.

No. They weren’t designed for theatres – they were designed for street

306

I’ve had a nag at them about the fact that they still have one on their web

307

Q

308

site with just two outriggers shown.

309

A

310

had to dismantle the frame, or remove one of the board, to get the post inside,

311

whereas you should be doing the post from alongside.

The old fashioned one and where’s the post? Inside the frame. They’ve

312

On this one you can’t, but on a lot of the frames, that bottom rail at the

313

Q

314

front unclips so you can wheel it in and then clip it back in again.

315

A

Yes. I can’t think who the other company was ---

316
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That has the Tallescope label on it but it is the other company’s product –

317

Q

318

that’s the one with the stiffener on, that’s not the Tallescope product.

319

A

320

adding stiffeners to them. The big ones were horrific. You wobbled at the top,

321

you were swaying, thinking you were in a circus.

That is because the mast used to bend so they stiffened them up be

322

“Who is touching that?” “Nobody.” “Well, it’s moving!” “It’s you, mate.

323

Q

324

Sorry.”

325

A

326

somebody in it. They rolled out – just jumped out and rolled with it – and got

327

away with it.

Yes. I have seen one of those go over at the XXXX in XXXX with

328
329

Q

We can’t recommend it as a method, though.

330

A

Not really, no, but we talking about – when I started was the

331

sixties/seventies so it was ’81 when I started at the XXXX. I was the chief

332

electrician there, smoking away. There were no outriggers at all. Up he went –

333

he was just hanging on to something and he went. He just rolled out, got up

334

and walked away from it and the one at the old XXXX in XXXX they used to put

335

them on the two seats to do the front of house advance bar. Just laid frame on

336

top of the front seats and the legs were dangling. Crazy. Of course, you

337

wouldn’t do that today. The things you used to get away with.

338
339

Q

Well, thank you very much for your time.

340

A

That’s no problem. (CONCLUDED)
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Appendix H
Tallescope rescue plan survey questionnaire

Tallescope rescue plan questionnaire
This questionnaire has been created to provide data for research into what
rescue plans, if any, are in place for rescuing an incapacitated person
occupying the basket of a raised Tallescope. The research is being carried
out by Paul Edwards of Theatre Safety Network for his dissertation as part of
an MSc in Safety, Health & Environmental Management at The University of
South Wales.
Name (optional)

First

Last

You will be sent a link to download the completed research if you provide your email
address. Providing your name only makes it possible to address you politely if you opt
to receive the link. Your name and address will not be shared with any other parties
and will not be used for any other purpose.

Email address (optional)

You will be sent a link to download the completed research if you provide your email
address. Your email address will not be shared with any other parties and will not be
used for any other purpose.

Name of your organisation (optional)

Providing your organisation's name makes it possible to ensure that the data does not
include multiple entries for the same organisation. The name of your organisation will
not be shared with any other parties and will not be used for any other purpose.

Does your organisation use one or more Tallescopes?
Yes

No

If your answer is "No" there is no need to answer any further questions. Please add any
additional comments in the "Additional information" box, below, and submit your form.

Does your organisation have a rescue plan for the use of Tallescopes?
Yes

No

If your answer is "No" there is no need to answer any further questions. Please add any
additional comments in the "Additional information" box, below, and submit your form.
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If your organisation does have a rescue plan for the use of Tallescopes, is it:
Aluminium Access Products Ltd.' kit and plan?
rescue pack and plan?

RB Health & Safety Solutions'

Some other method (provide brief details below)

Please select whichever plan you have in place

Details of your rescue plan if you selected "Some other method", above

Please provide brief details of the method you use for rescuing someone from a
Tallescope

Have your technicians received training on implementing the rescue plan?
Yes

No

You should answer "Yes" to this question if you have sufficient trained technicians
available at all times that your Tallescope(s) is being used to carry out a rescue;
otherwise answer "No"

Do you conduct refresher training on your rescue plan?
Yes, more than once per year
annually

Yes, annually

Yes, less often than

No

Please select the option that most accurately describes your training pattern

How long does a rescue take using your plan?

Estimate how long it takes to bring a casualty down from a raised Tallescope to a point
where first aid can be administered and, if necessary, ambulance crew can access the
casualty to render assistance

Additional comments

Please add any additional comments that you feel may be relevant to this topic and/or
qualify one or more of your responses above

Submit
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Appendix I
Tallescope rescue plan survey responses

1

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: Other
Details_of_other_plan: Current plan is to call emergency services. In light
of the rescue plan issues, we have moved to automating as much of our
lighting rig as financially possible, and this has drastically reduced the use
of the Tallescope.
Training: Yes
Re-training_frequency: Anually
Additional_comments: We haven't implemented the AAP rescue plan as I
haven't seen enough evidence of there being an issue the rescue plan is
developed for, I'm also not aware the rescue kit has ever been used under
real scenario, until that time as I work for a charity trust and budgets are
tight, I've taken a reactive stance on the matter, all my technicians are
trained in house on how to operate the Tallescope to AAP latest guidelines
and our current rescue plan is they call the fire brigade (I know this isn't
acceptable in HSE eyes, but I've spoken with the local fire station chief
when they last visited the theatre and as the likelihood is so low they were
ok with it).
Look forward to reading your paper.

2

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: AAP
Training: No
Re-training_frequency: None
Additional_comments: We have the fully upgraded Tallescope, with
moving and rescue kits. We will be undertaking training this month,
although we have had the kits for a year. We will only be suing the Talle
as we have a raked stage coming up and only then if we can avoid it by
using intelligent lighting etc.
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As we are equipped with Genies, this is what we use as our main working
at height equipment, although there is an argument from tutors that we
should use the Talle to teach students as they will come across it. Once
we have had the training, I'm happy to have a training day to show them it
but the Genie will always be a better option, if we have to work at height.
I think both the moving and rescue kits are somewhat sticking plaster
solutions and unfortunately I think a lot of venues are not in touch enough
with bodies like the ABTT and will continue to use the Tallescope
incorrectly. These are the spaces not owned by the big chains where the
safety culture exists. That is where the real Working at Height issues exist
and need to be tackled

3

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: AAP
Training: Yes
Refresher_training_frequency: <Less than once per year
Rescue_time: A bit long! 6 mins
Additional_comments: Rescue 'kit' is a bit cumbersome but there seems
little alternative. At least you can actually get them out or at least lower
them to attend to them.
Probably take longer for paramedics to arrive than to extract victim!

4

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: No

5

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: No
Details_of_other_plan: due to the need of a rescue plan we have stopped
using our Tallescope.

6

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: RB
Training: Yes
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Re-training_frequency: Anually
Rescue_time: arround 10 mins
Additional_comments: We only purchased the kits recently, we have
trained all the full-time venue tech staff and have a plan to carryout onsite
self practise training on a regualr basis for staff, the aim would be to have
every member of staff complete practise more than once a year.

7

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: RB
Training: Yes
Re-training_frequency: More than once per year
Rescue_time: 5 to 10 mins

8

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: AAP
Training: Yes
Refresher_training_frequency: <Less than once per year
Additional_comments: We should in future be training each year just
before the service. As the rescue kit need to be opened for the service.
We may as well open it ourselves and do some training.

9

We don't have a plan as we don't have a Tallescope I'm afraid

10

Use_Tallescope?: No
Rescue_plan?: No
Additional_comments: We have a low ceiling and do not need access to
heights. If by any chance we needed to hire such a device, I would expect
the equipment to come with suitable safety instructions.
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11

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: RB
Training: Yes
Re-training_frequency: More than once per year
Rescue_time: Approx 3 minutes

12

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: RB
Training: Yes
Re-training_frequency: Anually
Rescue_time: 3-5 minutes depending on crew

13

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: AAP
Training: Yes
Refresher_training_frequency: <Less than once per year

14

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: RB
Training: Yes
Re-training_frequency: More than once per year
Rescue_time: Less than 5 minutes

15

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: Other
Details_of_other_plan: we dont have brief details . this is serious
procedures if you would like our procedures then please write in
Training: Yes
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Re-training_frequency: Anually
Rescue_time: depends on the situation

16

We are a touring company based at the Grand Theatre, Swansea and, as
such, would only use the technical equipment of the venues we visit

17

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: RB
Training: No
Re-training_frequency: None

18

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: No
Training: No
Re-training_frequency: None
Additional_comments: Plans to instigate RB method having seen it
demonstrated at trade show.

19

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: AAP
Training: Yes
Refresher_training_frequency: <Less than once per year
Rescue_time: 10 minutes (rough estimate)
Additional_comments: Never timed a rescue, so difficult to estimate
exactly how long it would take to implement the rescue plan in practice.

20

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: AAP
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Details_of_other_plan: we use the AAP rescue winch and also have the
'scaff pack rescue Kit' and 'X-it casualty harness' (rescue nappy) supplied
by 'Heightech'.
Training: Yes
Re-training_frequency: Anually
Rescue_time: aim for 3mins
Additional_comments: due to practicalitites, can only practice the rescue
winch (with no one in it) immediately prior to its inspections to keep the
costs down. All Full Time Tech's attend the WAH and WAH 'Rescue after
a fall' by 'Heightec' every 3 years.

21

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: Other
Details_of_other_plan: If a person needs rescuing from the basket of a
Tallescope, we would attach a ratchet lever hoist to the ladder with a
polyester round sling and attach the other end to the base of the
Tallescope. Using this equipment we would then lower the ladder to a
horizontal position where the person could be aided.
Training: No
Re-training_frequency: None
Rescue_time: I would guess approx 10-15 mins max

22

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: AAP
Training: Yes
Re-training_frequency: More than once per year
Rescue_time: 2 minutes at most.

23

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: No
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Additional_comments: We are aware of the need for a rescue plan and are
looking into it, but at the moment don't have a plan or system in place.

24

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: AAP
Training: Yes
Re-training_frequency: Anually
Rescue_time: 7 minutes - at full extension

25

For your info, we did work on our own in house rescue method, prior to the
Aluminium Access method being backed by the ABTT. Have attached the
rescue plan and kit list.

26

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: No
Training: No
Re-training_frequency: None

27

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: AAP
Training: Yes
Rescue_time: Unknown
Additional_comments: We've only been using the AAP system since the
summer, and (so far) have never had to use it in anger. Refresher training
is on the cards, but no scheduling has yet taken place. Good luck!

28

Currently the XXXX Theatre is undergoing a major redevelopment project
meaning that we have been out of the building since April and will be
moving back in in 2017. Therefore I imagine our HSE policies are in limbo
at the moment as we are not based in a building so I'm not sure there
would be anyone to complete your survey.
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29

We don't have a Tallescope, so weren't not the best people to ask.

30

While I would love to contribute to the data for your dissertation, I'm afraid
our theatre doesn't have a Tallescope.

31

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: RB
Details_of_other_plan: Rescue plan with our generic WAH Rescue kit plus
the Tallescope kit.. Documented and rehearsed plans with 7 x FT
Members of staff all trained externally in Work at Height and Rescue.
Minimum 2 people trained on shift at any time
Training: Yes
Re-training_frequency: More than once per year
Rescue_time: Tallescope - 5 mins from incident
Additional_comments: We keep equipment located in each potential
rescue scenario, with attachment points well documented to be in line with
the equipment available

32

Use_Tallescope?: No
Rescue_plan?: No
Training: No
Re-training_frequency: None
Additional_comments: Our venue was the first in the Country to install a
tension Steel wire Mesh Grid so we have no use of a Tallescope in our
Main Space, The Second space utilises Zargees ladders only which of
course are not covered by theis questionairre.

33

Use_Tallescope?: No
Rescue_plan?: No

34

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
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Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: Other
Details_of_other_plan: We have an in-house training system in place,
Which was given to us by our head of technical services.
Training: Yes
Re-training_frequency: Anually
Rescue_time: Aprox 3-4 mins

35

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: No
Additional_comments: We do not currently have a rescue plan as at time
of writing the only system I am aware of is the Aluminium Access Products
Ltd. kit, which is a one use only system and therefore it is not possible to
carry out training. Without the ability to train / practice this is not a
practical system. I will now look into the RB systems solution to see
how/what this is

36

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: AAP
Details_of_other_plan: Plus an alternative plan, devised before AAP's kit
was available, using a rescue tripod on the grid. We are likely to get the
RB kit as well, to adapt to a variety of situations.
Training: Yes
Refresher_training_frequency: <Less than once per year
Rescue_time: 10 - 15 minutes

37

Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: RB
Training: Yes
Re-training_frequency: More than once per year
Rescue_time: approx 2.5 minutes
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38

Use_Tallescope?: No

39

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: AAP
Training: Yes
Re-training_frequency: More than once per year
Rescue_time: 5 to 10 mins depending where is onstage
Additional_comments: we have a raked stage and have made the decision
not to move the scope with any one in the basket other than in any
emergency situation to lower scope.

40

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: AAP
Training: Yes
Re-training_frequency: Anually
Rescue_time: 3 minutes
Additional_comments: We hold the UK record for the quickest rescue

41

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: AAP
Training: Yes
Re-traing_frequency: None
Rescue_time: About 5 mins
Additional_comments: Refresher training is something that we are aiming
to pursue.

42

Use_Tallescope?: No
Additional_comments: We are designing a new theatre and we have
eliminated the use of Tallescope within the design as most of the work can
be done at lower height and if not, our stage is strong enough to use a
scissor lift or MEWP.
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The rescue kit for Tallescope is more expensive than the Tallescope
itself!!! So we are moving away from it.

43

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: AAP
Details_of_other_plan: We have the new AAP winch system in place,
along with longer push/pull arms to assist with the Tallescope rescue
Training: Yes
Re-training_frequency: Annually
Rescue_time: approx. 10mins

44

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: No
Additional_comments: The XXXX Theatre was in the process of assessing
its Tallescope rescue plan, when the theatre was unexpectedly shut down
due to an asbestos leak. The proposed plan (by the now departed
technical manager) was to somehow utilise one or more of our orchestra
pit lifts to lower the Tallescope from stage to auditorium level, although he
didn't have a plan for when the orchestra pit was being utilised or any
other multitude of scenarios. Since the technical manager departed, we
have since been researching rescue systems (at ABTT I was particularly
impressed with the RB system) and plan on purchasing a system nearer
the time of our reopening, in late 2018.

45

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: AAP
Training: Yes
Re-training_frequency: Annually
Rescue_time: a couple of minutes

46

Use_Tallescope?: Yes
Rescue_plan?: Yes
Rescue_method: AAP
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Training: Yes
Rescue_time: 4 minutes
Additional_comments: We have done the Aluminium Access training with
Frank when we had a new Tallescope a few years back. We have
practiced with the rescue system but it is a bit cumbersome. We reckon if
our short ‘scope is only up 3 or 4 rungs & the guy in the basket needs help
fast then we should abandon the ladder lowering bit (VERY tedious) and
go straight to lowering. Even then it is close to 4 minutes. Ideally of
course there should be no lone working! ….and we should all live in a
perfect world!
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Appendix J
Tallescope rescue plan survey supplementary questions responses

1

1. In our SOP it is not advised to wear a harness (AAP advised us not too
as the recovery method does not rely on you being harnessed to the
Tallescope with the adaptions made to a Tallescope with the recovery
system in). I believe the RB system completely relies on you being
harnessed to the Tallescope and also having fixed points in the roof to
connect too, not always appropriate in some theatre spaces.

2. From the above answer we do not wear harnesses in the
Tallescope.We have the eye bolt but still do not wear a harness. We only
bought our Telescope 6 months ago so it has the complete kit.

Talking to a lot of theatres and technical managers everyone seems to
prefer not being connected to the Tallescope (incase for some reason it
was to fall over, even though it shouldn't if you ahem the 4 outriggers set
up properly) As in theory you would want to hold onto a lighting bar
instead of falling with the Tallescope. If that makes sense?

In theory if the Tallescope is being used properly (relying on user
competence) then a harness would not actually help in the AAP method of
rescue.

Risk assessment wise,

1. A Tallescope is the most appropriate piece of access equipment for
the job (as you can safely move it while someone is at the top_
2. It is only used if necessary and for the appropriate tasks.
3. all in house technical staff have been on the AAP Tallescope course
and have a licence to use it with movement.
4. Appropriate footwear and riggers hard hat is warn by all using the
Tallescope.
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2

The short answer is 1=No and therefore 2=never. I don't see what a
harness is gaining you in this situation.

Anecdotally when I started at this theatre 2 years or so ago. It was
common practice to climb the cat ladders without a harness. I would bet
money that every body now wears a harness to do those tasks. So , not
wearing a harness on the Tallescope is not through laziness it is
something we do not consider necessary. If you wanted to suggest a
reason I have missed that we might, I am happy to consider it.
I can’t remember you original questions. However something that came up
last week was the locking of the Tallescope to the wall when not in use to
prevent untrained / unauthorised use ie contractors .

3

1. The technician in the basket must always wear a harness, and connect
to the RB pouch. The reach pole and rescue kit will always be to hand
also.
2. (a) Always.

4

I have to say yes and yes!

Mainly enforced as I'm also head of the heath and safety group for HQ, so
my guys end up having to do things by the letter.

I'm fairly confident that many other venues wouldn't.

5

a) Wear a harness, but not clipped on. The plan covers attaching a
casualty who is already harnessed up.
b) Hand on heart? In between always and never.

6

answers are yes and always, my life would not be worth living if they did
not use the procedures in place . We are not just playing with this!
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7

We did go through a phase of only allowing staff to go up the Tallescope if
they were in a harness, but that was when they would clip off to a Flybar
that had been flown in just above them. This was pre the extra outriggers,
to save energy going up and down every 5 mins and allow for moving on
and off stage.
As we have 2 potential means of rescue- 1 , winching/lowing the occupied
basket & 2, using a scaff pack recue kit and X-it (nappy) harness (from
above). We don't insist on the wearing of the harness.

8

To be honest, I can't answer that as we never use it!

I've checked and our version doesn't have the eyebolt, so the question
doesn't arise. Instead we have the solid panels around the basket

9

Answers as follows:

1. Harness required with fixed lanyard to anchor bolt in base of Tallescope
(AAP Procedure).
2. (a) Always

10

Yes are operating instructions stipulate must wear harness at all times and
be clipped into eyebolt as AAP installed. Yes can say my Technicians all
use and clip on. We in are operating guide lines do not move the scope
with any one in the basket other than in any emergency situation.

11

1.

Yes, lanyard in the RB pouch

2. (a)

always. This as we are very robust at stopping anyone our own or

toured persons going up the scope minus the harness, this is not to say
some touring persons will argue the point and we had one who was trying
to pretend to clip in.
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Appendix K
RB Health and Safety Solution Tallescope Rescue Pack User Instructions
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Tallescope Rescue Pack
User Instructions.
The RB Health & Safety Solutions Ltd Tallescope Rescue Pack has been designed to
help users comply with the ABTT Code of Practice for use of Tallescopes for working at
height in theatres, Section 13.3 Tallescope Rescue, and the Working at Height
Regulations 2005.
Warning! It is not intended for use as a Work Restraint or Fall Arrest System
The instructions are not exhaustive and CANNOT substitute for comprehensive
Instruction by trained and/or otherwise competent person.
Working at height is dangerous, the consequences of incorrect selection, use and
maintenance of the product could result in damage, serious injury or death.
It is critical at all times to ensure that the user understands the correct and safe use of
the product, uses it only for the purpose for which it is designed and practices all
proper safety procedures.
RB Health & Safety Solutions Ltd can provide the necessary training if required.

RBHSS Tallescope Rescue Pack User Instructions V1.1 2015
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1. Attaching the Rescue Pouch to the Tallescope.
Pass the short 40mm black webbing loop over the top handrail of the Tallescope and
fasten the 2x one way poppers. The RB logo should face outwards.
Pass the long 40mm black webbing loop down and around the mid rail and fasten the
Trident clip back on the pouch, adjust to tension the pouch between the rails.

RBHSS Tallescope Rescue Pack User Instructions V1.1 2015
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2. Installing the Short Lanyard into the Pouch.
Place the short lanyard with the large Petzl “William” karabiner un of the pouch, replace
the cover onto its Velcro closures.
Pull the lanyard to place the clear plastic cover underneath the Velcro cover, this
will position and hold the karabiner in place.
Open the pouch and place the remainder of the lanyard inside, trapping the other
clear plastic cover in the mouth of the pouch, reseal the Velcro to hold the lanyard
in place.
Position the Maillon Rapide to face in towards the centre of the cage.

3. Attachment of the Long Lanyard to Fall Arrest Harness.
Using the Maillon Rapide on the long lanyard make an attachment to a BS EN
361 Full Body, Fall Arrest Harness to either (front or rear) “A”attachment
point.
The karabiner on the other end may be attached to a gear loop on the
harness when not in use. Note the long and short lanyards can be reversed
to suit personal preference by simply switching the karabiners.

RBHSS Tallescope Rescue Pack User Instructions V1.1 2015
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4. Working at the Head of the Tallescope.
When working in the cage the Technician will be required to wear the harness at all times.
After ascending the ladder to the cage and closing the safety gate, attach the karabiner
on the harness lanyard to the Maillon Rapide on the Rescue Pouch.
Ensure the connection is made over the Handrail to avoid trapping the lanyard between the
Cage Rails
Ground crew to verbally check the cage technician has made the connection over the
handrail.

RBHSS Tallescope Rescue Pack User Instructions V1.1 2015
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5. Attachment of Cage Technician/Casualty in the event of Rescue.
In the event that the technician in the cage needs to be rescued, deploy a Work at Height
Rescue Kit to the Grid/Fly Floor or other suitable location to enable the Rescue Line to be
lowered to the stage above the Tallescope location, or if on a Flat Stage move the
Tallescope to the Rescue Point location.
The Ground Crew can attach the Rescue Line to the MGO hook from the Reach Pole Bag.
Fit a Guy line to the MGO Hook if the Tallescope cannot be moved during the Rescue
operation, to assist with guiding the Casualty passed any obstructions.

Fit the MGO hook to the bracket of the Reach Pole.

RBHSS Tallescope Rescue Pack User Instructions V1.1 2015
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With the base of the Reach Pole on the Tallescope Platform extend the MGO Hook
section by section to reach the exposed karabiner located on the outside of the Rescue
Pouch. Try to keep the Pole as Vertical as possible when extending.

At the same time the Rescue Kit Operator should take in slack line as the Reach Pole is
extended.

A spotter may be required at full extension or in low light conditions.
RBHSS Tallescope Rescue Pack User Instructions V1.1 2015
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Once the attachment has been made with the Pouch karabiner, pull down sharply on
the Reach Pole to release the MGO Hook, the casualty is now connected to the Rescue
Kit.

6. Lifting the Casualty.
The Rescue Kit Operator can now take in the line to deploy the lanyard from the Rescue
Pouch, once this is complete the casualty should be under tension of the Rescue Kit.
Lift the Casualty using the mechanical advantage pulley system within the Rescue Kit, to
raise the casualty enough to lower the Tallescope Ladder or if the Tallescope is fully
housed raise the Casualty`s feet clear of the handrail.

RBHSS Tallescope Rescue Pack User Instructions V1.1 2015
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7. Lowering the Casualty.
Move the Tallescope clear of the Casualty, or using the Guy line pull the Casualty clear of
the Tallescope if it cannot be moved.

Operate the Rescue Kit to Lower the Casualty to the stage in a smooth and controlled
manor.

RBHSS Tallescope Rescue Pack User Instructions V1.1 2015
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RB Health and Safety Solutions Ltd
Blacklands Business Centre
15 Fearon Road
Hastings
TN34 2EP
0845 2571489 www.rbhealthandsafety.co.uk

RBHSS Tallescope Rescue Pack User Instructions V1.1 2015
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Appendix L: Heightec Rescue Pack User Instructions
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L2

Appendix M: Tallescope Rescue Methods survey, response 15
XXXX Tallescope Rescue Methods
Reviewed March 2012

Tallesope Collapse/ Tip Over
The first priority in a Tallescope collapse event should be ascertaining the
condition of the casualty now suspended in the harness from the secondary
safety. It should be noted that current advice is that an unconscious casualty
should be rescued from a harness within 10 minutes.
The second priority is to determine the possible methods of rescue.
The following protocols should be followed:
Assess the situation
Ascertain the condition of the casualty. Is he/she
(a) Conscious or unconscious?
(b) Seriously injured, slightly injured or unhurt?
If casualty is unconscious or injured seriously enough to require emergency
medical attention immediately call an Ambulance.
Rescue Method 1
The preferred method of rescue is to lower the casualty to the stage on the
counterweight bar. As there is no counterweight on the bar, the weight of the
casualty has to be taken on the rope on the Fly Floor. At the XXXX Theatre this
is achieved by removing one rope clip and running the rope carefully through
the installed rope brake in conjunction with the remaining rope clip in order to
provide the necessary friction for a controlled descent. At the YYYY Theatre,
any slack in the Stop rope must be taken up, then both rope clips removed and
the installed rope brake gently released to transfer the load onto the Stop. The
descent is then controlled with the Stop. In both cases, a second technician
must be on the Fly Floor to help facilitate the descent. The second technician
will help with the control of the descent, operating the rope brakes and/or Stop
in conjunction with the duty flyman to provide a controlled steady descent.
A team member on stage will liaise with the fly floor technicians to direct the
descent.
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At the YYYY Theatre, where the casualty is suspended from the static rope
attached to the lighting bridge, the bridge should be lowered to the stage as
normal.
Rescue Method 2
Where the counterweight bar (or bridge) is not able to be lowered to the stage,
the belay rescue method may be used. In this case, the casualty will be
suspended on a rope diverted through a double karabiner assembly attached to
the counterweight bar with the other end inserted in a belay device on a
harness worn by a competent team member on the stage floor. Once the floor
area is clear and it is safe to do so, the team member on stage will lower the
casualty to the stage through the belay device. A designated rope for this
method is provided at both venues. The use of double karabiners gives friction
assistance during the belay, allowing a controlled descent.
The methods outlined above have been tested and would provide a rapid
rescue to both conscious and unconscious casualties. Due to the nature of a
Tallescope collapse, the counterweight bar is not subjected to a shock-load,
however the bar shall be taken out of use until fully inspected and certified as
safe.
_______________________________________________________________
Alternate methods of rescue are noted below, which may be appropriate in
some cases. However, the method noted above is the preferred method and
should always be attempted first. Where sufficient staff are available, these
alternate methods may be deployed alongside the preferred method in order to
ensure the fastest and safest recue.
1. If the Tallescope has sustained minimal damage, can safely be used, and the
casualty is conscious and physically able to descend the Tallescope, the
Tallescope may be re-deployed (or at the XXXX’s, the second Tallescope may
be used) under the casualty and raised to allow the casualty to gain access to
the platform before unclipping from the safety bar and descending as normal.
2. At the YYYY Theatre, the Genie Lift may be deployed, a technician
ascending to rescue the casualty by guiding him/her into the platform as it
ascends. This method may be used to rescue an unconscious or injured
casualty. Note that in practice, once the casualty's weight is taken by the Genie,
the overload cutout operates, and no further ascent is possible. The Genie Lift
will lower as normal when the overload cutout has operated, and it should be
noted that this is an emergency procedure only.
In the above two methods, when an unconscious casualty is accessed in the
harness, the casualty should be gently raised to a more upright position (injuries
permitting) and held upright by clipping a karabiner (or 2) between the rope and
chest harness where practicable.
In assessing the rescue options, the safety of the casualty, speed of recovery
and the practicalities of each possible method must be considered, with
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common sense and experience helping to decide on the best rescue method.
Where staffing levels permit, it is also suggested that more than one rescue
method are instigated concurrently, in case the preferred option encountered
unforeseen difficulties.
Casualty in Tallescope Basket
Where the operative in the basket becomes incapacitated through illness or
injury, an ambulance should be called if required and the following rescue
methods may be used:
Secondary point on fly-bar available to lower to stage level
The casualty can be lifted out of the basket by raising the fly bar to pull the
casualty free, Two or more team members will be required to achieve this. At
the YYYY Theatre, the Stop assembly may be used to assist in this procedure.
Once the casualty is clear of the basket, the Tallescope can be moved and the
fly bar lowered to the stage.
Secondary point on LX Bridge able to lower to stage level (Festival
Theatre)
If the casualty can be accessed from the bridge, the safety line may be attached
to a suitable part of the metal structure. The bridge can then be raised to lift the
casualty clear of the basket, the Tallescope moved and the bridge lowered to
the stage. If the casualty cannot be reached, the same method may be used,
but it should be noted that the bridge will need to go higher to take the strain on
the static rope and care will be required in monitoring the lifting of the casualty.
Secondary point on belay system.
The belay rope should be played out to allow enough slack for the safety bar to
be lifted 2-3 metres above the casualty. Once the bar is lifted to take up the
slack, the belay rope should be locked in the belay device and a second person
attached to the device. Two team members on the fly floor can then raise the fly
bar further allowing the rope to then pull the casualty clear of the basket. The
Tallescope can then be moved and the casualty lowered though the belay
device.
Further rescue methods to expand the range of secondary safety points that
can be used for Tallescope movement are being investigated, and this method
statement and the Tallescope policy will be reviewed to reflect any
developments in due course.
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